


Having built professional 16mm 
cameras for close to 40 years, we can 
offer this assurance about our H-16 EL: 

There isn’t another 16mm 
camera within thousands of dollars of 
the EL that gives you anything like its 
quality, its reliable performance, and its 
up-to-date all-round capabilities. 

You have crystal control of the 
motor for wireless sync sound. Sync- 
pulse generator permits automatic 
slating. Solid-state electronics 
control other motor speeds from 10 to 
50 Ips forward and 18 fps reverse, 
single-frame exposures, and LED 
exposure readout in the reflex finder. 

The silicon-cell metering system 
responds instantly, with spectral all¬ 
color uniformity, and has no memory 
problems. The shutter starts and stops 
instantly, in closed position. 

As an example of all-over EL 
ruggedness, you can carry it safely by 
the lens. Automatic threading and 
spool ejection are typical of its 
built-in, time saving convenience. 

Choose among hundreds of 
lenses, including the most advanced 
types. Add any accessories you need — 
400-ft. magazine, blimp, matte box, 
underwater housing, and more —all 
available in the Bolex system. 

And, save enough on every¬ 
thing to pay for hundreds of extra 
rolls of film, or additional equipment 
you thought beyond your budget! 

For hill-color literature about 
the EL, as well as the other Bolex 
16 cameras and sound projector, write 
for Lit/Pak P-77. And if you’d like to 

^ ^0,^ the EL, 
ve’ll be glad to 

arrange it. 

Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc. 
Woodbuiy, N.Y. 11797 USB 

The Electronic Bolex H-16 EL. 
By any other name 

it would cost twice as much. 



ANGENIEUX ZOOM LENS SALE 
oeneral camera © 

corporation 
471 Eleventh Avenue, New York, N.Y 10018 (212) 594-8700 Telex: 14-7136 
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“Chick” Hyman 
likes the 

FRENCH ECLAIR 
ACL 

Samuel “Chick” Hyman, 
President of CAMERA MART 

“Our records show that we are getting more 
and more demand for the FRENCH ECLAIR 
ACL. So weVe just recently added more 
ACLs to our rental inventory. Cameramen 
like the ACLs new features: the auto-erect 

view finder, the thru-the-lens exposure system, the multi-speed motor. 
And significant modifications in the mechanism have made the ACL a 
truly reliable and studio quiet camera. Of course, the ACLs basic appeal 
is its compact size, light weight, and its five-second magazine change. 
The head of our service department, Shemon Bendor, says, 'TheFRENCH 
ECLAIR ACL is rugged and holding up in the field. Maintenance costs 
are low and when we need a part it is immediately available'. 
“At CAMERA MART our success is based on having the equipment 
cameramen want. Right now we are buying more ACLs because that’s 
what more and more cameramen are asking for!’ 

For Guaranteed Sales & Service Call: 

Hollywood (213) 464-2125 
IMew York (516) 889-4810 

905 IM. COLE AVE. 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

90038 

TWX: 910-321-4192 Eclair USA LSA 
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The American Society of Cinematographers is not a labor union or a guild, but is an educational, cultural and professional organization. 
Membership is by invitation to those who are actively engaged as Directors of Photography and have demonstrated outstanding ability. Not all 
cinematographers can place the initials A.S.C. after their names. A.S.C. membership has become one of the highest honors that can be 
bestowed upon a professional cinematographer, a mark of prestige and distinction. 
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Gnematographers, constantly confronted 
with unique problems of light control 
and balance, tend to see things from a 
highly specialized perspective. So when Sol 
Negrin, ASC, talks of “areas like canyons 
with the sun streaking on one side,” he is 
referring not to Death Valley but to Man¬ 
hattan’s Lower East Side. For Sol Negrin, 
New York City is one huge back lot, 
whether it’s for setting up a shootout or 
choreographing a chase. 

But if you think there’s a lot of action 
on the popular Kojak series, you should see 
the kind of action that goes on behind the 
scenes. Each show has a six-day shooting 
schedule, so director and film crew are 
under tremendous nonstop pressure to 
deliver not only quality but quantity. And 
they do deliver. 

“Keeping our director as free from re¬ 
strictions as possible,” is how Sol, director 
of photography on the New York-based 
shows, defines the job. “I work with one 
of the best operators in the business, Lou 
Barlia. I have a terrific assistant, Maurice 
Brown, an excellent 2nd assistant camera¬ 
man, Don Biller, and a fine electrical and 
grip crew. This crew has performed mira¬ 
cles. The Eastman color negative II film 
5247 helps us average eight to eleven pages 
a day. That’s 25 to 35 setups, and some¬ 
times as many as 40—more than double 
the amount you do for a feature film. 
Most of the action sequences are shot first, 
especially during the short winter days. We 
do the close-ups when the sun goes 
down and light them to look like daylight.” 

You can judge how brilliantly Sol han¬ 
dles perplexing light variables by the fact 
that two episodes have earned him Emmy 

nominations. But accolades are nothing 
new to the many-faceted Negrin. He 
learned the hard way and, he believes, the 
best way—by being in the business. He 
began his career with a small industrial film 
company where he was required to do 
everything. He became a member of Local 
644,1.A.T.S.E. Then he progressed rapidly 
from assistant cameraman to camera 
operator, from second unit director of pho¬ 
tography to director of photography. Screen 
credits on some of the finest features 
and TV series filmed in New York docu¬ 
ment his contribution to cinematography. 

In fact, his contribution takes many 
forms. Some of the top cinematographers 
in the field were once his assistants, and he 
shares his vast knowledge of film techniques 
and camera equipment generously. During 
his term as president of the cameramen’s 
union, Local 644, he arranged seminars at 
which members could exchange ideas and 
find out about the latest technical advances. 

“We also had very productive seminars 
with Eastman Kodak Company, set up by 
my good friends Len Coleman, Cal Hotch¬ 
kiss and John Zeman. I think Kodak has 
improved its products because the com¬ 
pany has listened to the cinematographers 
both in New York’and California. There’s 
a good rapport between the cinematogra¬ 
phers, the labs, and Eastman Kodak Com¬ 
pany, working in accord to make the best 
possible product. The Kojak series,” adds 
Sol, “is a good way to test film because we 
deal with so many different light situations. 
And I’ve found the 5247 film to be the 
finest all-around film on the market.” 

Sol has a profound and passionate com¬ 
mitment to film and its potential. “I’ve 
worked with videotape. It’s all electronic 
and you can see it instantly and maybe 
that’s a big advantage. But certainly film has 
another dimension, another quality, which 

is entirely different.” Exploring this differ¬ 
ence, experimenting with multiple lighting 
effects and different kinds of filtration is 
something Sol enjoys almost as much as he 
enjoys pooling cinematographic know-how. 

“For many many years, in the ’30s and 
’40s, when the mystique of the camera was 
even stronger and you really had to take a 
reading by the seat of your pants, the direc¬ 
tor of photography was a very important 
individual. Today we have sophisticated 
cameras to work with, good exposure met¬ 
ers, good laboratories, better control. On 
the other hand, we have to cope with the 
stringencies of economics and time. So the 
challenge is still there. But it’s a different 
kind of challenge. As for the mystique, I 
don’t believe in secrets. I believe in the in¬ 
terchange of ideas. Every day is an educa¬ 
tion. After all, can one ever stop learning?” 

In our new publication," Kodak Professional 
Forum, Sol Negrin discusses his work in more 
detail. Future issues will contain interviews 
with other interesting film personalities and 
news of our latest technical developments. If you 
would like to be on our mailing list, just write 
Eastman Kodak Company, Dept. 640, 
Rochester, New York 14650. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
Atlanta: 404/351-6510/Chicago: 312/654-5300 
Dallas: 214/351-3221/Hollywood: 213/464-6131 
New York: 212/262-7100/Rochester: 716/254-1300 
San Francisco. 415/776-6055/Wash., D.C.: 202/554-9300. 
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WHAT’S NEW 
IN PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND LITERATURE 

NEW CP/NEWSLITE 12V/100W 
LIGHTING SYSTEM AVAILABLE 
FROM CINEMA PRODUCTS 

Cinema Products Corporation 
announces the availability of the new, 
lightweight CP/NEWSLITE 12V/100W 
lighting system—ideal for use with the 
new, faster film stocks (Eastman VNF 
7250 and Fujicolor RT400, both rated at 
400 ASA) in most television news¬ 
gathering, documentary, and similar 
applications. 

The entire ultra-lightweight lighting 
system consists of a focusing 
CP/NEWSLITE, a 100-watt/12-volt 
3400°K “Quartz” lamp, and a CP 12V 
Battery (with built-in charger). 

Designed to be top-mounted on CP- 
16, CP-16R and other 16mm cameras, 
the rugged focusing CP/NEWSLITE 
weighs only 19 oz. (with cable and con¬ 
nector), and is priced at $85.00 (less 
lamp). The CP/NEWSLITE also 
features a convenient integral handle 
and a detachable yoke. 

The CP 12V Battery (with built-in 
charger) weighs approximately 6 lbs, 
and recharges overnight. It is priced at 
$275.00. (A black leather case and 
shoulder strap is included.) 

For further information, please write 
to Cinema Products Corporation, 2037 
Granville Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025. 
Tel: (213) 478-0711. 

• 

OPENING OF DISNEY’S “THE 
RESCUERS” MARKS 40th 
ANNIVERSARY OF THE OSCAR- 
WINNING MULTIPLANE ANIMATION 
CAMERA INVENTION 

When “THE RESCUERS” opens as 
Walt Disney Productions’ first all-ani¬ 
mated feature in four years, it will mark 
the 40th anniversary of an innovative 
animation device created by the studio 
— the multiplane camera. 

First used on “THE OLD MILL” 

(1937), this huge and complex camera 
mechanism gives a three-dimensional 
effect to moving animated camera 
shots. Whereas a simple live action 
dolly shot (camera moves in on sub¬ 
ject) takes a few hours to set up and 
moments to shoot, a multiplane shot 
achieving the same effect in animation 
can take weeks to prepare and shoot. 

The lengthy opening sequence of 
“PINOCCHIO” in which the camera 
moves over rooftops cost $45,000 in 
1940. The same shot would be in 
excess of $300,000 today. 

“THE OLD MILL” won Disney 
Studios the Academy Award as Best 
Cartoon, and a separate Oscar in the 
Scientific and Technical Class for 
“design and application to production 
of the multiplane camera.” 

Bill Glarity, head of Disney’s camera 
department, invented the device which 
places glass plates painted with back¬ 
grounds from 12 inches to three feet 
apart. Animated action takes place be¬ 
tween the planes, while the camera 
moves into the backgrounds. The oper¬ 
ators move the camera a fraction of an 
inch, expose a frame of film, then move 
the camera again in a laborious 
process. 

One of the early jobs of Disney 
president, Card Walker, was tech¬ 
nician on the multiplane camera. 

Each level of the mechanism is 
adjustable, as is the camera itself which 
is aimed vertically through the levels. In 
all, camera, backgrounds, fore¬ 
grounds and action are capable of 64 
separate settings for each frame of film. 

• 

MAGNASYNC/MOVIOLA 
INTRODUCES 35MM CONSOLE 
EDITING TABLE AT SMPTE 

A six-plate, 35mm console editing 

table — the M35AH — will be intro¬ 
duced by Magnasync/Moviola at the 
1977 SMPTE Conference at the 
Century Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles, 
October 16-21. 

According to Sam Lane, 
Magnasync/Moviola vice president¬ 
marketing, the M35AH “has been de¬ 
signed and engineered to the most 
exacting requirements of the motion 
picture and television industries.” Lane 
added that “we went into the field and 
asked film and video editors what they 
wanted in a 35mm editing console, and 
the M35AH incorporates those wants.” 

Some of the M35AH’s features 
include a unique footage/time digital 
readout system with memory; a picture 
transport with Magna Scope hollow 
flickerless prism; two separate sound 
transports with ASA single-track mag¬ 
netic heads; pushbutton advance/re¬ 
tard control; manual inching on all 
transports; crystal-controlled sound 
speed; independent torque motor 
control for each of the six platters; 
heavy duty torque motors with positive 
braking action; and multiple picture 
capability. 

Extra-cost options include 
composite optical head; selectable 
three-track sound head; and a 17.5mm 
ASA single-track sound head. 

The basic M35AH lists for $13,595, 
f.o.b. North Hollywood, CA. Complete 
specifications are available from 
Editing Sales, Magnasync/Moviola 
Corporation, 5539 Riverton Ave., North 
Hollywood, CA 91601; telephone (213) 
877-2791. 

• 

NEW SCANNING PROBE FOR 
PETERSON CONTINUOUS OPTICAL 
REDUCTION PRINTERS 

Pioneer Marketing Corporation an¬ 
nounces the availability of their new 
scanning probe for the Peterson 
Continued on Page 982 
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We cordially invite you 
to see the latest 

Alan Gordon Enterprises line of 
professional motion picture equipment 
at the SMPTE Conference and Exhibit, 

Oct. 16-22, Century-Plaza Hotel, Los Angeles. 

MP-30 PROJECTORS 
Three outstanding, 
professional portable 35mm 
sound projectors. 

SWINTEK CORDLESS 
MICROPHONE SYSTEM 
The leading cordless 
microphone system featuring 
transmitters and receivers to 
meet every need in film or 
TV. 

MINICAM-16 
The 16mm camera that 
allows you to film those 
heretofore impossible-to-get 
angles and shots. 

GORDON/BELL CAMERA 
HELMET 
For 16mm or 35mm 
point-of-view photography. 
A perfect companion for the 
Minicam-16. 

GOLDTOP BATTERY BELTS 
AND PACKS 
The newest concept in 
battery power for 
professional motion picture 

ZEPPELIN SOUND SYSTEM 
Combining the Zeppelin 
Windscreen with the new 
Independent Suspension 
Shock Mount. 

SUPER GRIP 
The camera mount 
designed to be attached to 
curved, irregular or flat 
surfaces. 

OPTASOUND 
An ideal professional 
cassette recorder for use as 
your prime or backup unit. 

DIRECTOR’S VIEWFINDER 
The brand new Model Mark 
IV 35/16mm 10-1 zoom 
finder. To be previewed at 
the SMPTE convention. 

FOBA TRIPOD 
The all-metal professional 
tripod with unique tubular 
adjustable legs. 

DYNALENS 
The Academy Award¬ 
winning camera stabilizer 
that takes the shakes out of 
your pictures. 

..AND 
MUCH, 
MUCH, 
MORE. 

Ted Lane Jim Martin Frank Kelly Mike Kelly Pat Singh Ken Skuban 

Visit our 
Booths 63, 64, 65 and 66 
in the main exhibit hall. 
And while you're there, 
our staff will be most happy 
to answer your questions. 

Copyright © 1977 Alan Gordon Enterprises Inc. 

SERVING THE WORLD 

aiangordon enterprises me. & 1430 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028 
Telephone: (213) 466-3561 • (213) 985-5500 

TWX: 910-321-4526 • Cable: GORDENT 
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“On American Enterprise, JVC gave us beautiful dailies. 
Then they gave us beautiful prints—7f000 of them.” 

“The incredible story of American Enterprise —Uom an 
idea to the most widely-seen educational film series ever— 
began in the spring of 1975, when we presented Phillips 
Petroleum Company with an idea and a 
challenge: to tell the story of how this 
nation evolved from an underdeveloped 
country to the economic marvel it is 
today. 

“A series of five films was proposed. 
And, since America’s economic ‘sets’ 
were still largely in place —the mills of 
New England, the canals, the railroads, 
etc.—why not crisscross the country 
and use them? 

“Phillips accepted the challenge, and American 
Enterprise was born. 

“For seven months our crews travelled more than 100,- 
000 miles to 104 locations in 31 states. We had only one 
day per location. 

IIWK ^ 

“Time was of the essence. We needed a stock and a lab 
we could count on, both of which had to be fast. 

“Our choices were 7247 and TVC. Throughout the job 
TVC gave us beautiful dailies ... then 
they picked up where they left off and 
gave us beautiful release prints —a 
total of.7,000 of them. 

“Starting in September American 
Enterprise will be seen by a million 
school children a month—the first time 
this magic number has been reached! 
And, beginning in October, American 
Enterprise will be seen on commercial 

, x prime time TV in more than a dozen 
major markets. 

“American Enterprise worked because it tapped a need. It 
was the right combination of ideas, talents and people at the 
right time. TVC was very much a part of that combination. 

“Thanks, TVC.” 
James C. Crimmins/Executive Producer/Playback Associates, Inc. 

Only ME has Chem-Tone 

tvc laboratories, inc 311 west 43rd street, new york 10036 (212) 397-8600 



ROMFORD HEADS. $695-1675. 
SUCTION ATTACHMENTS,$175 AND UR 

TRIPODS, $275-525. 
INFLATION? NO. PERFECTION. 

RONFORD FLUID HEADS Models to fit 
any camera/lens combination. Patented ultra¬ 
smooth fluid-damped action. Precisely- 
repeatable multi-step incremental adjustment. 
Adjustable for "neutral" camera balance. 
Recessed integral spirit level. Mate with bowl 
fittings on all Ronford and other standard 
tripods. Available with long and short handles 
360° pan and wide-range tilt. Operates over 
wide temperature range. Premium materials 
used throughout. 

RONFORD LOW-ANGLE AND 
SUCTION-MOUNT ACCESSORIES 
Bring enormous versatility to any 
shooting situation. Eliminates need for 
hi-hat. Creates many new shooting 
possibilities. Rapid, positive setup 
Premium materials used throughout. 
Compatible with entire Ronford system 
and many other standard fittings. 

Working with a Ronford is like getting 
behind the wheel of a Rolls: the machine 
responds precisely and unvaryingly to 
your directions. Thanks to the way it is 
designed and built. With many refine¬ 
ments, large and small. Lavish use of 
costly materials. Precise, prideful fabri¬ 
cation and finishing. And an inordinate 
attention to detail. 

“Designed to last indefinitely,” is not a 
Ronford salesman’s boast, but a case of 
British understatement. You owe it to 
your reputation to find out more about 
the Ronford line. Or better yet, trying 
their products for yourself. 

RONFORD STANDARD 
LEGS Available in light, 
medium and heavy duty 
models. Absolutely rigid in 
all positions. Positive, quick- 
action lock. Exclusive 
"no-stoop" height adjust¬ 
ment. High strength/ 
weight ratio. Premium 
materials. Fully guaranteed. 

CAMERA 
MART 

THE CAMERA MART, INC. 

456 W. 55th St., New York, 10019 (212)757-6977 
SALES-SERVICE-RENTAL 

Prices subject to change without notice. 
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Let’s celebrate the 
bicentennial by going back 
to old-fashioned virtues... 

We’ve come a long way in 200 years, 
but somewhere along the road we’ve 
lost a few things, too. 

Like the desire to do the best we 
can and unwillingness to settle for 
anything less. 

Look around you today and what do 
you see? 

Everybody’s chasing the buck so hard, 
we don’t give a damn about anything 
else. Forget quality. Forget 
integrity. Just do it as cheaply as 
possible, make it as fast as you can, 
and charge as much as you dare! 

Whatever happened to the pride of 
workmanship? Or the desire to do a 
full day’s work for a full day’s pay? 

In the old days, a man took such 
pride in his work that he stamped 
his mark on it, so the world would 
know it was his. 

Today, few seem to care about 
product performance or customer 
service. We aim solely for profit 
and to hell with everything else. 
All that counts is the “bottom line.” 

Whatever happened to our belief in 
fundamental values and the self- 
discipline necessary to achieve them? 

We don’t pretend to have the answers 
to these questions. 

But at least we’re thinking 
about them. Are you? 

ENGINEERING, INC. 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
Conducted by CHARLES G. CLARKE, ASC. 
and WINTON HOCH, ASC. 

(Inquiries are invited relating to cinematographic problems. Address: 
Q. & A.. AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER. P.O. Box 2230. Holly¬ 
wood Calif. 90028.) 

Q Please answer an inquiry con¬ 
cerning matching post-flashed 

VNF with ECO. There has been much 
talk about the improvements that 7240 
and 7239 have over 7242 and 7241. In 
the past, when a production called for 
night shots, or uncontrolled lighting 
shots where the standard film used 
was ECO, a post-flashed 7242 or 7241 
was used for that sequence (though 
not intercut in the same sequence). 
The VNF films, and now the 7250 of 
ASA 400 have been highly recom¬ 
mended for good results on TV. Would 
you recommend using them for 16mm 
release print end-product-type of 
productions not necessarily made for 
TV? 

A The new VNF films that you men¬ 
tion represent another step for¬ 

ward in the technology of film manu¬ 
facturing. They can be post-flashed to 
reduce contrast in the same way that 
the older films can be. Similarly, they 
can be forced in development to en¬ 
hance their speed rating. 

In regard to the ultra high-speed film, 
we recommend that it can be used suc¬ 
cessfully when needed. It is good 
photographic policy to employ films 
whose speed ratings are appropriate 
for the individual circumstances. In 
other words, you can obtain a better 
quality image by using slower films if 
the lighting conditions are favorable. 

Ql am using an 85B filter, with 
7242 film on my zoom 16mm 

lens, taking exposure readings with my 
Gossen (auto) meter, and have excel¬ 
lent results. I recently purchased a 
Tiffen 85POL filter to replace the 85B 
filter. It has a lever at the top so that it 
can be revolved for desired effects. 
Are there any rules as to operating this 
type of filter? Using the lever atop the 
revolving unit I presume would be in a 
sort of neutral position and the result 
would be similar to using the straight 
85. Can you suggest any examples 
where the 85POL filter would help im¬ 
prove a scene such as landscapes, sea 
scenes, etc? 

When filming inside, I would have to 
remove this filter as I do with the 85. 
Would this lever likely be on top posi¬ 
tion for holding back sky or scenes in¬ 
volving a large portion of water? 

In photographing from a plane 
window, I use an ultra-violet filter. With 
average plane speed of 350 mph at 
16,000 to 18,000 feet altitude, what 
average exposure would I use. I 
usually shoot at 1/60 per second for 
most all my ground shots. Should I use 
my meter for determining the aerial 
shots? 

A When you use a polarizing filter 
such as the 85POL instead of the 

regular 85, you are introducing a differ¬ 
ent concept in the control of light. A 
polarizing filter absorbs most of the 
divergent rays of sunlight and, there¬ 
fore, is useful to darken skies and re¬ 
move reflections from water, glass, etc. 
For maximum effect, the polarizing 
filter must be rotated to a position 
determined by the angle of sunlight. 
The best angle can be determined 
visually by looking through the filter as 
you rotate it before the eye. If you are 
using a reflex type of camera, then, of 
course, you can observe the effect 
through the lens. Regardless of how it 
is rotated, the pola filter has an ab¬ 
sorption factor of its own (2.5) and 
allowance for that must be considered 
for the correct exposure. 

Polarizing filters for movie work are 
most useful for removing unwanted sky 
reflections from water surfaces. 
Because we frequently pan the movie 
camera on landscapes, this somewhat 
limits the effectiveness of polarization 
because of the change in sun di¬ 
rection. 

The lever on the top of your lens 
does not necessarily indicate the 
“neutral” or least absorbing angle. That 
position is determined by the angle of 
sunlight illuminating the sky and scene. 

The UV filter, which has no filter 
factor, is used to absorb excess ultra¬ 
violet light and, therefore, helps pene¬ 
trate haze. When photographing from 
the air, seascapes or extreme vista 
scenes, it is advisable to use a UV filter 
with daylight type color films. It is not 
necessary to add a UV to the 85 filter as 
the later, in itself, absorbs the UV 
radiation. Use your meter, read through 
the plane window, to determine the 
exposure for aerial shots. Scenes made 
from high altitudes are seldom satis¬ 
factory regardless of what filter is used 
because of excessive haze and lack of 
detail. ■ 

1941 FIRST ST. • SAN FERNANDO, CALIF. 91340 
PHONE: (213) 365-3124 
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what you get from 
the worlds highest quality 

16mm zoom lens, 
Taylor Hobson's 

Cooke varo-Kinetal 

RANK PRECISION 
INDUSTRIES INC 
411 Jarvis Avenue. 
Des Plaines. 
Illinois 6001 8. 
U.S.A. 

RANK OPTICS 
TAYLOR HOBSON 
P.O. Box 64, 
Stoughton Street. 
Leicester LE2 OSP 
England. 

100 line pairs per mm. 
Minimum object distance 
450mm from the film plane 
(230mm from the front glass). 
60° widest horizontal angle. 

So the Cooke Varo-Kinetal takes 16mm cinematography 
into the big league. Its amazingly high resolution is designed 
to match the modulation transfer function of the Kodak 
E.K 7247 film emulsion. Means you can even blow up 16mm 
film to 35mm format and still get high quality results. 
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£TFJ3T3 
SAMUELSON 

FILM SERVICE 
LIMITED 

303/315 Cricklewood Broadway 
London NW2 6PQ, England 
Tel: (01)452 8090, Telex: 21430 
Cables: Samcine London 

SAMUELSON 
ALGAdNEMA 

SARL 
24/26 Rue Jean Moulin 
94 Vincennes, nr. Paris, France 
Tel: 328 58 30, Telex: 670260F 
Cables: Samcine Paris 

»»v> 
SAMCINE 

ALGA SALES 

122 Champs Ely sees 
75008 Paris, France 
Tel: 359 35 33 

TFFFfy 
SAMUELSON 

FILM SERVICE 
AUSTRALIA 

(Pty) LIMITED 
25 Sirius Road, Lane Cove 
Sydney 2066, N.S.W., Australia 
Tel: 428 5300, Telex: 71 25188 
Cables: Samsmeal Sydney 

c. 

SAMCINE 
SALES LIMITED 

303/315 Cricklewood Broadway 
London NW2 6PQ, England 
Tel: (01)452 8090, Telex: 21430 
Cables: Samcine London 

TTTTTV 
SAMUELSON 
GENOP 
(Pty) LIMITED 

Genop House, 15 Hulbert Road 
New Centre, Johannesburg, S. Africa 
Tel: 836 4275, Telex: 43 0057 
Cables: Genop Johannesburg 

SAMHUKarr MMITI-J) 
Rooms 59/60G, Building 521 
London Heathrow Airport 
Hounslow, Middlesex, England 
Tel: (01) 897 2851, Telex: 22197 
Cables: Samfreight London 

SOUTHERN LIGHTING 
ASSOCIATES LTD. 
112 Cricklewood Lane, 
London NW2, England 
Tel: (01) 452 5477, Telex: 21430 
Cables: Samcine London 

FILM AND TV BOOKS 
available from Samuelson Film Service Ltd's specialist book shop, 'BOOK CITY', 8/12 Broadwick Street, 
London W.l. Telephone (01) 437 6686. 

Book City carries a wide range of Film and Television technical books including all the Focal Press Media 
Manual* series, and especially, of course, David Samuelson's 'MOTION PICTURE CAMERA AND LIGHTING 
EQUIPMENT' 

FOCAL PRESS BOOKS ON CINEMATOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY & TELEVISION 
$ 

Advanced Photography 12.95 
Animation Stand 7.95* 
Basic Motion-Picture Technology 15.00 
Basic Photography 10.95 
Basic TV Staging 5.95* 
Colour Photography in Practice 14.95 
Developing 14.95 
Effective TV Production 8.95* 
Enlarging 14.95 
Exposure 15.95 
Film Scriptwriting 14.50 
Filter Practice 8.95 
Focal Encyclopedia of Film and TV Tech. 37.50 
Full Length Animated Feature Films 35.00 
Grammar of the Film Language 27.50 
Lens in Action 8.95* 
Manual of Photography 16.95 
Motion Picture Camera and Lighting Equipment 8.95* 
Script Continuity and Production Sec. 6.95* 
16mm Film Cutting 7.95* 
Small TV Studio 7.95* 
Starting Photography 7.95 

Technique of Documentary Film Production 
Technique of Editing 16mm Films 
Technique of Film and TV Make-up 
Technique of Film Animation 
Technique of Film Editing 
Technique of Lighting for TV and Motion Pictures 
Technique of Special Effects Cinematography 
Technique of the Film Cutting Room 
Technique of the Motion Picture Camera 
Technique of the Television Cameraman 
TV Camera Operation 
TV Lighting Methods 
Using Videotape 
Work of the Film Director 
Work of the Motion-Picture Cameraman 
Writing for Television and Radio 
Your Film and the Lab 

SMPTE PUBLICATIONS 
Television Newsgathering 
Digital Video 

Add postage— $1.00 for first book & BO* for each book thereafter (Surface Mail Rate) 

$ 
14.50 
10.00 
22.50 
15.95 
7.95 

17.95 
19.50 
15.50 
22.50 
6.00 
6.95* 
7.95* 
7.95* 
7.60 

15.00 
16.50 
6.50* 

12.50 
15.00 

EUROPEAN MANAGING ASSOCIATES FOR -FTAN AVI SION 
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SOUND 
TRANSFER 

We’re not in business to give things away, but we firmly 
believe that a film maker should be able to complete much of his film 
at one facility. DuArt provides these extra services to assure you of 
better quality, lower costs and faster service. That’s why we ofifer free 
transfer of your Sound Dailies on 35mm and 16mm when you bring 
your VA" tapes with your undeveloped picture original for processing 
and work print. Pay only for the low noise 3M mag stock at .027 per 
foot for 16mm and .034 for 35mm. For more information, call Paul 
Jaeger at DuArt. 

Sound Mixing at Special Rates. 
We built one of the best sound studios 
and interlock screening rooms you’ll 
find anywhere. Features an eight track 
console for 35 or 16mm mixing and 
narration recording studio. We’ll sup¬ 
ply the mixer or you can do it yourself. 
It’s available with mixer at .$90 per 
hour, but if DuArt processes your 
dailies, the price is only $70 per hour. 
Call Paul Jaeger. 

Flashing Color Reversal Film 
Types 7239, 7240, 7241,7242, 
7250 & 7252. Flashing Color 
Negative Film Type 7247. "Flash¬ 
ing” is a controlled laboratory re-expo- 
sure of original camera film to reduce 
contrast and bring up more detail in 
dark areas. 

DuArt has probably flashed more foot¬ 
age than any other lab. We have equip¬ 
ment specifically built and designed 
for this process. Call Bob Smith or Bill 
Lynch at DuArt. 

FREE 1-stop forcing—at no extra 
charge, we will push EC07252, 
EF7241-42, MS7256, VNF7239-40 and- 
7250 one stop when you process with 
DuArt. Call Bob Smith or Bill Lynch. 

Any Problems? As a leading film 
processing lab, we recognize our obli¬ 
gation to assist film makers, whether or 
not you are a regular DuArt customer. 
Feel free to call Bob Smith or Bill Lynch 
for technical information, scheduling, 
costs, film stocks or whatever problem 
you may be facing. 

DuArt Seminars. As in the past, we 
shall continue to conduct a seminar 
and film demonstration on subjects of 
interest to our industry. If you would 
like to receive advance notice of future 
seminars, call Ann Reilly. 

Clean Answer Prints from 7247 
Negatives. Our new computerized 
electronic equipment, designed and 
engineered to our own specifications, 
provides the cleanest, quickest, safest 
methods of making answer prints. Get 
the facts from Bob Smith or Bill 
Lynch. 

Dll ART 
FILM LABORATORIES, INC. 

DuArt Film Building 
245 West 55th Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
(212) PL 7-4580 
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By ANTON WILSON 

OPTICS III 

Spherical aberration is probably the 
most graphically simple of all the optical 
distortions plaguing a lens. By definition, a 
lens should focus all incident parallel rays 
into a single point. This is represented by 
FIGURE 1. Unfortunately, a simple 
spherical element falls short of this ideal. 

In reality, the rays farthest from the 
center of the lens will be refracted to a 
greater extent than those passing through 
the center of the lens. The result is the 
condition depicted in FIGURE 2, where 
the outside rays are refracted more 
strongly and thus intersect the axis closer 
to the lens. A caustic is formed by the 
envelope of these variably refracted rays. 
This is known as the spherical aberration 
caustic. In FIGURE 2, point ‘A’, or the 
apex of the caustic, is known as the 
“paraxial focus”. The spherical aberration 
can be measured either transversely or 
longitudinally. FIGURE 3 depicts these 
two methods of measurement. 

Spherical aberration can be minimized 
by careful lens design. In addition, any 
residual spherical aberration can be 
further reduced by stopping down the iris. 
When the lens is wide open, the image is 
constructed of both edge and axial rays. 
However, when the iris is stopped down, 
the edge rays are the first to be eliminated. 
Thus, the image is predominantly com¬ 
prised of central rays. From FIGURES 2 
and 3 it can be seen that this will reduce 
the spherical aberration. Theoretically, 
the image will increase in sharpness as 
the lens is stopped down and one would 
suspect that f/16 and f/22 would yield the 
best image, as almost all edge rays are 
eliminated. This is not the case. Unfor¬ 
tunately, a phenomenon known as dif¬ 
fraction begins to degrade the image as 
the lens is stopped down. So, on the one 
hand, stopping down will reduce spherical 
aberrations, but increase diffraction. The 
best compromise seems to be two to three 
stops down from maximum aperture. 

Visually, spherical aberration will show 
up as a general lack of sharpness. Refer¬ 
ring to FIGURE 3, an infinitesimal point 
will be photographed as a circle with a 
radius of TSA'. If TSA' is greater than the 
established “circle-of-confusion”, the 
image will be literally out of focus. ■ 

FIGURE 1 — An ideal lens will focus all incident parallel rays into a single point. 

FIGURE 2 — In reality, a lens will refract edge rays more than center rays. It can be seen that 
the central rays cross the optical axis farther away from the lens, while the edge rays inter¬ 
sect the axis closer to the lens. This condition will obviously impair image sharpness. 

FIGURE 3—The amount of spherical aberration can be measured either transversely or 
longitudinally. LE is the back focus distance of an edge ray, while LA is the back focus of an 
axial ray. The difference between these two lengths, LSA, is the longitudinal spherical 
aberration. The distance TSA is the transverse spherical aberration. In essence, an object 
that is an infinitesimal point should be focused as such (FIGURE 1). However, because of 
spherical aberration, the point is focused as a circle with a finite radius TSA. If this distance 
TSA yields a circle larger than the allowable “circle of confusion", the image will be visually 
out of focus. 
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“This is the ideal camera... 
whether on the streets of 
New York or in a studio” says 
Sol Negrin, ASC. 

“The XR35 is a versatile, high-performance 
35mm camera with a terrific viewing system,” 
says DP Sol Negrin, in charge of the New 
York location shooting of the new Japanese 
feature Proof Of The Man. “After filming 19 
complete New York-based shows on Kojak, 
I am convinced this is the ideal camera to 
be used on any production, whether on the 
streets of New York or in a studio. 
The XR35 is a winner!” 

Director of Photography Sol Negrin, ASC, 
in charge of the New York location shooting 
of Proof Of The Man, checks a camera angle. 
Behind him, at right, is Japanese DP 
Shinsaku Himeda, of Tore, Tora, Tora fame. 

“The thin, low profile of the XR35 
permits placing the camera in 
tight spots and corners” says 
Walter Druker. 

“F&B/CECO has been renting the Cinema 
Products XR35 lightweight studio camera for 
three years now,” says Walter Druker, Vice 
President and General Manager of F&B/ 
CECO, Inc. “The camera has performed well 
on feature films and television commercials 
out of both our New York and Hollywood 
rental facilities.” 

When Lee Haas, president of 
ProSerCo (the producers’service company 
that handled all the New York locations, 
crews, etc., for the Japanese feature Proof 
Of The Man) first discussed equipment with 
him, Druker suggested the XR35 as the 
prime camera. 

“As it turns out, many scenes of the 
film were shot in tiny Brooklyn tenement 
hallways, apartments and narrow streets,” 
says Druker. “At times, there was barely 
enough room for the crew and one or two 
lights. The thin, low profile of the XR35 
allowed the director and the crew to place 

all too often. 
“I especially like the small details that 

were built into the XR35... like the threading 
light in the camera body that shuts itself off 
once the camera door is closed; or the light 
over the lens which permits the iris and 
distance indicator marks to be seen on 
night shots or when in deep shadow on 
dark interiors. Even the bubble level 
is illuminated.” 

“The viewing system is bright 
and very easy to focus,” says 
Howard Block. 

“From an operator’s standpoint, the XR35 
is a very good camera: the viewing system 
is bright and very easy to focus, and the 
camera balances and moves well,” says 
Camera Operator Howard Block. “The XR35 
is every bit as good as any Panavision 
camera I have ever used.” 

the camera in tight spots and corners in 
order to get the desired look for this high- 
action feature. 

“The production really moved all over 
New York City. Utilizing a Cecomobile for 
camera, lighting, grip and sound equipment, 
the crew was able to get in those extra 
set-ups every day... bringing the picture 
in on schedule and within budget.” 

Walter Druker, Vice 
President and General 
Manager of F&B/CECO, 
Inc., and DP 
Sol Negrin with 
Cinema Products’ XR35 
lightweight 
studio camera. 

“I can pick it up by myself..2’ says 
Maurice Brown. 
“The XR35 is a pleasure to work with,” says 
First Assistant Cameraman Maurice Brown. 
“I can pick it up by myself if need be, for 
those quick moves that seem to come up 

Filming Proof Of The Man interiors on location in 
New York, Sol Negrin lines up a shot while First 
Assistant Cameraman Maurice Brown adjusts 
lens. Camera Operator Howard Block looks on. 

For further information and prices, please write to: 

LT GOFtF>OFt/VT-|OIM 

lli'n'I I I'lulii li I I'll 
2037 Granville Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025 
Telephone: (213) 478-0711 ■ Telex: 69-1339 ■ Cable: Cinedevco 



Inside your old 
camera is 

your new camera. 
Here’s what your new camera costs now! 

1970 1974 1977 1970-1977 

ARRIFLEX 351 !C $5908. $9386. $12,180. + 106% 

ARRIFLEX 16BL 8390. 13,888. 18,101. + 116% 

ARRIFLEX 16 ‘S’ 5543. 8654. 10,873. + 96% 

ECLAIR 16NPR 7830. 14,700. 16,815. + 115% 

ANGENIEUX 12-120 ZOOM 895. 1995. 2,775. + 210% 

ANGENIEUX 25-250 ZOOM 2645. 5775. 8,035. + 204% 

If you want to beat this 
ridiculous inflation, you’ll keep 
your present camera running 
longer and avoid the high cost of a 
new purchase. F&B/Ceco wants 
to help you fight these high costs. 
That’s why we’re offering a com¬ 
plete repair and service program. 

Here’s what we will do: 
PREVENTIVE 
MAINTENANCE 
• Check, clean and lubricate 
camera. • Measure flange focal 
distance. • Check ground glass 
depth. • Check optical system. 
• Inspect rollers. • Clean film gate. 
• Check lenses on collimator. • 
Check motors for speed. • Test 
batteries and cables. • Test sync 
generator and cable. • Clean and 
inspect magazine. • Lubricate 
magazine rollers • Set clutches. 
• Check footage counters. • PLUS 
— our recommendations for 
necessary repairs, adjustments or 
replacement of parts. 

COMPLETE OVERHAUL 
• Completely disassemble camera 
and inspect each part for wear or 
defect. • Replace worn parts. 
• Clean and lubricate totally. 
• Reassemble camera to factory 
specifications. • Adjust flange focal 
distance. • Adjust ground glass 

depth. • Adjust film gate. • Set 
pressure plate. • Align optical 
system. • Set motors for proper 
speed. • Check sync generator. 
• Guarantee: Same as Manufac- 
tureers new camera guarantee. 

Here’s what it will cost: 
PREVENTIVE 

MAINTENANCE* OVERHAUL** 

16mm ARRI “S” $75.00 $265.00 

16mm ARRI “SR” 135.00 500.00 

16mm CP16R 90.00 375.00 

16mm CINEVOICE 
orCP16 75.00 200.00 

16mm Eclair NPR 135.00 500.00 

16mm Eclair ACL 135.00 500.00 

35mm ARRI 11C 75.00 275.00 

35mm ARRI BL 200.00 950.00 

BNC REFLEX 200.00 950.00 

’Includes Camera Body, 1 Magazine and 
Lenses in Turret. 

*’Includes Camera Body Only. 

Contact us for repair and 
maintenance rates on other cam¬ 
eras. We will be happy to give 
you a repair estimate for a nominal 
payment of $30.00 deductible 
from the cost of your repair. 

Here’s the Clincher: 
We’ll also rent you the same 

equipment at a 50% discount off 
our regular rental rates while your 
gear is being repaired. We can 
do it because F&B/Ceco maintains 
a $6,000,000 inventory of motion 
picture production equipment. 

And we rent and repair 
everything. Cameras, lights, tri¬ 
pods, sound readers, editors, 
and all accessories. 

So we can put the identical 
equipment in your hands during 
the repair — and save you half the 
rental cost. 

Bring or ship your camera in 
today. You’ll save money and help 
fight inflation at the same time. 

For more anti-inflation 
information call or write: 

F&B/CECO 
SALES - SOS DIVISION 

Service Available at: 

NEW YORK: 
315 West 43St., New York, N.Y. 10036 
(212) 586-1420 

HOLLYWOOD: 
7501 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, 
Calif. 90038 / (213) 466-9361 
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History 
repeats itself 

twenty hours a day 
at MPL. 

Every time the shutter snaps a small piece 
of history is captured on film. Then it’s re¬ 
peated as it goes through MPL’s laboratory 
on it’s way to a perfect finish. 

Perfect finish. That’s the best part of all, be¬ 
cause it means quality. And that’s where 
history repeats itself again and again at MPL. 
Twenty hours a day. Sure it’s a high standard. 
But it’s also the reason why our customers, 
historically, are repeat customers. 

As for the other four hours in the day... well, 
that’s when we get ready for the next twenty. 

PROCESSING • SOUND • PRODUCTION SERVICES • PRINTING • SPECIAL SERVICES • RENTAL • SALES • REPAIRS 

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC., Piedmont Division, 2517 South Boulevard, Charlotte, North Carolina 28203, (704) 525-5416 

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC., Suite 940,1120 Connecticut Ave. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036, (202) 659-3528 

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC., Suite 120,6990 Lake Ellenor Drive, Orlando Fla. 32809, (305) 857-2328 

CINE-CRAFT LABORATORIES, 8764 Beverly Boulevard, West Hollywood, California 90048, (213) 652-7357 

i r 
MOTION PICTURE 
LABORATORIES,INC. 
781 South Main Street 
Memphis, Tenn. 38101 

(901) 774-4944 
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TWO FILM FORMATS-ONE PROJECTOR 

New from KEM: 
A variable-speed, shutterless 

projector that runs 35mm 
and 16mm him, interlocks with 

dubbing equipment and VTRs. 
Clear images at up to 120 fps 

with a modified holoscope prism. 

Holoscope 
Specially modified for KEM, the 

holoscope prism transmits maximum 
brightness and sharpness. Clear, 
steady images at any speed. No claw, 
so it’s easy on film. 

Film Chain 
The continuous, shutter-free holo¬ 

scope movement and the choice of 
speeds make it easy to use the PR1000 
in a film chain with video recorders. 

Controls 
On the panel: Push-button controls 

for forward and reverse at 24/25, 48/50 
fps, synchronous. A slew control for 
variable speeds up to 120 fps. And the 
PR1000 can be operated remotely. 

Interlock 
The DC servo drive includes 

Master/Slave switching that lets you 
interlock with any other film-drive 
mechanism. It uses an incremental shaft 
encoder and C-MOS logic. 

Other features 
Frame-line continuously adjust¬ 

able. Manual inching. Electronic film 
tension sensor. 3,000 foot reels. Two- 
minute rewind. 

Economical 
With the PR1000/16+35, you buy 

one drive mechanism, one electronic 
system, all run by one control panel. 
Rut you get, in effect, two projectors. 

Information 
You can get more facts from KEM 

Editing Systems in Hollywood, at (213) 
461-4143; or from MM Editing Systems in 
New York, at (212) 697-5865. Or please 
contact us at the address below. 

THE KEM 
PR1 OOO/I 6 + 35 

KEM ELEKTRONIK MECHANIK GMBH 
2 Hamburg 54, Herlingsburg 16, West Germany. 
Telephone: 56-76-65. Telex: kemdt d 02-14657. 

THE BOOKSHELF 
By GEORGE L. GEORGE 

ARTISTS AT WORK 

A supreme craftsman in his field is 
expertly profiled by Joseph Andrew 
Casper in VINCENTE MINNELLI AND 
THE FILM MUSICAL, a serious and 
documented study that analyzes the di¬ 
rector’s background, his approach to 
the dramatic, musical and choreo¬ 
graphic elements of film, and finally his 
directorial techniques. (Barnes $15.) 

Bob Hope’s tale of his “40-year af¬ 
fair with the movies”, THE ROAD TO 
HOLLYWOOD, is a sentimental and 
hilarious recap of a truly incredible 
career. Written by the comedian with 
an assist from Bob Thomas, this is an 
ideal book for film buffs as well as data 
collectors. (Doubleday $12.50) 

The days of Hollywood glory are 
recaptured in THE LIFE AND LEG¬ 
END OF GENE FOWLER, the screen¬ 
writer/novelist whose zest for life, irev- 
erent ways and talented craftsmanship 
are brilliantly set down by H. Allen 
Smith. (Morrow $10.) 

Charles Schwarz’s fine biography of 
songwriter COLE PORTER dwells at 
length on his successful film musicals 
(Can Can, Les Girls, The Gay Divor¬ 
cee), his Broadway hits as well as his 
flamboyant private life and his thinly 
disguised homosexuality. (Dial $9.95) 

Expanding its series of star biog¬ 
raphies, Belmont-Tower has issued 
four more books, notable for their 
informative and accurate content, good 
illustrations, and enough gossip to 
please the fans: WARREN BEATTY by 
Jim Burke, ASTAIRE AND ROGERS by 
Suzanne Topper and two by David 
Hanna, FOUR GIANTS OF THE WEST 
(Stewart, Fonda, Cooper, Wayne) and 
BOGART. ($1.50 ea.) 

Flamenco dancer Jose Greco, whose 
career included several MGM films, 
has written a lively memoir, THE 
GYPSY IN MY SOUL, in which his 
artistic triumphs are recalled with as 
much enthusiasm and frankness as his 
countless love affairs in Hollywood and 
elsewhere. (Doubleday $10.) 

* * * 

CASE STUDIES 

An increasingly popular form of film 
literature consists of books that deal 
with the actual production of a picture, 
covering generally pre-production, the 
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shooting proper, and preparations for 
release. Financial data, on-the-set hap¬ 
penings, off-the-set gossip and inter¬ 
views with the principals are included, 
as well as numerous stills. 

Recent volumes in this category list 
INSIDE THE DEEP, directed by Peter 
Yates and written by Peter Guber, the 
film’s producer. (Bantam $1.95). 
Barbara Pallenberg does a competent 
job on THE MAKING OF EXORCIST II: 
THE HERETIC, directed by John Boor¬ 
man (Warner $1.95). In THE MAKING 
OF THE OTHER SIDE OF MID¬ 
NIGHT, Bruce Bahrenberg seems to 
have a hard time separating the extent 
of producer Frank Yablans’ partici¬ 
pation in (interference with?) the work 
of director Charles Jarrett. (Dell $1.95). 
Screenwriter William Goldman evokes 
the shooting of the film he wrote, 
STORY OF A BRIDGE TOO FAR, 
directed by Richard Attenborough. 
(Dell $1.75) 

Copyrighting works in the artistic do¬ 
main is covered by specific laws and 
practices discussed in two recent texts. 
Walter P. Hurst’s COPYRIGHT, an emi¬ 
nently practical volume, takes the 
reader step-by-step through the pro¬ 
cedures intended to protect his owner¬ 
ship of a work of creative art in an 
unusually clear summary of legal 
complexities. (Seven Arts Press, Holly¬ 
wood, $10.) 

A more technical work, CURRENT 
DEVELOPMENTS IN COPYRIGHT 
LAW 1977, is a must for all legal 
departments of the entertainment busi¬ 
ness as it spells out the relationship be¬ 
tween the 1909 copyright law and the 
present status. (Practising Law Insti¬ 
tute, New York, 2 vols. $20.) 

The destructive effects of television 
on children and the family are dis¬ 
cussed in Marie Winn’s articulate and 
well-researched book, THE PLUG-IN 
DRUG, a hard-hitting expose of the 
feelings of dependency, passivity, inhi¬ 
bition of verbal skills and acceptance of 
violence in its youthful audience. 
(Viking $8.95) 

* * * 

VIEWS AND ASSESSMENTS 

Peter Cowie’s EIGHTY YEARS OF 
CINEMA is a comprehensive chrono¬ 
logical compendium of the evolution of 
the art, focusing knowledgeably on the 
significant films of each year and their 
distinctive qualities. (Barnes $17.50) 

Hollywood’s early times are brought 
to life in I. G. Edmonds’ saga BIG U: 
UNIVERSAL IN THE SILENT DAYS. 
Between 1912 and 1929, that studio 

played an often decisive part in the 
movies’ progress in casting, literary 
material, technique and financing. 
(Barnes $15.) 

In EARLY WOMEN DIRECTORS, 
Anthony Slide traces the careers of 
some 30 women who helped shape the 
American silent film. Lois Weber, Alice 
Guy Blache and Dorothy Arzner are 
probably best known now, but this well 
researched, illustrated volume adds 
many names that were better received 
in their own times. (Barnes $9.95) 

A notable French art director, 
Georges Wakhevitch reveals the 
secrets of his art in designing excep¬ 
tionally evocative sets for such direc¬ 
tors as Jean Renoir, Rend Clair, Jean 
Cocteau and Marcel Carne. His 
L’ENVERS DES DECORS (Behind the 
Scenery) also offers invaluable com¬ 
ments in terms of stage as well as film 
work. (Laffont, Paris, F.48.) 

Jay Leyda’s impressive scholarly 
anthology, VOICES OF EXPERIENCE, 
assembles in one hefty volume direct 
quotes from over 600 film personalities 
who provide insightful and informative 
views about every aspect of the 
medium. (Macmillan $9.95) 

The contribution of surrealism to the 
arts — and notably to film — is knowl¬ 
edgeably explored in a sumptuous, 
large format volume, SURREALISTS 
AND SURREALISM. Author Gaetan 
Picon expertly analyzes the historic 
conjuncture that gave birth to the 
movement, probes its most prominent 
exponents, and offers superb 
illustrations of its main works. (Rizzoli 
$50.) 

Experimental cindasts of sundry alle¬ 
giances are scrutinized in ABSTRACT 
FILM AND BEYOND, Malcolm Le 
Grice’s perceptive study of the manipu¬ 
lations of the time element by movie¬ 
makers searching for an alternative to 
the illusion of time and space as found 
in the commercial cinema. (MIT Press 
$12.50) 

Translating Shakespeare from plays 
into movies is discussed with scholarly 
awareness in SHAKESPEARE AND 
FILM, Jack J. Jorgens’ study of 16 such 
movies. (Indiana U. Press $15.) ■ 

MOVING? 
When changing yoUr address, please noti¬ 

fy us at least four weeks in advance. BE 

SURE to give your FORMER address as 

well as your NEW ADDRESS and ZIP 
CODE. 

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER 

UNIVERSAL 
A Unique, Modular, Extendable 
Editing Sysfem — Quickly Inter¬ 
changeable For All Film Formats. 

Multiple screens and tracks 
let you weigh the full balance of images 

dialogue, music and effects. 

FOUR 
PLATE 

SIX 
PLATE 

JUNIOR 
1 PICTURE 

1 TRACK 

1 PICTURE 
2 TRACK 

2 PICTURE 
1 TRACK 

EIGHT 
PLATE 

1 PICTURE 
3 TRACK 

2 PICTURE 
2 TRACK 

EIGHT 
PLATE 

EIGHT 
PLATE 

3 PICTURE 
1 TRACK 

EAST OF THE ROCKIES 

MM Editing Systems Inc. 
230 Park Avenue (at 45th St.), Rm. 
339, N.Y. N.Y. 10017 (212) 697-5865 

WEST COAST 

KEM Editing Systems Inc. 
6253Hollywood Blvd, Hollywood 
California 90028 (213) 461-4143 
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New Zeiss T 1.3 
lenses- 
designed 

exclusively 
for Arrif lex 

16mm cameras. 

Now they’ve won 
an Academy Award. 

w 
< 
CL 

< 
@ 

To take advantage of the 
newest emulsions and 

camera technology, our goal was 
to make the best matched set of 
16mm lenses available. So we 
went to Zeiss. 

New designs 
The Zeiss designers had the 

unique advantage of starting 
from the beginning. No adapted 
35mm designs. No compromises 
with back focal distance. 

The hard way 
A brand-new design, com¬ 

missioned specifically for one 
film format and one brand of 
camera, takes more time and 

The 1976 Class III award cita¬ 
tion reads: “To the Carl Zeiss 
Company, for the design and 
development of super-speed 
lenses for motion-picture use!’ 

costs more money to develop, 
naturally. But, given a good 
designer, you get a better lens. 

Matched set 
What we’ve got now is three 

lenses — 12mm, 16mm and 
25mm. They’re all f/1.2, T/1.3. 
Two more T/1.3s are in produc¬ 
tion — a 9.5mm and a 50mm. 

Close focus 
Minimum focusing dis¬ 

tances: For the 12mm, 8 inches; 
for the 16mm, 10 inches; for the 
25mm, 15 inches. They all stop 
down to f/11. And they’re de¬ 
signed to deliver Zeiss quality at 
every stop, not just wide open. 

Fastest matched 
set you can buy. 

For Arri only 
Zeiss is making T/1.316mm 

lenses exclusively for us, in the 
steel Arri bayonet lock mount 
only. Usable with the 16S/B, the 
16M —or the 16SR. The new 
emulsions, the 16SR camera and 
these lenses add up to a state-of- 
the-art 16mm system. 

ARRI 
ARRIFLEX COMPANY OF AMERICA 

Arriflex Company of America: P.O. Box 
1102C, Woodside, New York 11377; phone: 
(212) 932-3403. Or 1011 Chestnut St., Bur¬ 
bank, Calif. 91506; phone: (213) 845-7687. 
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Think of 

all the things 
you do day in, 

day out. Your daily 
habits... 

brushing your teeth 
to the first cup of coffee. 

One more habit should be 
part of your routine when it 

comes to dailies. That’s Precision Film 
Laboratories’ overnight service for 7247 or 5247 negative. 

It’s a good habit for a few reasons. 

Electronically-controlled developing 
according to manufacturer’s specifi¬ 

cations. .. Color by Deluxe technology 
that’s earned recognition worldwide. 

In a word, quality. 

Negative reports on location, wherever 
and whenever you need them ... from 

our Dailies Department ... so you’re 
never in the dark. In a word, service. 

Add the professional touch provided 
by our crew’s hundreds of years of experience 

in the business. And the personal touch provided by our lab’s 
screening theatre on premises for our customers’ use. 

You begin to see why Precision is a daily habit that’s hard to break once you 
begin to see our work on the screen. If you need more convincing call 

Frank Bucci at Precision, (212) 489-8800. Being helpful 
is his daily habit. Do it today. 

precision film laboratories^ inc. c°j>r 

AN AFFILIATE OF Cl© lUXB 06116^ ^ 
WKF INCORPORATE O 

630 Ninth Avenue 
1 546 North Argyle Avenue 

New York, N.Y. • 10036 • (212) 489-8800 
Hollywood, Ca. • 90028 • (21 3) 462-61 71 
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF v CINEMATOGRAPHERS 
ROSTER • AUGUST 1977 

Active Members Sid Hickox Howard Schwartz Milton Forman 
Gerald Hirschfeld James Seeley Raymond Gaul 

L. B. Abbott Robert Hoag John Seitz Richard B. Glickman 
Lloyd Ahern Winton C. Hoch Richard Shore Dennis F. Godfrey 
Norman Alley Eric Horvich Lester Shorr Henry Goldfarb 
Herbert Alpert Michael Hugo Clarence W. D. Slifer Robert Gottschaik 
John A. Alonzo Andrew Jackson Harkness Smith William Hansard 
Murray Alvey Robert C. Jessup Edward J. Snyder Wm. T. Harrison 
Gert J. Andersen Torben Johnke William E. Snyder R. Bruce Hill 
Howard A. Anderson, Jr. William K. Jurgensen Leonard J. South Julian D. Hopkinson 
Lucien Andriot Boris Kaufman William Spencer G. Carleton Hunt 
Arthur Arling Richard A. Kelley Frank Stanley Fred Hynes 
Monroe Askins W. Wallace Kelley Alan Stensvold Masaru Jibiki 
Charles Austin Victor Kemper Clifford Stine James Johnson 
Lucien Ballard Glenn Kershner Harold Stine Neal Keehn 
Manuel J. Berenguer Jess Kizis William J. Storz John J. Kowalak 
Carl Berger Richard Kline Harry Stradling, Jr. Robert Kreiman 
Joseph Biroc Fred J. Koenekamp E. Charles Straumer Joseph R. Lee 
Haskell Boggs H. F. Koenekamp Karl Struss Sol Lesser 
Lamar Boren Laszlo Kovacs Robert L. Surtees Bernard Levy 
Edward R. Brown Milton R. Krasner Jack Swain Herb A. Lightman 
Joseph Brun Charles B. Lang Ellis Thackery Grant Loucks 
Stephen H. Burum Vilis Lapenieks Mario Tosi Lewis Mansfield 
Wilmer C. Butler Joseph W. LaShelle Thomas E. Tutwiler Kenneth M. Mason 
Taylor Byars Andrew Laszlo Frank Van der Veer John H. Maynard 
Ernesto Caparros Ernest Laszlo Charles Van Enger Stan Miller 
Frank Carson Philip Lathrop Zoli Vidor Walter H. Mills 
S. C. Chuck Sam Leavitt Ted Voigtlander George J. Mitchell 
Charles G. Clarke Paul K. Lerpae Joseph Walker Eugene M. Murphy 
George T. Clemens Jack MacKenzie Harry Walsh Bernard Newson 
William T. Cline Glen MacWilliams John F. Warren Meredith M. Nicholson 
Ghisiain Cloquet Don Malkames Gilbert Warrenton Kemp Niver 
William Clothier Karl Malkames Harold E. Wellman Capt. Don Norwood 
Edward Colman Fred Mandl Frederick E. West Otto Paoloni 
Olle Comstedt William Margulies Joseph Westheimer Warren Parker 
Stanley Cortez Brick Marquard Albert Wetzel John Pistor 
Jack Couffer Jacques Marquette Haskell Wexler Edward H. Reichard 
Vincent G. Cox Enzo A. Martinelli Charles F. Wheeler John L. Robertson 
James Crabe Joseph V. Mascelli Gordon Willis Roderick T. Ryan 
William Cronjager Ray Mercer Harry L. Wolf Loren Ryder 
Floyd D. Crosby Russell L. Metty Ralph Woolsey Dan Sandberg 
Art Cruickshank David Millin Lothrop Worth Fred J. Scobey 
Russell Cully Richard Moore Vilmos Zsigmond Peter Silverman 
Mark H. Davis Robert C. Moreno Frank C. Zuker Sidney P. Solow 
Drummond Drury Sol Negrin Burton Stone 
Victor Duncan John M. Nickolaus Abbott Sydney 
Linwood G. Dunn Meridith M. Nicholson Harry Teitelbaum 
Alric Edens Sven Nykvist Nat Tiffen 
A. Farciot Edouart Emil Oster Associate Members Richard Vetter 
Russell Ervin Louis Page Lou Vincent 
Daniel L. Fapp Ted Pahle Jack Webb 
Ray Fernstrom J. F. Painter Mark Armistead E. M. Whiting, Jr. 
Gerald Finnerman Ernest Palmer L. J. Baker Ralph D. Whitmore, Jr. 
George J. Folsey Kenneth Peach Volker Bahnemann Allan L. Williams 
William A. Fraker Harry Perry Bernard Barron Michael Zois 
A. C. Francis Frank Phillips Haworth B. Belford 
Ellsworth Fredricks Clifford Poland Edgar Bergen 
Henry Freulich Jack Priestley William A. Bickford 
Lee Garmes Earl Rath James Branch Honorary Members 
Frederick Gately Ray Rennahan Gerald D. Brodersen 
Maury Gertsman Gayne Rescher Anthony D. Bruno 
H. Edmund Gibson Irmin Roberts Claude Chevereau Col. Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr. 
Donald C. Glouner Owen Roizman Ronald Cogswell Dr. August Arnold 
Richard C. Glouner Charles Rosher, Jr. Kenneth J. Coleman Neil A. Armstrong 
Loyal Griggs Harold Rosson Michael Crane Col. Michael Collins 
Burnett Guffey Giuseppe Rotunno Robert B. Creamer Edward P. Curtis 
Robert G. Hager Joseph Ruttenberg Fred H. Detmers Walt Disney 
Conrad Hall Robert Sable Edmund M. Di Giulio Wilton R. Holm 
Charles Harten Ted Saizis William W. Edwards David MacDonald 
Robert Hauser Vincent Saizis Walter G. Eggers G. A. Mitchell 
John L. Herrmann Charles Salerno, Jr. Ted Fogelman Richard F. Walsh 
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We Kmi 30,000 Feet of Test 
Film Knch Week 

YOU Never 
Lose 
One 

At Victor Duncan we run an average of 
30,000 feet of film each week through our 
rental camera equipment ‘before* it goes 
out on rental. 30,000 feet just to make sure 
that every important detail in camera 
operation is perfect; perfect camera 
speed, perfect clutch and magazine 
takeup, perfect loop performance. 

And this is in addition to our ‘everytime* 
check of the flange focal depth, ground 
glass alignment and camera collimation. 
We know the importance of perfect camera 
operation when you’re on a shoot. The last 
problem any cinematographer needs is 
equipment malfunction. So we go that extra 
step to give you as near perfect operation 
as possible on all our rental equipment. 

On your next picture, call the professionals 
at Victor Duncan. We know you’ll 
appreciate the results. 

VICTOR DUNCAN, INC. 

the check ond double check people 

VICTOR DUNCAN, INC., 
200 East Ontario Chicago, III. 60611 (312)321-9406 
2659 Fondren Dallas, Texas 75206 (214)369-1165 
11043 Gratiot Detroit, Michigan 48213 (313)371-4920 

Exclusive Midwest distributor of Panavision® 
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SMPTE Technical Conference 
and Equipment Exhibit 

October 16-21, Century Plaza Hotel, Los Angeles 
Featuring: 

The SMPTE Exhibit 
A 200-booth exhibition of professional film-making and television equipment. This is 
the only place in the world where you will find such a wide variety of both motion- 
picture and television equipment under one roof. Every type of film and video equip¬ 
ment will be on display. 

Exhibitors (as of July 22,1977) 
Adda Corp. 
The Allen Products Co. 
Ampex Corp. 
Arriflex Co. of America 
Arvin/Echo Science Corp. 
Bell & Howell Co. 
Berkey Colortran, Inc. 
Birns & Sawyer, Inc. 
Bosch-Fernseh 
Brumac Industries 
Canon U.S.A. Inc. 
Carter Equipment Co., Inc. 
Century Precision Cine/Optics 
Christy’s Editorial Film Supply Inc. 
Cinematics, Inc. 
Cine Production Equipment, Inc. 
Cine 60 Inc. 
Cinema Products Corp. 
CMX Systems, Orrox Corp. 
Coherent Communications Co. 
Cohu, Inc., Electronics Div. 
Commercial Electronics, Inc. 
Consolidated Video Systems 
Continental Camera Systems 
Convergence Corp. 
Dolby Laboratories 
The Durafilm Co. 
Dynair Electronics, Inc. 

Eastman Kodak Co. 
Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries 

Inc. 
Eigen Video 
Eiki International, Inc. 
Electro Voice 
Farinon Electric Co. 
F & B/Ceco 
Film Equipment Rental Co. 
Frezzolini Electronics, Inc. 
Adolph Gasser 
General Electric Co. 
Goldberg Brothers 
Alan Gordon Enterprises Inc. 
GTE Sylvania 
Karl Heitz 
Hazeltine Corp. 
Hitachi Oenshi America, Ltd. 
Hollywood Associates 
Hollywood Film Co. 
Houston Fearless 76, Inc. 
Houston Photo Products, Inc. 
Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.) Inc. 
Image Devices Inc. 
Jamieson Film Co. 
J-K Camera Engineering, Inc. 
JVC 
KEM Editing Systems, Inc. 

Kliegl Bros. 
KLM Associates, Inc. 
Lab Methods Corp. 
LaVezzi Machine Works, Inc. 
Lee Filters Ltd. 
Lenco 
Lipsner Smith 
Listec Television Equipment Corp. 
Lowel-Light Mfg., Inc. 
L.T.M. Corp. of America 
L-W International 
Magnasync/Moviola Corp. 
Magna-Tech Electronics Co., Inc. 
Matthews Studio Equipment 
M B I, Inc. 
Merlin Engineering Works 
Micro Consultants, Inc. 
Microtime, Inc. 
Microwave Associates 
Miller Professional Equipment, Inc. 
3M Co. 
Mitchell Camera Corp. 
Mole-Richardson Co. 
Motion Picture Enterprises Inc. 
Motorola Communications & 

Electronics Inc. 
Multi-Track Magnetics, Inc. 
Nagra Magnetic Recorders Inc. 

NEC America Inc. 
Neumade Products Corp. 
Norton Associates, Inc. 
O’Connor Engineering Laboratories, Inc. 
Oxberry 
The Perf-Fix Company 
Peterson Enterprises, Inc. 
Pioneer Marketing Corp. 
Plastic Reel Corp. of America 
David Pringle Cameras 
Quick-Set, Inc. 
RCA Corp. 
Recortec, Inc. 
Rosco Labs 
Sachtler GMBH 
Sony Corp. of America 
Soremec-Eclair U.S.A., Inc. 
Strand Century Inc. 
Super 8 Sound, Inc. 
Tele-Cine Inc. 
TeleMation 
Telescript, Inc. 
Unimedia Corp. 
Vega Electronics 
Vlahos-Gottschalk Research Corp. 
Westrex 
Wide Range Electronics Corp. 
The Winsted Corp. 

The Technical Sessions 
Five full days of meetings on the latest technological developments in motion pictures 
and television will be described by the world’sleading expertsintheirfields.Thisyear’s 
conference will cover such topics as laboratory practices, the interface of film and 
video, new equipment and processes in film, film production and sound. Extra Added 
Attraction: A “Hands-On” equipment demonstration sponsored by the Professional 
Motion Picture Equipment Association (PMPEA). Following up on the success of the 
last “hands-on” session in Los Angeles in 1975, this session will give film-makers a 
chance to see real film pros show how movies are made under actual production 
conditions. 

Plus social events, activities for spouses, coffee club, and lots more. 

For Information, write or call today. 

Society of Motion Picture 
and Television Engineers 
862 Scarsdale Ave., Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583 
(914) 472-6606 (212) 562-5708 
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Tota-Light. More 
than just a new light, 
it's a new lighting 
concept Compact 
1000,750 and 500- 

watt quartz lighting with an 
integral system of lightweight, 
modular mounting and light 
control components. Provid¬ 
ing almost limitless location 
flexibility. 

With Tota-Light, a room is 
more than just an area to be 

lit: it becomes part of the lighting system. 
A system where three walls can 

be lit smoothly and evenly from 
a single light mounted on 
the fourth wall. Or four walls, 

ceiling and floor 
can be covere< 

from a corner. 

sories. And a 
family of 
snap-together 
flags held by 
flexible arms. 
Using these 
and other 
components, 
Tota-Light can / " 
be stacked, 
diffused, 
converted in 
seconds to a 

softlight. 

Tota-Light tapes to walls and windows; frame 
holds precut conversion and diffusion gels. 

Snap-together flags and 
reflectors snap onto flexible arms. 

Bright, soft umbrella locks into 
light without accessories. 

The key to these, 
and hundreds of 
other new 
possibilities, is the 
first professional 
ciuartz light builto^. 
like a "system" 
camera. With a gel 
frame that locks in 
like a matte box. 
A reflective 
umbrella that 
needs no acces- 

Stacks on stand or damp. 

mounted atop open 
or closed doors, 
fastened to virtually 
any surface...and 
closed compactly 

x to fit a kit or canvas 
pouch that loops 

over the belt. 
To find out more about 

how weVe cut location lighting 
problems down to size, see 

your Lowel dealer or send for 
our brochure. 

*TM Pat. Pend. 

421 West £4th Street, New York 10019 (212) 245-6744 



Your light-metering system 
should be as versatile as 

your camera system. 
Any kind of light. 

Four diffusers let you modify the 
Auto Meter II for any kind of light. 
It comes with a deep-dome 
spherical diffuser that integrates 
all light illuminating the subject. 

A flat disc diffuser* permits 
measurement in conjunction 
with an EV/Lux/Foot- 

Candle table on the back 
of the meter. And two 

neutral density domes* re¬ 
duce intensity in varying de¬ 

gree to permit readings from 
extraordinarily bright and/or 

close light sources. 

The light meter in your camera is good, but not as good 
as you have to be. 

So Minolta has created a general-purpose meter 
that responds to your professional needs for accuracy, 
handling ease and versatility. 

The Minolta Auto Meter II is equipped with a 
sensitive silicon cell for precise readings in 
low light, instant response and no mem¬ 
ory lag. Its automatic scales give 
you instant, direct readings 
of incident light. The 
meter head rotates 270 
degrees for conve¬ 
nience. And it’s fast 
and comfortable to 
use, with a single over¬ 
size button that you 
press to take the 
reading, release to 
hold the numbers. 

The system. 
But the Auto Meter II 
is more than a meter. It’s a 
complete system that allows you to 
approach any job with confidence. 

Spot and incident 
readings. 

You can replace the incident light dome with a 10° spot 
attachment* It comes with an optical finder to insure 
accuracy. 

For wide area reflected light readings, there is an 
attachment* that has a 40° angle of acceptance. 

Ciose-ups, too. 
A miniature incident dome at the end of a flexible cable 
plugs into a jack on the Auto Meter II. This unique 
close-up probe* is useful for readings at small or 
hard-to-reach subjects. 

Enlarger readings. 
By bayoneting an attachment* 
onto the receptor head in place of 
the incident dome, you can use the Auto Meter II as 
a spot-reading, on-easel enlarging meter. 

The vital statistics. 

Film speed range: 
ASA 6 to 25,000 

Exposure time range: 
1 /8000th sec. to 2 hrs. 

Measuring range in incident 
mode at ASA 100: 
—4 EV to +17 EV 

F/stop range: 
f/1.0tof/90 Measuring range in spot 

mode at ASA 100: 
Cine scale: 8 to 128 f.p.s. —1 EV to + 20 EV 

In addition to the Auto Meter II, Minolta makes a wide 
range of professional meters. They include 1° spot 
meters, and meters for flash and color temperature 
measurement. For information, see your Minolta 
dealer orwriteMinolta Corporation, 101 Williams Drive, 
Ramsey, N.J. 07446. In Canada: Minolta Camera (Can¬ 
ada) Inc., Ontario. 
'Optional at extra cost 
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The things you’re asked to do! Now that people have discovered how valuable and flexible 
video can be, there’s no limit to the things they want you to do with it. Which creates some ter¬ 
rific opportunities... and more than a few production problems as well. At Cine 60, we’re 
specialists in designing new products to help you get more of the former. With less of the latter. 

Take power, for instance. Our rechargeable Power- 
belts mean you can take it with you. More ampere- 
hours than ever before. Evenly distributed 
around your waist to give you the same 

kind of mobility TV film cameramen have 
relied on for years. Our fast-charge 
versions are at full capacity in just one hour, 

to give you more shooting and less waiting. □ For more light on the go, compact Cine 
60 Sun Gunsfill the bill. Color-balanced for video, they give you lots of fresnel-soft lumens 
in the smallest spaces. Plus wide angle and focusing, too. □ And if you prefer your Sun- 
Gun power packaged differently, we can give you 

Cine 60 NiCad reliability in a Powerpak/Sun 
Gun combination. nOur rechargeable Powerpa 
are also available separately. In a variety of 

sizes, voltages and capacities 
to power just about any¬ 
thing you have in mind. Video. Audio. You-name-it. Just slip 
it on your belt or into a pocket.. .and go! □ While our 
rugged, reliable power systems take a load off your mind, we 

can take a load off your shoulders, as well. With a com¬ 
plete line of comfortable shoulder 

pods and body braces that let you concentrate on what 
you’re shooting... instead of your aching sacroiliac. 
Whatever the configuration of your camera, we’ve got a 
pod to match. nCine 60 has a lot of other valuable 
tools to make life easier for video people. Like our 
Snaplok, to let you snap-on, snap-off cameras and other equipment 

from tripods, stands, pods. etc.-in less time 
than this sentence took to read. Plus suc¬ 

tion mounts, compact quartz lighting. 
and that's just the beginning. With all 

the things you’re asked to do these days, it pays to have all the 
help you can get. Why not call 
or write for our catalog today? 

I INCORPORATED 

Film Center Building/630 Ninth Avenue 
New York, N Y. 10036/Tel: (212) 586-8782 

See us at Booth #75 at 119th SMPTE—Century Plaza Hotel October 16-21 

VHMEmUBIT 
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London’s 5th International Technology Conference and Exhibition, 
sponsored by the British Kinematograph, Sound and Television 
Society, draws record crowd of delegates from all over the world 

By HERB A. LIGHTMAN 

LONDON 

Never, in my dozens of visits to the Brit¬ 
ish capital, have I seen it so crowded. 
Someone tells me that 11,000,000 tour¬ 
ists have come to Britain this year (many 
to celebrate the Silver Jubilee of Elizabeth 
II) and they all seem to be in Oxford Street 
at the same time. The sidewalks and 
shops are packed, and while Londoners 
are far more polite in public than, say, New 
Yorkers, there are just too many of them. 
Taxicabs are largely unavailable and 
underground trains are almost as crowd¬ 
ed as those in Tokyo. All in all, it is not my 
favorite moment to be in one of my favorite 
cities. 

The once-proud Grosvenor House 
Hotel seems to be buckling under the 
strain of playing host simultaneously to 
hundreds of tourists and FILM 77, the 5th 
International Technology Conference and 
Exhibition of the British Kinematograph, 
Sound and Television Society. This year, 
the biennial event, having outgrown its 
accustomed digs at the Royal Lancaster 
Hotel, has moved to the venerable Park 
Lane hostelry, where the exhibition area is 
much more commodious, but the service 
leaves something to be desired. 

No matter. It’s worth a bit of exas¬ 
peration to be reunited with colleagues 
from all over the world in what, during the 
last decade, has become (along with 
Photokina and the SMPTE Conference) a 
foremost forum for the exchange of mo¬ 
tion picture and television technology. 

BKSTS President, D.J. Kimbley, kicks 
off FILM 77 by welcoming the delegates, 
after which he introduces Sir Charles Cur¬ 
ran (Director General, BBC), who delivers 
the opening discourse. Innocuously en¬ 
titled "TECHNOLOGY AND THE CON¬ 
SUMER” (see Page 916), his paper 
states a premise which is music to the 
ears of those of us who are basically film 
people: "So much is being said and writ¬ 
ten about electronic picture generation 
that film might be thought to be becoming 
obsolete. The world’s television services 
consume very much more film than the 
cinema industry, and though television 
engineers are always looking for quicker 
and more effective production methods, 
there is little probability that their con¬ 
sumption of film will be diminished 
. . . Electronic picture-making continues 
to progress and camera mobility, sensi¬ 
tivity, and ease of editing are but three of 
the aspects of film operations where 

there is pressure from the competing 
technique. So far the evolving technology 
of film has met the challenge ... There is 
in current production circles a great urge 
to get out of the studios and use the new 
film stocks, cameras and lenses to the 
full. The BBC has had its busiest film year 
yet. ” 

The ENG people in the audience, 
though less than enchanted by these 
sentiments, are very gentlemanly about 
the whole thing. Nevertheless, it is clear 
that the film-vs.-video tape battle has 
once more been joined and that it will con¬ 
tinue as a leitmotiv throughout the Con¬ 
ference. 

In the next paper, "A SURVEY OF 
CURRENT FILM PRODUCTION TECH¬ 
NIQUES" (see Page 918), David Samuel- 
son illustrates his comprehensive state- 
of-the-art summary with a dazzling dis¬ 
play of slides and film clips. It is a stunning 
presentation and one which neatly de¬ 
fines film technology as it exists today. 

In a paper entitled “BEYOND TECH¬ 
NOMANIA” (see Page 920), Lars Svan- 
berg, noted cinematographer and Tech¬ 
nical Director of the Swedish Film Insti¬ 
tute, calls attention to a dilemma which is 
beginning to confront the film and tele¬ 
vision industries and which will continue to 
do so with increasingly disastrous effect 
unless the trend is reversed—namely, the 
proliferation of technology at the expense 
oi creativity. Like a modern-day cinematic 
Cassandra, he warns that unless the cur¬ 
rent preoccupation with the machinery of 
image-making is balanced by increased 
attention and resources paid to produc¬ 
tion matters and the creative processes of 
programming, there will be a deadly 
dearth both of quantity and quality in 
product to feed the ravenous demands of 
communications satellites, cable TV, pay 
TV, interactive television, videophones, 
video discs, etc., in the ’80s. Listening to 
him, some of us have the gnawing feeling 
that the point-of-no-return has already 
been reached. 

The papers program progresses stead¬ 
ily, but uneventfully, with nothing much 
that is new or startling being revealed. 
Then, in Session 6, devoted to FILM 
TECHNOLOGY, two papers are read that 
pertain to Time Base Coding, the burning 
to-be-or-not-to-be technological question 
of the moment. In a paper entitled “A 
TIM ECO DE SYSTEM FOR 16mm PIC¬ 
TURE FILM AND MAGNETIC TAPE”, A. 
Heller describes the familiar proposed 
EBU/IRT system, in which film and tape 
Continued on Page 944 

Delegates from many nations gather for the opening of the Papers Program of FILM ’77, held 
in lecture hall of the Grosvenor House Hotel. It was hoped that representation would exceed 
that of FILM ’75, which attracted more than 1,250 delegates from 50 countries, in addition to 
the several thousands more attending the Equipment Exhibition. 



(ABOVE LEFT) Smartly attired delegates and their ladies crowd the 
Grand Ballroom of the London Hilton Hotel for the formal banquet 
which is traditionally the final social event of the biennial Con¬ 
ference. (RIGHT) British Kinematograph, Sound and Television 
Society President D.J. Kimbley welcomes delegates to the FILM ’77 
Banquet. 

Observing from the balcony above the Great Room (main ballroom) 
of London’s Grosvenor House Hotel, it is possible to note Equip¬ 
ment Exhibitions on two levels. Having outgrown its former head¬ 
quarters at the Royal Lancaster Hotel, the BKSTS Conference made 
good use of the increase in equipment exhibition space available at 
the Grosvenor House. 

(BELOW) The FILM ’77 Equipment Exhibition drew record at¬ 
tendance, but, thanks to the considerable increase in space, did not 
seem as crowded as in previous years. More than 80 exhibitors from 
scores of countries were represented at the exhibition, but even so, 
many more had to be turned away because of lack of space. The 
event grows bigger each year it is held. 



TECHNOLOGY AND THE CONSUMER 

f! 
By SIR CHARLES CURRAN 
Director General, BBC 

In November 1972, I addressed the In¬ 
stitution of Electrical Engineers on “The 
BBC in the Eighties”. I gave a subtitle— 
“The Relationship between Broadcasting 
Policy, Programme Needs and Techno¬ 
logical Potential”. I dealt, among many 
other things, with the relationship be¬ 
tween film and electronic recording. This 
is what I said nearly five years ago: 

"At the moment film has all the advan¬ 
tages of flexibility of editing. It is more 
expensive than electronic methods in the 
studio, but it is incomparably more mobile 
outside. It is also easier to duplicate and 
more universal as a medium from which 
to originate transmissions in a world 
where systems differ. It is more expen¬ 
sive in certain respects, which is why our 
Television Centre was originally con¬ 
structed on the assumption that the great 
bulk of our output would be electronic. 
But this state of affairs may not last 
forever. I have seen simple and mobile 
recording gear in Japan-and no doubt, it 
exists elsewhere-capable of most effec¬ 
tive reproduction of colour pictures. I 
have also seen very small portable colour 
cameras, smaller than a normal brief¬ 
case. The picture quality was already 
very good, but our broadcasting en¬ 
gineers would probably say that it was 
not up to professional broadcast quality. 
But the day is quite clearly coming when 
it will be possible to take an elec¬ 
tronically-based picture with as much 
flexibility as can now be done with a film 
unit. What will happen then to all the union 
expectations about the handling of 
picture-making gear in a mobile setting, I 
don’t know. But it is impossible to believe 
that the 1980’s will not see the develop¬ 
ment of practical systems of electronic 
recording in the field which could replace 
the film camera.” 

Now that I am asked to address the 
Convention of a learned society, devoted 
to film technology, on the needs of the 
consumer and the technical potential, it is 
valuable—and also expedient—to review 
the situation again, to weigh up the prog¬ 
ress that has been made and then to see 
where I need revise my 1972 forecast of 
broadcasting in the eighties. 

There is no denying that electronic pic¬ 
ture generation has made substantial 
strides in the five years. There have been 
developments of apparatus and tech¬ 
niques which promise much greater mo¬ 

The Opening Discourse of FILM 77, despite its innocuous title, 
turns out to be a ringing affirmation of the primacy of film 
at a time when rumor has it that ENG may be about to take over 

bility and flexibility in picture-making than 
we had at our disposal in 1972. 

But, on the other hand, film has been far 
from standing still. The introduction of a 
range of new lenses for cine cameras, for 
example, has had a major effect on the 
style, and type of shooting and on the cost 
of production. “SAILOR” could not have 
been made as it was without them. New 
film stocks, simpler and more consistent 
processing, coupled with an even greater 
ease of editing, have adjusted the balance 
between the two media, so that it can 
hardly be said to have come down firmly in 
favour of one. The programme-making 
consumer’s choice hasn’t become any 
easier in the five years. 

Each individual will probably be influ¬ 
enced by particular factors which he sees 
as being of overwhelming priority, even 
though the next man may accord little 
weight to the same factors. 

Whether they are actively involved or 
not, most broadcasting organisations 
have followed with close interest the pos¬ 
sibilities of electronic news gathering. 
When I say “news” in this context, I in¬ 
clude Current Affairs generally and 
documentaries of the sort composed on 
the spot in an operation which is now 
being called electronic field production. 
Some broadcasters are developing light¬ 
weight mobile units and are equipping 
themselves to link these units back to a 
central point by microwaves or by cable. It 
will certainly give greater immediacy to 
television programming and enhance 
further that sense of participation in an 
event which television conveys so well. 

The European Broadcasting Union set 
up a Working Group within its Technical 
Committee to study the requirements for 
electronic picture-making facilities. You 
may think it significant that almost the first 
statement they make in their draft report is 
that a good 16mm news film be taken as a 
reference for the third step in a five-step 
quality scale for subjective assessment. 
Clearly, they hope to do better at times 
than a good 16mm news film—and so 
they should, because 16mm news film 
would not be claimed by this Conference 
to be the ultimate in “state of the art” 
quality. 

In offering guidance on videotape re¬ 
corders, the EBU also use 16mm film as a 
yardstick for quality. Here, they say, the 
pictures recorded on tape should be com¬ 

parable with pictures obtained on good 
quality 16mm film. But with admirable 
wisdom they go on to remind the reader 
that the tape actually broadcast will prob¬ 
ably be a second or even third generation 
copy. 

The acceptability of a recording 
machine for electronic picture making will 
depend on the results as they show up 
after repeated duplication. As I have al¬ 
ready said, there have been substantial 
improvements in videotape recording by 
machines smaller and less expensive 
than the two-inch quadruplex models, but 
that is a fairly formidable standard to 
match. Light-weight transportable or port¬ 
able videotape recorders of very respect¬ 
able performance are most certainly 
available. But their manufacturers have 
not achieved standardisation, so there is 
no interchangeability between tapes. It 
would also seem that portability of the 
machine is not very likely to go hand-in- 
hand with ease of editing the tape. Elec¬ 
tronic picture-making will probably de¬ 
velop in the direction of a highly portable 
videotape recorder supported by a larger 
and more versatile base station machine 
on which the material will be edited. 

Even if you can buy an electronic cam¬ 
era which is comparable in size and por¬ 
tability with a 16mm film camera, the vid¬ 
eotape recorder will remain a fairly sub¬ 
stantial debit in the portability account, 
and the alternative is a microwave link 
back to base. In terms of the amount of 
equipment to be carried to the scene of an 
event, electronic picture-making will be 
very hard pressed to equal film, but, as I 
have already indicated, for some pur¬ 
poses this will be seen as relatively small 
cost when considered against the other 
advantages which it confers. 

On the other side of the equation, the 
avoidance of clutter when filming or re¬ 
cording is always important. The triaxial 
television camera cable may be a big ad¬ 
vance on the old-fashioned multicore ca¬ 
bles, but it is still unwieldy. In filming it is 
now possible to get rid of all cables be¬ 
tween the cameraman and the sound re¬ 
corder, and yet maintain sound syn¬ 
chronisation. We await a similar de¬ 
velopment in electronic picture-making. A 
battery-powered television camera with 
radio or other wireless link to the recorder 
is needed to match the new mobility of the 
film camera. 
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It would seem that we are still in the 
prototype stage although we may be just 
about to enter the full application era. The 
consumer can see very clearly how he will 
use the new facilities to advantage and he 
can also say, with some certainty, what it 
is that he wants and what is still to be 
developed. The rate of progress will be 
determined by the advances of the 
technology. There is very rarely a problem 
in deciding how to put a new technique to 
good use. When it comes to innovation in 
programme-making, the demand for 
technical resources exceeds the supply. 

Most innovation seems to create per¬ 
sonnel and training problems. Film tech¬ 
nology is very well established, and, 
guided by the unseen hand of compara¬ 
tively few professional technologists, 
such as the company assembled here, 
the everyday business of film as a system 
can be handled by operators. In electronic 
picture production we are still in the stage 
of having to have qualified engineers 
working at many points in the chain to be 
able to cope with the unexpected prob¬ 
lems stemming directly from our inexperi¬ 
ence as designers or users. We have to 
deal with the training of personnel and the 
retraining of people, already skilled in film, 
for electronic production. 

If we are to go to all this trouble to use 
electronic picture generation, what do we 
expect to get out of it? Greater immediacy, 
more time for editing news because of 
reduced processing time, immediate on- 
the-spot verification of the pictures 
and—a factor which will rate high on many 
organisations’ lists of priorities—low run¬ 
ning costs for materials. And, let it be said 
frankly, at the moment some of the inter¬ 
est is stimulated by a wish to “keep up with 
the Jones’s”. 

The eventual success of electronic 
picture-making for all location work calls 
for further substantial advances in the 
technology before it will be generally 
worthwhile. At the moment, its untapped 
potential excites interest, but it will have to 

be more than exciting if it is going to prove 
its capacity to earn a living and settle 
down to being an everyday workhorse like 
film. Let me suggest a few of the prob¬ 
lems. 

Perhaps the biggest hurdle to be over¬ 
come will be to make it simple to edit and 
then produce an adequate number of 
clean copies. The warning voiced by the 
EBU that the electronic videotape even¬ 
tually broadcast will be a second or third 
generation copy is timely. And remember, 
the problem has to be solved in the con¬ 
text of lightweight or relatively inexpen¬ 
sive base machines, rather than the two- 
inch machines which, after many years, 
are still necessary to produce broadcast 
quality copies at the third generation or 
more. 

The requirement for improved perfor¬ 
mance and standardisation in videotape 
operations has never been greater, and I 
see it as a more important ingredient to 
the success of electronic picture-making 
than the design of the lightweight televi¬ 
sion camera. This is a case where 
technology could fairly be said to be hold¬ 
ing back the scope of production. If film is 
ever substantially replaced by videotape, I 
feel sure it will first have to see interna¬ 
tional standardisation, combined with the 
ability to edit and duplicate efficiently. The 
cost of setting up videotape editing 
facilities will have to come down dramati¬ 
cally. 

The main problem of videotape editing 
remains the same as it has always been. It 
has to do with access, sorting, chipping 
away at the picture—and the changing 
mind of the programme-maker. He needs 
time to think. The challenge is to provide 
an electronic solution to the editing pro¬ 
blem which can be applied to 75 or 100 
individual editing rooms in a single broad¬ 
casting establishment at a cost which will 
let the programme-maker have exclusive 
use of it for six or eight weeks if he needs 
it. In the BBC we are already running into 
cumulative problems or overrunning 

As British Kinematograph, Sound and Television Society President D.J. Kimbley (left) looks 
on, Sir Charles Curran, Director General of the British Broadcasting Corporation delivers the 
Opening Discourse of FILM ’77. Although he gave a fair appraisal of both media, Sir Charles 
surprised many by seeming to favor film in the current film-tape debate relative to tele¬ 
vision. 

bookings on videotape editing channels, 
with precautionary block-bookings not 
taken up and, therefore, wasting valuable 
engineers’ time. All this because video¬ 
editing facilities, being very expensive, 
are in limited supply, and yet becoming 
more and more the accustomed tool of the 
programme-maker. It is a familiar tech¬ 
nological problem. 

Some would say that the filming pro¬ 
cess is one of muddle and self-indul¬ 
gence. Perhaps there is more of this in 
filming than in electronic television, and 
we cannot afford waste. But we don’t want 
the needs of the programme-maker to be 
rationalised out of existence. It is the flexi¬ 
bility of film which allows the necessary 
margin for programme thinking—and 
even for the human inevitability of a little 
muddle. 

I know that many engineers think the 
application of digital techniques to magne¬ 
tic video recording will provide the answer 
to these problems. They may well be right. 
A solution on those lines may even be just 
around the corner, but it is not here yet. 

What can we expect of film while the 
electronic approach is examining its 
shortcomings and taking steps to elimi¬ 
nate them? What are the drawbacks of 
film? I would think that the cost of the 
recording material —the film base 
itself—and the time taken to process new 
film are two areas in which the pro¬ 
tagonists of film have to look to their 
laurels. 

Colour motion picture film is obviously a 
complicated product, expensive to make. 
Once exposed, it is committed forever and 
it cannot be re-used. Videotape is a less 
expensive material and one need not give 
much weight to the ability to re-use it. The 
claims of future programme-makers, 
overseas sales and library archives, make 
it necessary for broadcasters to retain a 
high proportion of their recorded material. 

Processing is an inconvenient but 
inherent necessity in the film business, 
and although most broadcasters have 
equipped themselves with the necessary 
machinery and facilities to process their 
own topical material, the tanks and pumps 
and smells do not integrate well with a 
Television Centre. This must be rated as a 
fairly substantial disadvantage for film in 
the television world. 

Frankly, I think the length of time taken 
to produce a processed film is inclined to 
be overemphasised by the electronic 
adherents, although the lack of immediate 
verification of the pictures is undoubtedly 
a disadvantage. There can be no argu¬ 
ment about that. But it is fair to mention 
that film techniques are improving. Some 
organisations, including the BBC, are 
using electronic viewfinders fitted to film 
cameras and these show promise of im- 
Continued on Page 986 



A SURVEY OF CURRENT FILM PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 
fl ft 

An overview of the highly sophisticated “tools” which 
the modern film-maker now has at his disposal to make 
his work easier, more creative and more economical 

By D.W. SAMUELSON, FBKS, BSC 

My task today is to review the tools 
available and currently used for making 
motion picture films. The films may be for 
exhibition in cinemas, on television or pri¬ 
vately. They may be shown by projection 
or via telecine and TV to entertain, inform 
or enquire. 

To be honest, this report must be 
somewhat personalised and refer to 
equipment with which I am familiar and 
know is actually in use, not pipe dreams 
for the future or inventor’s, scientist’s, 
manufacturer’s, financier’s, salesmen’s or 
journalist’s kite-flying exercises. I want to 
tell you about what is being used NOW, in 
1977, and is likely to still be around when 
FILM ’79 happens. Beyond that I cannot 
predict. 

To commence, I am pleased to inform 
you that since FILM ’75 there has been a 
major breakthrough in two items of 
equipment used in the most important as¬ 
pect of successful film-making. One item 
glides along with greater smoothness 
than ever before. With the other, it is pos¬ 
sible to instantly review work already 
completed and to incorporate alterations 
and improvements without the necessity 
of repeating work already completed 
satisfactorily. 

As you will all have guessed, I refer to 
the latest Ball Rental writing instruments 
and the IBM and Xerox word processing 
machines—typewriters with memories. 
For without a good script, or subject, there 
cannot be a successful film. 

What is the single most significant fac¬ 
tor governing the choice of motion picture 
equipment for a particular production? 
The subject? Maybe. The budget? Per¬ 
haps. The venue? Not really. The prefer¬ 

ences or prejudices of the cameraman, 
local availability, chauvinism? Not to any 
significant extent in our competitive 
international world. No—it is the size of 
the screen on which the finished product 
is likely to be shown, and if there is a 
chance of distribution in a drive-in movie 
in Texas (where they measure the screen 
in acres), forget Super-8, Super-16 and 
tape-to-film transfer, for the people who 
make our next film possible, the paying 
customers, vote with their feet... or tyre 
treads, as the case might be. 

We ask a lot of film. An anamorphosed 
image 21.29mm wide is quite likely to be 
blown up to fill a screen 15 metres (or 47 
feet) wide, a linear enlargement of over 
700 times and what is more significant, 
with the audience, when we are fortunate 
enough to have a full house, sitting within 
one screen-width of the screen. Sit that 
close to a TV screen and it looks like a 
Times crossword puzzle; sit five screen- 
widths away from a cinema screen, as is 
the norm for TV, and you’d be sitting in the 
Odeon Leicester Square to see what’s on 
at the Empire. Let those advocates of TV 
for everything never forget this fact. Not 
for us a screen with only eight hundred— 
or even a thousand or so—bits of infor¬ 
mation across. 

Ever since its first beginnings, 
knowledgeable authorities on the subject 
have confidently predicted the immediate 
demise of the cinema, and yet it is still with 
us and the use of film, for all systems of 
display, continues to rise, rather than fall. 
Even Edison, when asked to forego his 
small screen machine in favour of a large 
screen projector estimated that “there will 
be a need for maybe 10 machines in the 

United States and perhaps for fifty for the 
whole world.” 

Lumiere put it more succinctly “The 
cinema can be exploited for a certain time 
as a scientific curiosity, but apart from 
that, has no commercial value whatso¬ 
ever.” 

We who are here today are profes¬ 
sionals. That means we depend upon 
people to pay to see our work, whether it 
be at the box office, by licence fee or 
sponsorship—and ironically the most 
important person to consider when work¬ 
ing on a production is not necessarily the 
person for whom we are working at the 
moment, but the person who will see the 
current effort and employ us in the future. 
By this criterion, only the highest stan¬ 
dards, commensurate with considera¬ 
tions of economics, are acceptable. 

So let us start by looking at a purely 
technical aspect which is common to all 
formats and forms of image recording and 
ask what is new? 

We have to have lighting, whether 
shooting 35mm, 16mm, or Super-8 
film—or even television. By lighting, I 
mean creative painting with lights, not 
mere illumination. 

For the past few years we have heard, 
read and experienced much about the 
Metal Halide lighting revolution. Sur¬ 
prisingly enough, we are still using the old 
lamps. By Metal Halide lights I mean both 
CSI and HML. The promise is well known: 
up to 102 lumens of light per watt of elec¬ 
tricity, compared with 27 for a tungsten 
halogen lamp (half that if you have to use 
a blue filter to match daylight), no need for 
a generator, enough light for most pur¬ 
poses off the house mains, lighter cables, 

(LEFT) The Mona Lisa as it is. (CENTER) The Mona Lisa with flesh tones corrected for 3200°K. Says the author: “No one handed Leonardo 
daVinci, when he was painting the Mona Lisa, a tube of paint marked ‘Flesh tones for 3200°K’. He made her complexion the colour he wanted 
it to be, and so it is with cinematography.” (RIGHT) Irritated at the way the sides of the film image are often cut off during in-flight projection, 
the author asks: “What would happen if a Boeing 747 were forced to fly under the same conditions as they subject our films to with Super-8 
non-anamorphic in-flight motion picture projection systems?” 
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(LEFT) A four-man “portable” video crew shooting the Olympic Games in Innsbruck. Alongside them stands one man with an Arriflex. 
(CENTER) The Aaton 7 camera, shown equipped with TV viewfinder attachment. (RIGHT) Aaton cameraman with his director, who is holding 
a small battery-powered TV monitor to check the cameraman’s coverage. The Aaton, long in development, represents a high-point in sophis¬ 
ticated camera design. 

easier to handle, less heat—rare earth’s 
gift to the cinematographer. 

There are just one or two little snags. 
Flicker is one. We have been promised 
high-frequency and square-wave ballasts 
and, indeed, I am sure they are here—or 
coming shortly, but if the price is heavy, 
bulky or expensive units, the impossibility 
of using the highest-wattage units, or ANY 
other restriction, then they are unlikely to 
be acceptable. 

In any case, there are already too many 
flicker-prone lamps in use owned by the 
lighting service companies, the studios, 
and the proprietors of public places and 
stadii lit by Metal Halide lighting (where 
news and documentary filming must often 
take place regardless) and who are un¬ 
likely to go to the expense of retro- 
modifying with expensive ballast units just 
for our occasional benefit. Experience has 
shown that the answer is to get the arith¬ 
metic right. 

In Europe we are very fortunate. With 
50Hz mains supply we can shoot at 25 fps 
and flicker-free results can be guar¬ 
anteed, especially if the camera shutter is 
at or near 180°. But if you are not shooting 
for TV, try telling an American Superstar 
that her voice will sound just the same if 
we shoot at 25 fps. 

In a recent research document, the 
BBC Research Department has clearly 
defined the theoretical “windows” of light¬ 
ing frequency, shutter openings and cam¬ 
era speeds which will result in flicker-free 
cinematography. The degree of tolerance 
at 24 fps is very little indeed, and certainly 
far less in the shadow areas than the 
manufacturers of MH lights would have us 
believe. 

There’s a new requirement for man¬ 
ufacturers to state exactly what the shut¬ 
ter openings of various cameras are. For 
instance, in the past Arnold & Richter 
have stated that the Arri IIC has a 180° 
shutter opening. In fact, it is 165°, well 
outside the 24/50Hz flicker-free window 
tolerance. 

We recently built a new MH test rig and 
display to compare MH light against tung¬ 

sten and actually measure the mains fre¬ 
quency while we are filming. 

As these tests show, we can safely 
shoot at 24 fps with a shutter opening at or 
very near 172.8°, but how many cameras 
can you adjust like that? Or to 144°, which 
is optimum for 60Hz supplies? 

Putting an MH setting on a variable- 
shutter camera or modifying a fixed- 
opening shutter to 172.8° has become a 
modern necessity on cameras used for 
feature film shooting. The alternative, 
which is finding a great deal of favour, is to 
fit a constant speed governor to mobile 
alternators and generate 48Hz AC to pro¬ 
vide light for cameras running at 24 fps. 
Indeed, many DC generators are now 
having an alternator added so that they 
may also power MH lights. 

Manufacturers of cameras without ad¬ 
justable shutters have a real dilemma to¬ 
day. If they make their shutter opening 
180° it is only good for 25 fps running with 
50Hz lighting, and for 24 fps off 48Hz. 
Other shutter openings have their own re¬ 
strictions and a wise and learned 
cameraman should take a frequency 
meter and pocket calculator to work with 
him. 

There are other snags to be overcome 
before the big changeover. Metal Halide 
bulbs, which cost around £300 or $500 
each, break much too easily when 
unsympathetic electricians handle them 
with the same care they have always lav¬ 
ished on comparatively inexpensive tung¬ 
sten bulbs. They become opaque prema¬ 
turely and the consistency of colour be¬ 
tween individual lamps is far from guar¬ 
anteed. 

The problem of handling high-voltage 
AC on location, and in the rain has also to 
be completely solved. Since we last met, 
the authorities in the UK have called for, 
and have been satisfied with, greater 
safety standards in respect to UV radia¬ 
tion, high-voltage handling and how much 
mercury vapour would be released into 
the atmosphere if a bulb burst. It’s all hap¬ 
pening, but miracles, as it is said, take 
longer and there is still a long way to go. 

Another recent lighting advance is the 
compact camera or Obie lamp which can 
be dimmed in-shot without affecting col¬ 
our temperature or lighting spread. The 
necessity of doing this is vital if the inten¬ 
sity of the light on the subject is to remain 
constant as the relative distance between 
camera and subject is varied. Variable in¬ 
tensity Obie lights are not new, but who 
cannot look at the new Panalite with its 
variable reflector and say “Why didn’t I 
think of that!” 

Allied to lighting are lighting control 
media. There have been many improve¬ 
ments in this direction in recent years. 

The breakthrough in heat-resisting 
gelatine-type filters has been a very 
important one for the film cameraman. 

No one handed Leonardo da Vinci, 
Continued on Page 922 

At FILM 77, David Samuelson, a world 
authority on filming equipment, illustrated 
his paper with a dazzling array of slides and 
film clips. 
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BEYOND “TECHNOiyiANIA” 

w 
By LARS SVANBERG 
The Swedish Film Institute 

A few months ago I read a news item 
which stated that five major broadcasting 
companies in the United States have now 
adopted a method for testing the impact 
and popularity of their TV news commen¬ 
tators, whereby videotape recordings of 
their performances are screened to a 
selected audience equipped with transpi¬ 
ration detectors in the palms of their 
hands. The secretion of hand-sweat is 
supposed to be a scientifically approved 
measurement for how involved, fright¬ 
ened, amused or angry you get in front of 
the TV set. Some forty news commen¬ 
tators produced perspiration mostly in 
their own hands and were fired as a result 
of the verdict of the electronic test instru¬ 
ment. One of them cried out in despair: “If 
you let Adolf Hitler read the news, I’m sure 
that the test instrument would collapse, 
but that doesn’t make the SOB a good 
news commentator!” 

That, to me, is a both amusing and sad 
example of technomania at work. Tech¬ 
nomania to me means a technological de¬ 
velopment which has lost its anchorage in 
human beings and in certain basic, 
humanistic principles. It creates a society 
in which we favour technical solutions to 
human-social problems. This certainly 
does not apply only to the Big Brother 
society created by unlimited computer 
power and usage, it is also of significance 
in the motion picture and television 
industries—technology-demanding in¬ 
dustries in which the creative mind is con¬ 
fronted with an ever-increasing degree of 
technical complexity. 

I.A.L. Diamond, screenwriter (and co¬ 
writer to Billy Wilder) recently stated that 
“If most young directors today would be 
given the choice between a good script 
and a new type of zoom lens, I’m afraid 
that they would choose the latter”. That, of 
course, is not the whole truth, but there’s 
an important grain of truth in it. I think that 
there is a shortage of good scripts in Mos¬ 
cow, Stockholm, London or Hollywood, 
but a surplus of new lens gadgets around. 

Motion pictures and television, as a 
whole, can be divided into at least four 
major areas: production, distribution, 
technical and creative. The last decade 
has brought considerable expansion and 
growth in two of these areas—in distribu¬ 
tion and technical and in distribution 
techniques in particular. In my opinion, 
the importance of distribution matters and 

Man does not live by zoom lenses alone... and it would appear 
that the technological tail is beginning to wag the creative 
dog — so the time may be ripe to take stock of priorities 

distribution technique has been overem¬ 
phasized during the 70’s, largely due to 
the growth of broadcast television and the 
emergence of the “new” television rep¬ 
resented by videograms, cable and satel¬ 
lite transmission, teletext, two-way com¬ 
munications, computer access, vid¬ 
eophones, etc. Production matters and 
the importance of the creative processes 
have been pushed into the background for 
too long. 

Let me use an allegory which comes 
straight from the heart, so to speak. A 
blood circulation system consists of three 
major components: a) a pump (the heart), 
b) transportation lines (blood vessels and 
veins), and c) blood. All three are equally 
important for the total function of the sys¬ 
tem. 

In a film, television or video context, the 
“pump” would then correspond to the 
fundamental economical-political condi¬ 
tions; the veins would correspond to our 
elaborate distribution system for pictures 
and sounds; and the blood, finally, would 
correspond to the stuff which flows 
through the veins of our media industry- 
films, programs, instruction, entertain¬ 
ment, sales arguments, facts, news, etc.; 
in other words, the production, the pro¬ 
gramming. 

The international media industry is now 
building up a vast and probably oversized 
blood circulation system with dazzling 
transmission capacities, using the super¬ 
technologies of today and reaching more 
and more consumers in more ways than 
before. This development is not balanced 
by a similar growth in the production of 
new blood. The media moguls of our times 
seem to think that there exist more or less 
endless resources of ready-made pro¬ 
gramming to be drawn upon. It’s just a 
matter of getting it out to the millions of 
hungry consumers as fast, cheap and 
profitably as possible. 

It isn’t quite that simple; is it? Art or 
anything that requires artistic interpreta¬ 
tion or form doesn’t appear mysteriously 
from nowhere. Art is produced by mortal 
men like you and me, and at a price which 
gets higher every day. 

I see a triangle turned upside-down. In 
its upper and broader part, I see a huge, 
swelling distribution machinery—now 
leaving a world of surveyable mechanical 
traditions behind and entering the unsur- 

veyable world of electronics—supported 
by large corporations, by political good¬ 
will, by enormous R&D funds and stimu¬ 
lated by the competition for new markets 
created by electronic extravaganza. 

At the bottom of it all, at the point of the 
triangle, I see a lonely person sweating 
away at a typewriter. That’s the way the 
majority of all creative activity starts 
today—as words or figures on a piece of 
paper ... be it a three-hour Panavision 
epic, a 15-second shampoo spot or a 
documentary on cod fishing. That type¬ 
writer or that blank piece of paper is the 
fragile base upon which the entire media 
industry rests. That’s where the blood for 
the media veins is created. Simple, mod¬ 
est and even uninteresting in technologi¬ 
cal terms. If things stop happening down 
there at the typewriter level, I’m afraid that 
the majority of us would have to go out to 
find other jobs for ourselves. 

I attend many technical conferences 
and I have gotten the feeling that adminis¬ 
trators, businessmen and technicians in 
the film and television industry are a 
strong, healthy and prosperous kind of 
people who multiply at a fast rate ... at 
least, judging from the turnout here today. 

People who are more directly involved 
in the creative processes, on the other 
hand, seem not to multiply quite as fast. I 
have a feeling that we are faced with a 
serious shortage problem in our indus¬ 
try—a shortage of creative energy. Our 
collective creative energy is not an end¬ 
less resource. If we find ourselves in a 
shortage situation it can probably be 
traced back to the wastefulness, the 
over-consumption, the bad planning and 
the technomaniacs of yesterday. 

The American film industry, from what 
I’ve heard, is now having big problems in 
producing films at the rate and in the quan¬ 
tities required by the gluttonous American 
distribution system, a system which today 
not only consists of broadcast television 
and cinemas, but also of pay-TV, cable- 
TV and subscription-TV via satellite and 
videogram distribution. 

The international video industry, as 
such, seems to suffer from an acute case 
of anemia. The slow-flowing stuff which 
trickles through its fancy video networks 
does barely qualify in my blood system 
allegory. In certain cases, it would be 
more fitting to refer to a less glamourous 
distribution system—a sewer system. It 
seems to be much too easy to forget that a 
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piece of so-called crap remains the same, 
even if it’s being pushed forward by 
random-access buttons, scanned by a 
laser beam, computer generated or ar¬ 
rives in digitalized form from outer space. 

I once said that “technicians make tele¬ 
vision, businessmen make video cas¬ 
settes and artists make films’’. It is, of 
course, a great oversimplification, but 
there’s something to it which makes 
people react. Art and video are yet to 
meet, television and art sometimes meet, 
but art and film have an 80-year-old al¬ 
liance. Film is also the one medium which 
suffers the least from technomania and 
technomaniacs. It is based on relatively 
simple mechanical and chemical princi¬ 
ples, and the built-in slowness of its pro¬ 
duction and post-production processes is 
well adapted to the natural slowness of 
human thinking and creative decision¬ 
making. 

Back to the blood and the typewriter. In 
Sweden we have just started a network of 
regional radio stations, preceded by ex¬ 
tensive political activity. One important 
thing was forgotten, however—money to 
buy or produce high-quality programs for 
them. The airtime is spent mostly on re¬ 
porters reading aloud from the local 
newspapers! Typical of our times, I would 
say. For some reason we are today more 
concerned with the blood vessels than 
with the blood itself, with life itself. We do 
not hesitate to create blood systems with¬ 
out blood. 

The blood vessels increase in number, 

Noted cinematographer and Technical 
Director of the Swedish Film Institute, Lars 
Svanberg feels that we are neglecting crea¬ 
tivity in our manic preoccupation with tech¬ 
nology. 

get wider and wider and are soon charged 
with enormous laser beam muscles. 

The blood-pressure sinks and the blood 
gets thinner and thinner. 

It disturbs me. Doesn’t it disturb you? 
Some of you might find my viewpoints 

odd or even stupid. Haven’t hundreds or 
thousands of brilliant directors, screen¬ 
writers, actors, producers or cinematog¬ 
raphers been born while I have been say¬ 
ing this to you? Probably so, but I am 
basing my arguments on the simple 
mathematics of supply versus demand. 

What have mini-cinemas, Electronic 
Noise Gathering (ENG), videodiscs, 
communication satellites, micro-com¬ 
puters or 24-channel supercables meant 
to the total supply of creative energy in the 
film and television industry today? 

Nothing! 
(But they keep BKSTS and SMPTE 

going.) 

These new technologies, primarily con¬ 
cerned with distribution, have, however, 
greatly increased the demand for creative 
energy and will go on doing so ... unless, 
of course, we are prepared to accept a 
future Repeat Culture, a culture based on 
the films and the TV programs of yester¬ 
day. What a dreadful thought. 

I think that there are many good 
reasons for stopping and thinking for a 
while before we become totally deluded 
by the electronic wizardry now approach¬ 
ing us, before we dilute the blood further 
and get too used to a life without quality. 

After the distribution mania and 
technomania of the 70’s, I think it is abso¬ 
lutely essential that we now give produc¬ 
tion matters and the creative processes 
more attention and more resources! 

We must direct our attention away from 
the blood vessels to the blood itself. We 
have to prevent anemia and heart failure 
from happening in the communications 
industry of the 80’s! 

We have to go beyond technomania 
and ask ourselves some serious ques¬ 
tions as to what film, television and video 
are really about. 

Thank you for lending your ears to my 
personal views, the only area in which I 
can speak with a certain authority in front 
of a sophisticated, technical audience 
such as this one. ■ 
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FILM PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 
Continued from Page 919 

when he was painting the Mona Lisa, a 
tube of paint marked “flesh tones for 
3,200°K.” He made her complexion the 
colour he wanted it to be, and so it is with 
cinematography and with all the many 
new light control media now available for 
both colouring and diffusing light; the 
creative cameraman has an increased 
palletteful of fine control at his command. 

The great thing about gelatine filters, 
compared with dichroics, is that the Direc¬ 
tor of Photography can call for a full, half, 
quarter or even eighth blue, or orange, or 
whatever, to tint the light to exactly what 
he wants it to be. 

Next in line in image control is what 
goes into the matte box. 

The art, in cinematography, is in the 
lighting, and the degradation or manipu¬ 
lation of the image in the matte box in 
terms otcreativity, the most important part 
of a camera. 

It is a fact that in recent years the defini¬ 
tion and contrast of lenses, and especially 
zoom lenses, has improved beyond all 
recognition—to say nothing of other as¬ 
pects which I shall deal with later. And 
how have cameramen responded to this 
increased definition and “bite”? By using 
more and more diffusion filters, low con¬ 
trast filters, fog filters, double fog filters, 
star filters, detraction gratings, black nets, 
white nets and even silk stockings. Noth¬ 

ing new in that, only in the extent to which 
it is used, for if the gutsy image was not 
there in the first place, the creative 
cameraman would not have the latitude 
for image control. 

Look at your television any night of the 
week; the advertising commercials are a 
riot of soft, smooth images which seduce 
the viewer into a subliminal reverie of 
wishful thinking. 

The big news in lenses is faster and 
faster lenses. Wide angle fast lenses for 
preference. They can save a lot of money 
or make filming possible under conditions 
of lighting which hitherto would have been 
impossible. 

There are perhaps more facts to con¬ 
fuse the consumer written about lenses in 
their promotion, than in the evocation of 
any other cine product. Not all are quite as 
good as their proponents would have us 
believe, and with some there are definite 
hidden snags. 

On the other hand, there are new 
lenses around today that are vastly better 
than anything ever seen before—wider 
apertures than ever before, wider angles, 
zooms which give better definition and 
contrast than heretofore and wide-angle, 
wide-aperture zooms which reduce the 
need for standard lenses. 

Insofar as cameras are concerned, we 
live in an age of versatility and liberation 
from the fetters that bound our prede¬ 
cessors. 

Much has been said of the quiet hand- 

holdable camera. The introduction of the 
Eclair NPR in the early 60’s revolutionised 
camera work. But by modern standards, 
that is not enough. 

We need cameras which are equally 
good on a tripod or in the hand, for there is 
many a cameraman who has made his 
reputation hand-holding, and maintained 
it by using a tripod. 

We need cameras with a noise level of 
25 or 26 dB or better, with film in the cam¬ 
era, and with any lens on. Even now we 
have precious few 16mm cameras which 
have broken through the 30 dB barrier, 
and too many sync sound cameras capa¬ 
ble only of shooting entertainment type 
film in discotheques. 

Even with 35mm cameras, true quiet¬ 
ness is not easy to achieve. Some film 
stocks are noisier than others, temper¬ 
ature and humidity make a difference; the 
angle to which the camera may be tilted 
up or down will affect sound level; some 
lens blimps put restrictions on lens control 
which are not altogether acceptable, while 
the size and weight of some cameras and 
camera ensembles is still far too large and 
heavy. 

While it is perhaps true to say that if a 
camera cannot be used hand-held, the 
next question is whether it needs a block 
and tackle to put it on a tripod, all weight 
and size makes a difference in regard to 
the time it takes to change from one set-up 
to the next. Two minutes here and two 
minutes there adds up to two or more 

(LEFT) The Samcinevision TV viewfinder camera, shown mounted on a Panavision Silent Reflex camera. (CENTER) TV Bar Line Adjuster, 
used to eliminate flicker bar when filming TV monitors. (RIGHT) Digital frequency meter. (BELOW LEFT) Phase interlock equipment used to 
accurately control the speed of an AC generator or to interlock it to the scanning of a TV remote unit. (CENTER) Governor control on the 
engine of an AC generator. (RIGHT) The Panaglow on the Panaflex camera. 
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set-ups a day and a couple of days on the 
schedule—and that’s money! 

An additional important aspect of some 
new cameras is built-in TV viewfinders, 
usable even while the camera is hand¬ 
held. Today in television we have a gen¬ 
eration of TV directors who, with or with¬ 
out justification, do not trust the camera¬ 
man. They are so used to seeing what 
they are getting while they are getting it, 
calling shots and reducing the camera¬ 
man to the level of camera pusher/ 
aimer/focuser, that they are lost when 
they go out into the great outdoors with a 
creative film cameraman. 

A TV viewfinder puts the buck right back 
with the director. 

TV viewfinders, after almost 17 years of 
hesitant acceptance, are at last coming 
good, and are used as a tool to burnish 
and to polish a take to perfection, particu¬ 
larly in a TV commercial. They are also 
often used in feature film production, 
where the director likewise plays a leading 
part. 

Lining up a low key shot accurately, 
within say a 1.85:1 or TV format, when the 
frame lines etched on the ground glass 
cannot be distinguished from the back¬ 
ground of the scene, has long been a 
problem. Operators, particularly, will find 
the Panavision Panaglow illuminated 
viewfinder reticle to be a significant step 
forward. 

Another interesting aspect of camera 
development in recent history is the use of 
highly sophisticated electronics to control 
camera speed. We have now reached the 
stage when to service a camera is beyond 
the scope of the man in the field, who can’t 
always be relied upon to maintain correct 
polarity when plugging a camera into a 
battery. 

If the economics of it can be made to 
make sense, the EBU Time Base Code 
system of picture and sound sync identifi¬ 
cation is an important development. Here 
we have a totally admirable sophisticated 
electronic system of identifying both pic¬ 
ture and sound with the actual time of 
exposure so that various lengths of pic¬ 
ture and track may be identified and sync 
picked up at any point. Unfortunately for 
the system, what it replaces is two pieces 
of wood held together by a hinge, called a 
clapper board. 

Oh well, I suppose one mustn’t stand in 
the way of progress, at whatever the cost. 
For a major TV network, however, it must 
make a lot of sense. 

Also in the field of electronic control of 
cameras we have the ability to lock a 
camera into the phase of a TV set and to 
advance and retard the exposure period 
to eliminate the barline. 

More and more often we see practical 
TV sets as props in films and it is a plea¬ 
sure to note that phase bars are a thing of 

the past, even from the U.S. and other 
60Hz countries where it is necessary to 
use a camera with a very precise 144° 
shutter. Such cameras have long been 
available for 16mm usage but are now 
also available for 35mm. 

Cameras have to be put on something. 
If it’s a tripod there are improvements in 
heads; if on the shoulder, they are now 
more comfortable and can be held more 
steadily in a static situation, and if it’s a 
floating camera that is required, then 
since FILM ’75 there is a new generation 
of these. 

Let’s look at heads first. A mounted 
camera must be able to be panned and 
tilted smoothly and accurately. For the 
higher echelons of feature and TV com¬ 
mercial production geared heads are the 
preferred method. 

We now have a completely new geared 
head from the United States, the 
Panahead, which not only incorporates all 
of that, but also uses a completely new 
form of tilt drive which eliminates the old 
problem of wear in the centre of the tilt 
quadrant, compared with the rarely used 
extremes. It is lighter in weight and may be 
used in a free head or gyro mode by the 
simple expedient of adding a pan handle. 

It has always been somewhat of a mys¬ 
tery to film men why it is that TV camera 
mounting never went “fluid” years ago. 
Perhaps it was because no fluid head was 
large enough for their heavy cameras, or 
perhaps it was because the fact of tele¬ 
vision was sufficient in itself. Certainly it 
wasn’t because TV coverages of horse 
racing, for instance, is so perfect that the 
distance from the nose of the leading 
horse to the edge of frame never varies 
throughout a long shot. Larger fluid heads 
are now available and TV cameras are 
now smaller and there is every sign of a 
forthcoming and lasting marriage be¬ 
tween the two. 

Of all the developments which have 
created interest within the two years since 
last we met, the so-called “floating cam¬ 
era mounts” have received the most at¬ 
tention and, indeed, have had the most 
development time and money lavished 
upon them. 

Two years ago we saw impressive films 
taken with the aid of the Steadicam and 
now we have two models of that device 
from Cinema Products, one incorporates 
an Arriflex IIC and another will accept any 
camera, be it 16mm or 35mm, or ENG 
video. 

There are also two models available 
from Panavision. One incorporates a 
lightweight version of the Panaflex, and so 
can be used while recording sync sound 
dialogue, and the other involves an Arri¬ 
flex IIC so highly emasculated to save 
weight that not even its own mother would 
recognise it. 

In 1911, when E.F. Moy Limited of this 
country, and still going strong, manu¬ 
factured the first ever hand-holdable elec¬ 
tric camera for aerial filming it too incor¬ 
porated a stabilising device, agyroscope, 
which, as it said in the patent specifica¬ 
tions, was necessary “to overcome the 
nervous movements of the camera 
operator”, and when you recall what the 
aircraft they flew in at that time were like, 
you won’t be surprised. Even when used 
for filming from a balloon the results were 
not very steady. 

“Floating” helicopter mounts have 
been around for a long time now and the 
techniques are highly developed. I have 
always believed that a good helicopter 
shot starts from where the dolly or crane 
leaves off. Anyone can shoot steady ae¬ 
rial shots from 500 feet without assis¬ 
tance; to do it from 15 needs specialised 
equipment, an experienced cameraman 
and a pilot who flies a camera. 

One may ask how the new “floating 
camera systems” are to be used. 

They don’t replace a tripod, or dolly or 
crane—that is for sure, for when you need 
a camera supported steadily so as not to 
attract attention to itself, the original sup¬ 
ports are still the best. Rather, they intro¬ 
duce the possibility of shots that were just 
not done before, because they were 
impossible. Their effect can, I think, best 
be likened to that of a low level helicopter. 
Cameras may now swish up and down 
stairs, float across barriers, run ahead of a 
pursuing artist and operate over types of 
terrain which heretofore, had the shot 
even been possible, would have involved 
laying tracks and/or using a large camera 
crane. 

For a standing still shot, I am old 
fashioned; I still prefer a tripod. 

So where do we go in the future? 
To TV-originated film? Not in the fore¬ 

seeable future for the big screen certainly. 
The arithmetic of the number of possible 
bits of information across the screen does 
not permit it. That was made very clear 
recently when two feature films about the 
same subject, the successful release of 
hostages from Entebbe, were released 
simultaneously. One film was shot on 
video, played to empty cinemas and was 
slated by the critics for its poor quality. The 
other was shot on film, had queues form¬ 
ing around the cinemas in which it played, 
and was hailed as a great success. 

There are those who like to claim that 
ENG will replace film on TV. For hot news, 
especially where there are two or three 
networks competing, it is necessary, for 
prestige purposes, that the XYZ network 
should not be scooped by DEF or GHI. 

For the consumer it is less important. 
There are so many news bulletins now on 
TV that if we, or they, miss out on one, 
Continued on Page 984 
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UNITED STATES DISTRIBUTION, SERVICE AND SALES 

IXIAGRA MAGNETIC RECOROERS, INC. 
19 West 44th Street, Room 715 • New York, NY 10036 • (212) 661-8066 

West Coast Sales, Service & Technical Center — RYDER MAGNETIC SALES CORP., 1147 N Vine St. • Hollywood, CA 90038. (213) 469-6391 

Available in Canada — BRAUN ELECTRIC CANADA. LTD. 

... we’ve made it a habit to be first with the new and 
second to none with the best —that’s NAGRA —and that’s nice! 

Such versatility... 
what you’re looking at 
tells it all! 
NAGRA SNN ... for portability and 
action this 1 pound 1 ounce pocket-carried 
recorder compliments the SL Stereo for 
closeup dialogue with closeup camera 
shots in large action scenes—remember, 
it eliminates radio microphones! 

Uncommon performance 
... and reliability! 
NAGRA 4.2L.. . remains the standard 
of the world with the greatest consistency 
of excellence for highest quality release. 
Truly the motion-picture sound recorder 
worthy of professional acceptance as the 
world leader in the industry! 

Be ready now... 
time coding is here! 
NAGRA SL STEREO .the recorder 
of the future that simplifies and saves 
production time is here now and 
ready for stereo and the new time coding 
techniques and potential digital recording 
of tomorrow! 
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sound release printing. 
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THE ZOPTIC 

ByZORAN PERISIC 

(EDITOR’S NOTE: The Zoptic special effects 
device, introduced at PHOTOKINA 76 in Col¬ 
ogne last fall, was briefly described in the De¬ 
cember 1976 issue of American Cinematog¬ 
rapher. Shown at FILM 77 in London, together 
with some impressive film clips showing what 
it can do, the device attracted considerable 
attention. The accompanying article describes 
its capabilities and methods for achieving var¬ 
ious effects. Further information about the 
equipment may be obtained by directing in¬ 
quiries to: Neilson-Hordell Ltd., Central Trad¬ 
ing Estates, Staines, Middlesex, ENGLAND.) 

The Zoptic special effects device ena¬ 
bles the subject to appear to move “in- 
depth” while its real position relative to the 
camera remains unchanged. 

This is achieved by projecting the 
background image (by means of front or 
rear projection) through a zoom lens apd 
rephotographing that same background 
and a subject placed before it by means of 
a matching zoom lens on the camera. 

The two zoom lenses are interlocked 
either electronically (or mechanically) with 
identical focal length matching so that 
their focal lengths change in unison. 

So, when the projector is projecting a 
large picture its lens is operating at a short 
focal length and, because the camera 
lens also adjusts to the same focal length 
in order to photograph the whole of the 
larger projected picture, the size of the 
static object in front of the screen will ap¬ 
pear distant or small in frame. (Fig. 1). 

The reverse of this applies when the 
projector is projecting a small picture with 
its lens operating at a longer focal length 
and the camera lens follows the same 
zoom change to pick up this same small 
area. The effect is that the projected 
image appears unchanged when seen 
through the camera viewfinder, but the 
subject in front of the projected image has 
become very much enlarged and appears 
to have travelled forward towards the 
camera. (Fig. 2). 

An auto-iris is used on the projection 
lens to compensate for the changes in the 
brightness of the projected image. 

Front-projection 

Zoptic can most easily be used with 
front-projection because of the inherent 
advantages of this system over back- 
projection. The camera and projector lens 
can be lined up without great difficulty 
even when they are both on the same 

SPECIAL EFFECTS DEVICE 
An ingenious, but relatively simple and inexpensive device 
makes it possible to utilize both front and rear projection 
in order to achieve a wide range of spectacular special effects 

base. When a properly adapted or 
specially-designed project for front- 
projection is used there is no problem in 
getting the two lenses to line up correctly. 
The line-up is checked by projecting a grid 
with the same markings as the camera 
graticule: when camera and projector are 
correctly lined up these two grids will 
match all the way through the zoom. 

A misalignment between the camera 
and projector will result in a drift to one 
side. This drift can be exploited deliber¬ 
ately in some cases because it appears as 
a pan if the projected image is larger than 
the area being photographed, otherwise 
the background picture appears to drift 
out of frame area. 

Zoptic lenses can be fitted to most pro¬ 
jectors with various degrees of modifica¬ 
tion. However, the Neilson-Hordell projec¬ 
tor is designed to take Zoptic lenses with¬ 
out modification. 

Pan and tilt 

The camera can be panned and tilted 
on the nodal head during the Zoptic effect 
within the same limitations as for conven¬ 
tional front-projection. The projector lens 
is set at a wider angle setting than that of 
the camera lens. The extent of this differ¬ 
ence will depend on the amount of pan¬ 
ning that will be required. 

The two zooms are then locked in this 
chosen relationship and a Zoptic effect is 
achieved as well as the pan. Naturally, the 
extent of the coupled zooming is reduced 
proportionally to the difference between 
the two zooms. When two 10:1 zooms are 
used (such as Cine Varotal) there is still a 
very effective 5:1 ratio left when the 
zooms are set at halfway position to each 
other. 

Moving the compound 

The path which an object follows “in 

Fig. 1 (Top) Projector projecting large background scene and position of the 
model as seen by camera in relation to background. Fig. 2 (Bottom) Projector 
projecting small background scene with lens zoomed to a longer focal length. 
Camera lens follows this to give effect of model moving forward. 
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depth” is determined by its relative posi¬ 
tion to the lens centre. For example, if it is 
left of centre at the start of a zoom-in it will 
move further and further left as the zoom- 
in progresses, eventually exiting left of 
frame. A camera pan can alter this path 
because the relative position of the sub¬ 
ject to the camera centre is altered pro¬ 
gressively, i.e. the subject can start left of 

centre and be made to exit frame right of 
centre by a right-to-left pan. 

If it is desirable to make the subject in 
front of the screen move across the frame 
during the Zoptic effect without a visible 
pan on the background as well, then this 
can be achieved by panning the entire 
compound-camera and projector to¬ 
gether. This method also allows for the 
use of the full ratio because the two zooms 
can be locked in the parallel position. In 
some cases the entire compound can be 
suspended on wires for even greater flex¬ 
ibility of movement. The Neilson-Hordell 
projector is particularly suitable for this 
purpose. 

Different mixes 

When mixing conventional front- 
projection and Zoptic effect the two zooms 
are normally used in a parallel setting, i.e. 
their focal lengths are matched when they 
are interlocked. Also they can be used in 
different relative settings, to enable pan¬ 
ning and tilting camera movements. 

In addition, the two zooms can be used 
quite independently for any specific effect 
that may be required. The operation is so 
flexible that the two zooms can be used in 
the interlocked position and indepen¬ 
dently in the same shot. 

For example, the projector zoom can be 
set at the wide angle and remain static 
while the camera lens is used to zoom-out 
from within shot to a full frame in a conven¬ 
tional manner. At the end of the zoom the 
projector lens can be interlocked with the 
camera lens and the two are then zoomed 
in together creating the Zoptic effect on 
the subject in front of the screen. 

Another example would be to use this 
procedure in reverse. The projector lens is 
set at its long focal length setting, project¬ 
ing a small picture on the screen. A man 
stands by the side of this picture looking at 
it. The camera lens starts at the wide 
angle and zooms-in until the projected pic¬ 
ture fills the frame. At this point the two 
zooms are interlocked and as they are 
zoomed out the background picture re¬ 
mains the same size but the man who was 
standing by the picture is now inside it! 

Alternatively, the projected picture can 
be made to grow enveloping the man until 
it fills the camera frame fully; at this point 
the two zooms are interlocked and the 
man can be made to ‘fly’ in towards the 
camera but still remaining inside the pic¬ 
ture. 

Fig. 3A (Above) and Fig. 3B (Below). Two ways of calculating and representing 
a 10 to 1 zoom on a man running 

Fig. 3C. No compensation is needed for a glass to grow when positioned with 
its base on the horizontal control line with the vertical line cutting down the 
centre of the glass 
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The Zoptic effect in action with a gradual zoom out from a close-up (left) to a long shot (right) 

Realistic effects 

The obvious applications of Zoptic 
technique is for making objects or people 
appear to fly or simply grow and shrink. 
Apart from this it can be used to add 
realism to a scene. If an actor is walking 
on a treadmill with a tracking background 
projected on the screen behind him the 
Zoptic system can make him appear to 
come gradually nearer and nearer the 
camera (or alternatively, the camera can 
be made to appear to move away faster 
and faster in front of him). 

This is the sort of flexibility that a direc¬ 
tor would have if he were shooting the 
scene on location. Because the Zoptic ef¬ 
fect can be seen as it happens and is 
infinitely variable it enables the creation of 
very realistic effects as well as those of 
total fantasy. 

A man can walk down a winding path of 
a painted background towards the cam¬ 
era and the operator can make sure that 
his feet stay on the ground simply by ma¬ 
nipulating the projector/camera com¬ 
pound. 

Shot planning 

Naturally a great deal of attention has to 
be paid to the precise angle and perspec¬ 
tive chosen before the background plate 
is shot. The Zoptic effect can be worked 
out in detail on paper because it follows 
strict geometric rules. The path along 
which the subject will appear to move in 
depth through the picture is the extension 
of a line drawn from the centre of frame 
(lens centre) through the centre of the sub¬ 
ject. 

Two more lines drawn from the frame 
centre to the extreme points of the subject 
and extended to the edge of frame give 
the wedge shaped path along which the 
subject will travel. 

If an actor is required to run towards the 
camera at some incredible speed the pre¬ 
cise position of the road in the frame is 

extremely important. It is best to line up 
the shot with a stand-in in position. If the 
horizontal centre line of frame is set to cut 
across his waist as he stands on the road 
and the camera is positioned at this 
height, then no further adjustments will be 
needed during front projection. Both the 
upper and the lower parts of the body will 
appear to grow in size in equal proportions 
as the actor nears the camera and his feet 
will always remain on the ground (Figs 3A, 
3B and 3C). 

If, however, the perspective is not 
matched in this way the actor’s feet will 
appear to move below the road or above it 
and to compensate for this the camera/ 

Neilson-Hordell dual screen front 
matte projector fitted with Zoptic 
special effects device 

projector compound will have to be cor¬ 
respondingly tilted during the shot to 
overcome this mismatch. 

If a shot is properly planned so that the 
actor’s feet are on the horizontal centre 
line they will stay on this line throughout 
the zoom and the apparent increase in 
size of the actor’s body will appear to be 
away from this line towards the edge of 
frame. 

This is particularly useful when people 
or objects are required to shrink or grow 
while standing in a specific spot. If, on the 
other hand, the actor is fully in frame at the 
start of the shot with his feet near the 
bottom frame line and is required to shrink 
to a very small size on the same spot then 
the camera/projector compound has to 
be tilted upwards during the shot in order 
to keep his feet in the same position in the 
scene. 

The position of the object relative to the 
vertical centre line is also of equal impor¬ 
tance. A man standing on the horizontal 
line and on the vertical centre line will 
grow or shrink on the spot without the 
need for any compensation. However, if 
he is a certain distance to the right of the 
vertical centre line with his feet still on the 
horizontal centre line he will “drift” 
towards the right edge of frame as he 
grows and his feet will appear to slide 
along the horizontal centre line. In this 
case a left-to-right pan of the camera/ 
projector compound will be required to 
keep him on the same spot. 

This type of compensation is not difficult 
to achieve because the actual effect 
can be seen as it is being created and 
appropriate correction can be made as it 
is required. 

Actors can be suspended on wires or by 
specially constructed girdles attached to a 
long pole which is placed through the front 
projection screen so that the rigging sup¬ 
porting it is not visible. This way the actor 
can be manipulated to achieve the de- 
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sired action or change in perspective. For 
walking shots, slanted strips coated with 
f-p material are placed on the rostrum 
area below their feet. The extra reflectivity 
which results this way, because this sec¬ 
tion is nearer to the camera/projection, 
can be eliminated with the use of 
graduated ND filters in front of either the 
projector or the camera lens. 

This is another case where the dual 
screen projector has a great advantage 
over others since only a small area of the 
scene is reflected back from the secon¬ 
dary screen. The actor can therefore ap¬ 
pear to be high up in the shot when he is in 
reality only a couple of feet off the ground. 

Models are best suspended by means 
of a pole pushed through the f-p screen. 
This way they can be manipulated with the 
greatest degree of accuracy. As the Zop- 
tic system can operate at slow continuous 
speed or stop-motion the models can be 
animated to accomplish extremely intri¬ 
cate manoeuvres. 

Several objects 

Normally, if more than one object is 
placed in front of the screen then they will 
all fly or change size at the same rate. For 
those occasions when two or more ob¬ 
jects are required to appear in the same 
scene at the same time but travelling at 
different speeds, possibly in opposite di¬ 
rections, it is necessary to shoot each ob¬ 
ject separately on a separate run through 
the camera, ensuring that the camera and 

projector are in perfect frame-to-frame 
interlock for each pass. 

This is done by masking off different 
areas as required for each pass in front of 
the camera lens or in the camera itself. 

Certain cameras with built-in masking 
facilities are particularly useful for this 
purpose. The masking in front of the cam¬ 
era lens can only be done successfully 
along the vertical and horizontal lines run¬ 
ning through the centre of frame (lens con¬ 
trol) because their relative positions re¬ 
main unaltered throughout the zoom. 

Alternatively, one object can be married 
up first and then the plate of the composite 
scene can be used for marrying up with 
another object. This requires extra dupli¬ 
cation but it is extremely useful when the 
two objects are required to cross over 
each other or execute extremely elabo¬ 
rate manoeuvres which are not restricted 
to one specific area of the frame. 

Zoptic without zooms 

It is possible to achieve the Zoptic effect 
by tracking the camera and projector 
compound towards the f-p screen. The 
problem of the increase in the level of 
luminosity of the projected image at 
smaller field sizes can be solved in much 
the same way as in the case of the zoom 
lenses by an automatically operated iris 
which progressively cuts down the 
amount of light reaching the screen. 

The camera/projector compound can 
be tracked along rails set on the floor or 

JT7 

Fig. 5. The effect of using the Zoptic 
screen in conjunction with the front 
projection screen. 

else it can be suspended from the ceiling 
and tracked along that way. In addition, 
this method requires some form of au¬ 
tomatic follow focus mechanism on both 
lenses. 
Continued on Page 966 
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Micro-Demand is a patented exclusively different 
concept in demand drive film transport systems. 

Micro-Demand is a dynamically tension-controlled 
friction film transport system that operates effectively 
at minimum tension and with complete reliability. When 
used with Filmline Feather-Touch film spool “tires” it 
transports 35mm, 16mm and single strand 8mm film 
interchangeably and without adjustments even when 
these films are spliced back-to-back. 

Once optimum tensions are set there is no need for 
further adjustments, yet the design allows easy and 
rapid, dynamic adjustment of film tension while the 
machine is running. 

Micro-Demand has a broad band of self-compensa¬ 
tion, is of functional construction and requires minimum 
maintenance. 

There are no fragile, plastic spring bushings, no 
wobble rollers. No elaborate articulations, of any type. 
Just sound engineering and the highest quality mate¬ 
rials and workmanship. 

No other competitive processor or film transport 
system commercially available has ever achieved the 
operational speeds and proven reliability of Filmline 
Micro-Demand Processors. 

SIGNIFICANT MICRO-DEMAND FEATURES: 

Versatility 

Reliability 

Flexibility 

Dependability 

Credibility 

Maintenance 

Performance 

Any speed, any process. 

Rugged construction, quality materials and sound 
engineering. Always ready when you are! 

Any format 35mm, 35/32mm (1-3), 35/32mm (1-4), 
35mm 5R S8, 16mm — 70MM-105MM etc. 

Can stand the gaff of long, continuous, top 
speed runs with “Zero-down-time.” 

Ask the labs who own them. Most of them own 
not one but several. 

Exclusive Maintenance Monitor tells when and 
where the machine needs attention. Significant 
savings assured. 

Every Filmline machine is backed by a superb 
performance record compiled in over 25 years of 
continuous service to the industry. Twenty five 
years in the forefront of processing machine 
design and innovation. 

□ Push-Button operation, and reliability allows operator to 
perform other functions while the machine is running! 

□ Automatic compensation for elongation and contraction of film 
during processing cycle. 

□ Virtually eliminates all film breakage, scratches and static marks. 
□ All film spools use standard bearings or bushings. 
□ Entire upper film shaft/roller assemblies easily removed. 

No tools needed. 
□ Stainless steel construction used throughout. 
□ Proper operation can be determined at a glance, while 

machine is running. 
□ Submerged developer racks. 
□ Pumps for recirculation and agitation of all required systems. 
□ Professional spray bars. 
□ In-line filters on all required systems. 
□ Professional air and wiper squeegees. 
□ Temp-Guard Temperature Control System. Thermistor sensing 

and transistorized controller. 
□ Film-Guard dry box with dual heat input and dial thermometer. 
□ Individual switches for all control functions. 

‘Filmline Engineering and Consulting Services for Complete Laboratories are Available Worldwide.” 

Filmline Continuous Film Processors are used 
throughout the world by: Deluxe-General, Tech¬ 
nicolor, Inc., Capital Film Labs, Byron Motion Pic¬ 
tures, JVC Labs., Movielab, Radiant Laboratories, 
Guffanti Labs, Precision Film Labs, Bellevue-Pathe, 
ABC, CBS, NBC Network TV, NASA, General Motors, 
RCA, IBM, AEG...and thousands of others. 

CORPORATION 
MILFORD, CONNECTICUT 

Filmline Corporation, Dept. AS-77 
Milford, Connecticut 06460 • 203-878-2433 
TWX 710-462-3733 

Eastern Hemisphere: 

Bell & Howell, Ltd. 
Alperton House, Bridgewater Rd. 
Wembley Middlesex, England 01-902-8812 

One of five 320 f.p.m. Filmline 
Color processors installed at 

Technicolor, Hollywood, California. 

Typical medium size 
Filmline processor available 
in speeds from 7-200, f.p.m. 



Aluminum carry case for 
Mini-Pro Kit and Pro-Kit IV. 

BERKEY COLORTRRD 
IflTRODUCES nEUJ 
UGHTIflG KITS 
FOR WORLDWIDE 
LOCATIOn LIGHTinG 

Lighting Kits must be portable, light¬ 
weight, rugged and durable. They are 
your studio in a suitcase — and must 
respond to ever-changing location 
shooting needs, over and over again. 

Colortran’s new, Mark 2 Kits have 
been redesigned to respond to today’s 
requirements — worldwide. The 
Mini-Pro Kit and Pro-Kit IV are now 
packaged in a rugged aluminum carry 
case. Both are lighter. Our Flight Kit is 

streamlined and now includes the 
lightweight, hi-performance Mini-King 
with removable barndoors. These are a 
few of the changes. 

Colortran offers 14 different kits in 120 
and 240V versions. To select the ones 
that best fit your requirements, write 
for our new brochure and price list. 

These Colortran products are avail¬ 
able on GSA contract No. GS-00S- 
44987 

Berkey Colortran, 1015 Chestnut St., Burbank, CA 91502 
□ Send me a brochure and price list □ Have a salesman call Photo'inc.l 

AC977 
Name, 

Berkey 
Colortran, 

1015 Chestnut Street, Burbank, 
California 91502, Tel. 213 843-1200 

P.O. Box 5, Burrell Way, Thetford 
Norfolk, IP24 3RB, U.K., Tel. Thettord 2484 

Firm  

Address. 

City. . State- Zip. 
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■me new moviecam 3 35mm camera 
Previewed at FILM 77: a new self-blimped, compact and lightweight 
35mm mirror-reflex film camera, suitable for studio or shoulder 
operation, with several highly sophisticated features built into it 

Gabriel Bauer is a film producer and 
director of commercial films in Vienna. He 
runs MOVIE GROUP—one of the largest 
companies in Austria producing animated 
films —using N e i I s o n - H o rd e 11 

equipment. 
For some time Mr Bauer had been dis¬ 

satisfied with the 35mm movie cameras 
which were available in Austria. There¬ 
fore, he bought a Mitchell Standard Hi- 
speed Camera and built an attractive 
rotating mirror conversion with built-in 
video tube around the famous Mitchell 
movement. The camera was named 
MOVIECAM 1. 

One year later he designed a prototype 
camera with his own claw reciprocating 
movement, built-in video tube and dura¬ 
lumin housing. The magazines were easy 

to change, but the camera was still noisy 
for location and studio shooting. In the 
beginning of 1976, Mr Bauer started to 
develop and design MOVIECAM 3 which 
was shown in its prototype version at 
FILM 77. With this design some steps into 
the future were taken. Modern technology 
was used in its construction of Poly-Car- 
bonite. The Digiclapper system was de¬ 
signed and the movie-speed system 
(which permits alteration to camera 
speeds whilst shooting, but still maintain¬ 
ing the correct exposure) was brought up 
to a high standard. 

The following is a description of the 
camera provided by Neilson-Hordell Ltd., 
world-wide exclusive agent for the 
MOVIECAM 3: 

The Moviecam 3 is a self-blimped, 

compact and lightweight 35mm mirror re¬ 
flex film camera suitable for studio and 
shoulder operation. It is constructed of the 
most modern materials and uses “state- 
of-the-art” technology throughout. It is 
truly a camera of the future. 

The movement is dual-pin registered 
with a 4-pin film transport system provid¬ 
ing continuously variable speeds from 3 to 
140 pictures per second and stop-motion, 
in addition to synchronous 24 and 25 pic¬ 
tures per second. 

The Moviespeed-System: by use of an 
unique interlock coupled to the lens iris, it 
is possible to alter the camera speeds 
whilst shooting and automatically main¬ 
tain correct exposure of the film. This fea¬ 
ture will particularly appeal to producers of 
television commercials and special ef¬ 
fects. Drive is achieved by a built-in con¬ 
trolled printed-circuit motor that can be 
powered by batteries or mains electric. 

The viewfinder is orientable throughout 
360° providing a brilliant erect-upright im¬ 
age. The mirror always stops in the view¬ 
ing position. 

The camera incorporates a high- 
contrast television pick-up tube which can 
feed T.V. monitors and a video tape re¬ 
corder. A built-in safety circuit prevents 
damage to the pick-up tube if left pointed 
at a strong light source. 

Another unique feature of the camera is 
the built-in “Digiclapper” which prints in a 
dialled scene number on to the first 
frames. This also provides start, stop and 
synchronisation pulse marks. This feature 
achieves considerable savings in time 
and film stock. The camera body and 
magazines are made of a high-strength, 
low-weight Poly-Carbonite foam plastic. 
Attention has been paid to providing easy 
access and threading. The magazines 
have take-up and brake motors incor¬ 
porated which provide forward and re¬ 
verse running. 

Frame Format: 
35mm. 

Dimensions: 
Camera + 120m. (400 ft.) 
Magazine: 
length: 530mm. (21 inches) 
width: 310mm. (121/4 inches) 
height: 360mm. (141/4 inches) 

Weight: (excluding lens or film): 
14 kg. (30.8 lbs.) including magazine. 

Body: 
High-impact Poly-Carbonite Foam Plastic 
with antivibration absorbers. Carrying 

As previewed at FILM ’77, the handsome new MOVIECAM 3 35mm film camera, shown here 
with portable 12-30-volt DC battery power supply unit and video monitor. The camera incor¬ 
porates a high-contrast television pick-up tube which can feed TV monitors and a video tape 
recorder. It can be powered by batteries or mains electric current. The movement is dual-pin 
registered, with a 4-pin film transport system. 
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The MOVIECAM 3 incorporates several highly sophisticated features. One of these is the 
Moviespeed System, which, through the use of an unique interlock coupled to the lens iris, 
makes it possible to alter the camera speed while shooting and automatically maintain cor¬ 
rect exposure of the film. Another unique feature is the “Digiclapper”, which prints a dialled 
scene number onto the first frames of a take. This also provides START, STOP and 
synchronization pulse marks. 

handle. Grey matt-velvet finish. 

Speeds: 
Variable from 3—140 forward or reserve, 
in single frame increments. All speeds 
crystal controlled, also single-frame 
stop-motion (with exterior shutter). By 
using the Movie-speed-System frame 
speed variations can be preset and oper¬ 
ated during running with automatic control 
of exposure. Timing of the speed changes 
can be pre-set over 1 to 99 seconds. 
Minimum change-time over complete 
range: 3 seconds. 

Power: 
12—30 V.D.C. battery supply. 110 V./240 
V.A.C. 50/60 H.Z. power supply. 

Film Transport: 
Newly designed reciprocating movement 
with double transport claws each side and 
twin registration pins providing a high de¬ 
gree of frame-to-frame registration. Inter¬ 
changeable frame aperture plates. 

Viewfinder: 
Optical image via rotating mirror to 
ground-glass. The viewfinder is rotatable 
throughout 360° presenting an upright 
erect image at all times. An optional long 
viewfinder can be supplied with an adjust¬ 
able lens for increasing magnification of 
the image as an aid to more accurate fo¬ 
cusing. The viewfinder is adaptable for 
anamorphic viewing. The built-in TV 
pick-up tube provides a high-contrast dis¬ 
play of the ground glass image. This can 
be fed to TV monitors and a video tape 
recorder. 

Shutter: 
180° reflex mirror shutter. Stops auto¬ 
matically in the viewing position. 

Lens Mount: 
Bayonet or BNCR. 

Magazine: 
120 m. (400 ft.) quick-change magazine 
for forward and reserve running, complete 
with take-up and braking motors and an 
integrated footage counter. A looping fea¬ 
ture aids quick and precise threading. 300 
m. (1,000 ft.) magazines also available. 

Digiclapper: 
Prints optical a dialled scene number at 

beginning of each shot (25 frames). Also 
prints start and stop marks and a syn¬ 
chronised pulse marke on film. 

Operational Controls: 
1. Illuminated on/off switch 
2. Alarm light against incorrect operation 

or buckle trips 
3. Pre-set framing-speed dial buttons 
4. Digital frame-speed check display 
5. Phase-shifter for synchronising film 

with T.V. monitor 
6. Digiclapper pre-set controls 
7. Sync, pulse outlet 

Handle (removable): 
Anatomically shaped and positioned for 
correct centre of gravity when shoulder 
mounted. The handle contains an on/off 
switch. 

Carrying Case: 
Shockproof case with foam inserts and 
snap latches. Contains camera and 2 
magazines, cable and hand-grip. 

For further particulars please write to: 
Neilson Hordell Ltd.; Central Trading Es¬ 
tate, Staines, Middx. TW 18 4 UU, Eng¬ 
land. ■ 

Side View Operational controls Power unit 360° rotatable viewfinder 
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“I am most impressed with Cinema 
Products* approach to the design and 
manufacture of film equipment, as well as 
the diversity and dependability of their 
products. CP-16R and STEADICAM are 
the prime examples!** 

Timothy Wolfe 
r \ Chief, Film Production 
y ^ r Maryland Center for Public Broadcasting 

“The Maryland Center for Public 
Broadcasting is the production 
facility for a network of PBS 
affiliated stations throughout the 
state,” says Timothy Wolfe, Chief, 
Film Production. 

“Most of our programs are 
specifically tailored to meet local 
needs, while others are pro¬ 
duced for a national audience. 
The film production unit provides 
a wide range of materials for 
broadcasting, from film inserts 
which are rolled into live or taped 
broadcasts, to hour-long dramas 
and documentaries.” 

“The CP-16R is the finest 
production camera of 
its kind...” 

“We are well equipped for 
all phases of 16mm production. 
Included in our inventory is a 
CP-16/A, a CP-16R/A reflex with 
orientable viewfinder, a Model 
6C mixer, and we have just 
ordered a J-4 zoom control 
system for several of our lenses. 

“The cameras are ex¬ 
tremely quiet, well built, and 
simple to service. Certainly the 
CP-16R is the finest production 
camera of its kind, and we use 
its single/double system sound 
capability extensively.” 

Motion picture camera¬ 
man Kevin Weber concurs. “I 
have been using the CP-16R on 
a daily basis for the past year or 
so — filming community theatre, 
dance, and music presentations 
in the Baltimore-Washington 
area,” says Weber. “After hun¬ 
dreds of location productions, 
the CP-16R continues to function 
perfectly. The camera is very 
professional, yet it retains a 
simplicity that makes it extremely 

Cameraman Kevin Weber (right) 
and Timothy Wolfe, Chief, Film 
Production, Maryland Center for 
Public Broadcasting. 

functional. 
“I enjoy shooting from 

the shoulder, so I often utilize a 
10mm lens, and jump right into 
the action on stage. From this 
vantage point, my camera can 
become another character who 
is in close touch with the per¬ 
formers. The CP-16R is one of 
the finest handheld cameras I 
have encountered: silent and 
reliable, capable of handling 
almost any filming situation.” 

“Working with STEADICAM 
means developing a new 
technique of moving 
and shooting.” 

Says Wolfe: “A recent 
assignment to produce a short 
film about the sport of Siberian 
Flusky dog racing presented us 
with an excellent opportunity to 
explore the unique capabilities 
of Cinema Products’ new 
STEADICAM camera stabilizing 
system. Especially since director 

Cameraman Steve Du bin with 
CP-16R and STEADICAM. 
STEADICAM converts virtually 
any vehicle into an "instant" 
camera platform. 

Marian Siegel wanted to include 
both tracking and point-of-view 
shots of the race itself. 

“From Brenner Cine- 
Sound (Washington, D.C.) we 
rented a Universal Model 
STEADICAM and Cinevid 
system for use with our own 
CP-16R, allowing cameraman 
Steve Dubin sufficient lead time 
to familiarize himself with the unit 
under the guidance and super¬ 
vision of Brenner technicians. 

“The evening before the 
shoot, Steve took a feed from 
the Cinevid and recorded his 
moves on a video cassette 
machine. Time well spent, since 
working with STEADICAM 
means developing a new tech¬ 
nique of moving and shooting. 

“Using 7247 color negative 
for maximum depth of field, 
Steve shot with an 85N6 on the 
Angenieux 12-120mm zoom lens 
at f/16, keeping the focal length 
between 12-25 mm.” 

“STEADICAM replaces costly 
and time-consuming methods 
of shooting.” 

“Steve moved easily 
with his STEADICAM, in and 
around dogs and trainers as 
the teams were being prepared 
for a run. He was then strapped 
to the tailgate of the truck for 
some tracking shots, leading the 
teams along little used trails, and 
ended the day riding in the dog 
sled on a run through the woods. 

“With STEADICAM, Steve 
was free to make complicated 
shots on short notice with rela¬ 
tive ease — shots which would 
have been impossible to make 
had he been limited to a dolly, 
tracks, and hours of crew re¬ 
hearsals! And the finished piece 
has a remarkably fluid and 
refined quality. 

“STEADICAM replaces 
costly and time-consuming 
methods of shooting,” concludes 
Wolfe. “The Universal Model is 
especially attractive, since it can 
be used interchangeably with 
16mm and 35mm motion picture 
cameras, as well as with video 
cameras. 

“I am most impressed with 
Cinema Products’ approach to 
the design and manufacture of 
film equipment, as well as the 
diversity and dependability 
of their products. CP-16R and 
STEADICAM are the prime 
examples! With products like 
these, filmmaking remains a 
viable operation for a television 
production facility such as ours.” 

For further information, please write to: 

LT OOFtPOFt ATIOM 

——,?g.T?.?r771/,TT.-?r I I 
2037 Granville Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025 
Telephone: (213) 478-0711 ■ Telex: 69-1339 ■ Cable: Cinedevco 

bTEADiCAAA is covered under U.S. Patent No. 4,017,168 and under foreign patents abroad. 



You could still smell 
the smoke when this 
Sennheiser shotgun condens¬ 
er microphone came in for repairs. The 
studio where it had been in daily use for 
years was devastated. 

Heat so intense, it melted the shock- 
mount fittings. Thick smoke, corrosive 
chemical fumes and water all contributed 
to the studio’s misery. 

The studio had no idea how badly the 
mike was damaged. They couldn’t test 
it. Their equipment had been all but 
totalled. So they returned the mike to us. 

Dubiously, we put the unit on a test 
bench to see what needed to be done. 

We had to replace the shock mount 

fittings. And clean up the mike 
cosmetically. That was easy. And 

that was all. 
After all it went through, this 

Sennheiser shotgun microphone still 
met all our original factory specifications. 

With the same wide, flat response. Ultra- 
tight directionality. High sensitivity. And 
freedom from overload. 

Of course, there's no need for such 
extremes to prove how much you can 
depend on Sennheiser. Rugged design, 
precision craftsmanship and the fact that 
Sennheiser RF condenser microphones 
don’t use high-voltage DC bias (which 
can cause arcing) have all contributed to 
our reputation for unsurpassed reliability. 
And helped make Sennheiser the industry 
standard over the years. 

For more information about our 
remarkable condenser microphones, see 
your Sennheiser dealer or contact us. 
Either way, you’ll get a warm reception. 

SENNHEISER 
ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 

10 West 37th Street, New York 10018(212] 239-0190 
Manufacturing Plant: Bissendorf/Hannover, West Germany 
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THE KEESCAN ELECTRONIC FILM EDITING SYSTEM 
For those who feel that electronic editing of tape is somewhat faster 
than conventional film editing, there is now a compact "tabletop” system 
for editing film, after it has been transferred to 3/4-inch videocassettes 

In the past few^ears, proponents of 
videotape over film have made much of 
the fact that, from the ideal standpoint, the 
electronic editing of tape can be accom¬ 
plished at a much faster pace than 
conventional film editing. 

Accepting that assertion, some film¬ 
makers have experimented with methods 
of transferring film to tape, editing the tape 
electronically and then ultimately match¬ 
ing the film original to the edited tape 
“workprint”. 

So far, so good—but what has miti¬ 
gated against this method is the fact that, 
in cases where the film images are trans¬ 
ferred to standard broadcast 2-inch tape 
for editing purposes, the costs of renting 

the cumbersome and highly sophisticated 
editing equipment (such as the CMX) are 
so prohibitively high, that at best the editor 
can afford only enough time to do a “quick 
and dirty” editing job—a procedure that is 
contrary to all tenets of quality film- 
making. 

To overcome this considerable obsta¬ 
cle, the Keescan Electronic Film Editing 
System, on display at FILM ’77, was 
developed. Utilizing very compact (“table- 
top”) electronic components that are rela¬ 
tively inexpensive to purchase, the Kee¬ 
scan System theoretically speeds up the 
editing process, while still allowing the 
editor to mull over cuts (in the way tradi¬ 
tionally associated with film editing) and 

try out various alternatives without actu¬ 
ally cutting and splicing a film workprint. 

In practice, the film images are trans¬ 
ferred to 3/4-inch videocassettes, com¬ 
plete with edge numbers. These edge 
numbers are electronically recorded 
along with the picture information. When 
the creative editing decisions have all 
been made, and the resultant electronic 
“cuts” have been executed, the okayed 
edited tape is then retransferred back to 
film in the form of a workprint to be used 
for matching the original in the conven¬ 
tional manner. 

What follows is information provided by 
the KEESCAN people to further explain 
the system: 

The heart of the Keescan Electronic Film Editing System, as demonstrated at FILM ’77, is this Convergence Corporation ECS-1B unit, a 
rugged, iow-cost, frame-accurate editing control system that interfaces to helical scan videocassettes for precise tape-to-tape and camera-to 
tape editing. Basis of the Keescan system is the transference of film material (complete with the edge numbers) onto video tape via a special 
telecine unit. The tape is then edited on the ECS-1B unit. 
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STEP @ 

STEP © 

CONTROLS FORWARD 
AND REVERSE TAPE 
MOVEMENT AT CON- 
TINUOUSLY VARIABLE 
SPEED FROM STILL- 
FRAME TO THREE-TIMES 
PLAY SPEED TO SELECT 
EXACT EDIT POINT ON 
PLAYBACK VTR 

SELECTS INSERT OR 
ASSEMBLE EDIT MODE 

COMPENSATES FOR 
Xo-SECOND AUDIO 
DELAY WHEN EDITING 
TO TIGHT AUDIO CUES 

SAME AS 

CONTROLS AUDIO 
MONITOR VOLUME 
FOR PREVIEW ONLY 

STEP © 

CUES VTR(s) BACK TO FIVE- 
SECOND PRE-ROLL CUE 
POINT 

INITIATES EDITING PROCESS- 
STILL-FRAMES RECORD VTR 
AND ACTIVATES RECORD 
JOYSTICK STEp @ 

COMMANDS RECORD VTR 
TO EDIT AT PRECISE PRE¬ 
SELECTED EDIT POINT (ALSO FUNCTIONS 

AS END INSERT BUTTON 
IF DEPRESSED DURING AN 
INSERT EDIT) 

STEP © 

CONTROLS FORWARD 
AND REVERSE TAPE 
MOVEMENT AT CON¬ 
TINUOUSLY VARIABLE 
SPEED FROM STILL- 
FRAME TO THREE-TIMES 
PLAY SPEED TO SELECT 
EXACT EDIT POINT ON 
RECORD VTR 

ROLLS VTR(s) THROUGH 
REAL-TIME PREVIEW OF EDIT 
DECISION (EDIT WILL BE 
PERFORMED ONLY IF 
PERFORM EDIT BUTTON IS 
ALSO DEPRESSED) 

Rl CORD VTR CONTROL 

STEP STEP 
NORMALIZES VTR AND 
ABORTS ANY EDIT COM¬ 
MANDS 

SAME AS © 

STEP © 

INITIATES EDITING PROCESS- 
STILL-FRAMES PLAYBACK VTR 
AND ACTIVATES PLAYBACK 
JOYSTICK 

CLOSEUP DIAGRAM OF THE ECS-1B KEYBOARD, WITH ITS VARIOUS FUNCTIONS EXPLAINED 

USING FILM . . . 

Traditionally, film-making techniques 
have been based upon a system which 
makes use of rush prints—so that the di¬ 
rector can see whether a particular take is 
right, etc.—and involves considerable 
to-ing and fro-ing between studio or loca¬ 
tion, the film laboratory and, eventually, 
the editing table. Editing is the key to the 
process. 

Film editing still depends on edge num¬ 
bers which indicate the frame at which the 
cut is to be made and, perhaps illogically, 
on the physical handling, cutting and splic¬ 
ing of the valuable material on which ex¬ 
pensive and often irreplaceable images 
are recorded. 

Without the edge number, the film 
editor’s job would be totally impossible. 
Even with it, there are an infinite number 
of stages at which something can go 
wrong. Prints have to be processed, cut¬ 
ting decisions made, insert and assembly 
sections mechanically joined. Even then 
the result might not be quite right. The 
process starts again. 

... AND TAPE 

“Post production” work has long been 
the bane of programme makers. Video¬ 
tape has only too often been seen as the 
panacea which will cure all production ills. 
Editing on videotape operates on the 
same principal as film editing, by a stan¬ 
dard time code which is magnetically re¬ 
corded onto the tape —either during 

shooting, or at a later stage. 
Time codes are simply electronic edge 

numbers imposed on the material in a digi¬ 
tal form and logical progression. Edits are 
still made at numerical reference points. 

The right videotape format can score 
heavily over film at the editing stage. Orig¬ 
inal material remains physically uncut, 
“instant” previews of edits (including the 
sound track) are normal. Videotape 
equipment can run backwards and for¬ 
wards at high speed to pre-set points so 
that rough cuts—or entire videotape pro¬ 
grammes—can be put together in a tiny 
proportion of time it would take to edit a 
similar footage of film. 

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS 

Proponents of both film and video have 
been muttering phrases such as “oil and 
water won’t mix” into their respective 
beards ever since photographic emulsion 
and magnetic tape first made each other’s 
acquaintance. 

But there is in fact no good reason why 
the two technologies should not comple¬ 
ment each other. Film, for example, may 
give a better image or may be easier to 
shoot in a given situation. Videotape can 
help the overall project by keeping post¬ 
production time (which equals cost) down 
and can, if anything, allow greater creative 
freedom by allowing the director or editor 
to preview and choose between a much 
greater number of alternative edits. 

Rather than fighting each other, the two 
“camps” should seek to derive maximum 

benefit from each other’s technique. 
Which is where Keescan comes in. 

Many companies have already realised 
the benefits of combining both tech¬ 
nologies (in editing terms, edge number 
versus time code) for post-production 
purposes. Keeline is now offering a sys¬ 
tem which can be operated to the highest 
standard of technical accuracy, at high 
speed and without any compromise on 
quality. 

Basis of the Keescan system is the 
transference of film material (complete 
with the edge numbers) onto videotape 
via a special telecine unit. The videotape 
can then be edited—giving the user all the 
flexibility of tape editing and taking advan¬ 
tage of its speed. A unique feature of the 
system is THE EDIMARK, a device which 
shows a visual identification at every edit 
point. 

The edited videotape is quick and inex¬ 
pensive to produce and a permanent rec¬ 
ord of the creative decisions. It can readily 
be used to win client or producer approval. 

All that being done, the edited tape is 
telerecorded and can be passed to the 
negative cutter. The edits normally “felt 
for” by the negative cutter are indicated by 
THE EDIMARK display—and the edge 
numbers are always available for him to 
work by. 

Although its individual elements can be 
varied, the Keescan system operates 
around four basic stages. Start point is the 
film rushes (which can be either normal 
Continued on Page 975 
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Haskell Wexler 
talks about shooting 

with his 35BL 
Mr. Wexler has won two Academy Awards 

for his cinematography—this year, for shooting 
Bound For Glory. He owns an Arri 35BL. 

Haskell Wexler shooting Bound For Glory scene with 35BL. 
“For hand-holding,” says Mr. Wexler, “This is the best balanced 
silent-running 35mm camera available.” 

Wexler with Bound For 
Glory director Hal Ashby. 

6<rp he extras were waiting 
A around between setups, 

one day” says Haskell Wexler. 
“We were at Stockton, shooting 
Bound For Glory. The extras 
were dressed as migratory 
workers and their families!’ 

Natural 
“They looked great—kids 

playing around—behaving 
naturally, because they weren't 
being photographed. So we 
set up secretly inside a tent, 
and picked things out 
with the long end of the zoom!’ 

Suitcase 
“Then we hid my 35BL in a 

cardboard suitcase, with holes 

cut for the lens and eyepiece. 
The second operator dressed 
up like the extras, and he 
sat down among them with the 
case on his lap!’ 

Sideways 
“Even when they realized 

what was going on, they still 
acted more naturally, 
because he was sitting down 
and facing this way, with the 
suitcase pointing that way, off 
to one side!’ 

Above: Operator, dressed as mi¬ 
grant worker, checks fit of hole 
cut in suitcase for 35BL view¬ 
finder. Below: The 35BL being 
positioned inside the suitcase. 
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Working on STP commercial with actor Robert Blake. “I much 
prefer to light looking through a 35BL — the image is brighter 
and clearer,” says Mr. Wexler. “Hand-held, with the short eye¬ 
piece, the 35BL lets you see the edges of the frame more easily 
than any other portable 35mm camera.” 

CLIO 
Mr. Wexler used a 35BL to 

shoot Robert Blake in the 
STP commercial that won a 
CLIO award this year. For the 
sync-sound footage, the 
camera was equipped 
with a 1,000 foot magazine and 
a 20-120mm zoom lens. 

Motorcycle 
But they also needed some 

closeup footage of Robert 
Blake’s face as he gunned 
his motorcycle down a dirt road. 

Unsteadicam 
“There was no room for an 

insert car” says Mr. Wexler, 
“So we mounted a sidecar 
chassis on the bike—and the 
operator rode on that with the 
35BL. 400 foot magazine and a 
24mm hard lens!’ 

Unobtrusive 
“That’s one big advantage 

of an unobtrusive camera 
like this. Even with professional 
actors, there’s one less thing 
to distract them. I can often ease 
quietly into a scene — 
using the camera’s internal slate 
system and my radio 
bloop, and waving a finger to 
indicate Rolling’’ 

Lightweight 
“In the bad old days, we’d 

have needed a separate, 
lightweight wild camera 
for that shot. But the 35BL took 
care of it nicely!’ 

ARRI 
ARRIFLEX COMPANY OF AMERICA 

Wexler and 35BL in swimming 
pool, shooting sync sound 
scene for One Fletv Over The 
Cuckoo’s Nest. Note relatively 
simple plank and stepladder 
rig supporting small camera. 

Shooting STP TV commercial, 
Wexler gives instructions to 
cameraman perched on side¬ 
car chassis with 35BL. Rain¬ 
coat is for puddles in dirt road. 

P.O. BOX 1 1 02C, WOODSIDE, NEW YORK 
1 1377; (212) 932-3403; 101 1 CHESTNUT. 
BURBANK, CALIF. 91506; (213) 841-0818 
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AN AUTOMATIC EDITING SYSTEM FOR COLOR FILM 
The method used in Japan for improving the picture quality in color 
television, when using film as a source, involves scanning the color 
negative directly and broadcasting a videotape edited from the negative 

By KYUJIRO TAKAHASHI, SHIN ICHIYANAGI 
and HIROSHI TANIMURA 
(Japan Broadcasting Corporation, NHK) 

Summary 

Among the many efforts now being 
made to improve the picture quality in col¬ 
our television using film as a source, one 
of the most promising approaches is 
scanning directly the colour negative and 
broadcasting an edited videotape from 
the negative, instead of the usual positive 
print on film. This approach results in im¬ 
proved gradation, colour fidelity, steadi¬ 
ness and resolution. In addition to these 
advantages, this method makes un¬ 
necessary the time-consuming task of 

FIGURE 1 — Operational flow diagram for 
the new NHK system of TV program pro¬ 
duction from a color negative film. (Spe¬ 
cial newly introduced work steps are shown 
in double borders.) 

CAMERA EXPOSURE OF 

COLOR NEGATIVE 

NEGATIVE DEVELOPMENT 

ROLL IDENTIFICATION 
LEADER SPLICED ON 

RUSHES PRINTED 

RUSHES DEVELOPED 

ADDRESSES RECORDED 
ON RUSHES 

WORK PRINTED 

EDITING DATA STORED 
IN COMPUTER 

NEGATIVE SCANNED 
FOR COLOR CORRECTION 

AUTOMATIC EDITING AND 
VIDEOTAPE RECORDING 

negative matching or conformation. A 
sophisticated system has been de¬ 
veloped which simplifies the editing pro¬ 
cess and can reduce to at least 25% of the 
time and manpower customarily required 
for production of a finished program. The 
work is automated by using self-threading 
random-access film-to-tape transfer 
equipment, a remote-controlled quadru- 
plex VTR and a minicomputer. Other fea¬ 
tures of the system include a unique elec¬ 
tronic colour-timing system and a newly 
developed scanning-projector which can 
be loaded with ten 1,200-ft (366-m) reels 
of 16mm film in simultaneous storage. 

Introduction 

This system has been designed to im¬ 
prove the production process of colour 
television programs having film as the 
original source. The basic idea of the new 
system is to scan the original camera 
negative directly, without any cutting or 
splicing of this negative. High quality posi¬ 
tive pictures are obtained by electronic 
editing and direct transfer from the nega¬ 
tive to videotape. 

Until now, there have been two areas 
which required improvement when pro¬ 
ducing a television program from film: (1) 
the process of “matching” or conforming 
the original negative to the workprint; (2) 
overall working time necessary to go from 
the original negative to the final print, 
ready for broadcasting. 

In particular, in the workstep of conform¬ 
ing the negative to the workprint, one in¬ 
curs the following problems: 

(1) too much time and labour is in¬ 
volved; 

(2) an expert operator is needed to 
achieve perfect conformation; 

(3) the negative matcher is subject to a 
great deal of mental and physical 
fatigue; 

(4) there is a continual risk of missplic- 
ing or scratching the original nega¬ 
tive during the matching (also called 
negative editing) process; and 

(5) ample working space is needed, 
especially when a great many 
“takes” or cuts must be held for 
splicing and many rolls of film must 
be worked on. 

On the other hand, this new broadcast¬ 
ing system, which derives the final pro¬ 

gram videotape directly and uniquely from 
the original colour negative has the follow¬ 
ing advantages when compared with the 
customary telecine system telecasting 
from a positive print: 

(1) picture resolution is considerably 
improved; 

(2) reproducibility of colour characteris¬ 
tics improves remarkably; and 

(3) picture quality can easily be ad¬ 
justed at any time. 

The basic components of the system 
are an address generator, a decoder, a 
minicomputer, a three-vidicon telecine 
camera and a quadruplex videotape re¬ 
corder (VTR). By direct scanning of the 
original negative, improved picture quality 
is assured and many problems are re¬ 
solved during program production from 
film. 

Operations Flow 

Figure 1 shows schematically the gen¬ 
eral operational flow of the system. Five 
special operations, marked in the figure 
by double borders, characterize the new 
system of television-program production 
from film. First, a special identification 
leader is spliced to the head of each roll of 
camera negative after developing. Sec¬ 
ond, film address data are recorded on the 
rush prints for later reproduction and 

FIGURE 2 — Basic block diagram of the 
new NHK film television program system. 
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O (2D UNDEVELOPED NEGATIVES 

NEGATIVE DEVELOPMENT 

DEVELOPED NEGATIVES 

IDENTIFICATION LEADER SPLICED ON 

NEGATIVE ROLL WITH LEADER 

ORIGINAL NEGATIVES 

EDITED POSITIVE WORK PRINT 

FIGURE 3 — Flow diagram of film-han¬ 
dling steps up to the edited workprint. 

scene identification. 
Third, editing data are calculated by 

computer. Fourth, colour-correction 
means are incorporated into the film-to- 
tape transfer system, with colour- 
correction information being stored in the 
minicomputer. And finally, an automatic 
editing system is incorporated between 
film pick-up and final videotape recording. 
A basic block diagram of the whole pro¬ 
cess is given in Figure 2. 

Figure 3 explains the film handling up to 
the final edited positive rushprint. It should 
be noted that negative exposure and pro¬ 
cessing are done in the customary way. 
The next step is the splicing on of a special 
identification leader at the head of each 
negative roll. A positive rush print (or 
daily) is then printed and developed in the 
normal way. Frame-identification ad¬ 
dresses are next recorded on the positive 
prints while the negative is stored for its 
later end use. The final step in manual film 
handling is the editing of the rushprint, 
which is achieved in the conventional 
way. 

Two important differences distinguish 
the new system from the customary film¬ 
editing process. One is the already men¬ 
tioned special identification leader which 
must be attached to each roll of negative 
after its development. This leader carries 

a printed roll number in code. The other 
difference is that magnetically striped 
material is used for the workprint (the 
rushes) and address-code numbers are 
recorded on the magnetic strip instead of 
a soundtrack. 

Negative Roll-Identification Leader 

The roll-identification number con¬ 
tained in code on the leader is the link 
between the original negative and the 
workprint, because this code number is 
also recorded on the magnetic track of the 
workprint together with the frame 
address-code numbers. Negative roll 
identification is preferably transferred in 
an automatic mode to the workprint. Head 
identification leader of the negative is 
printed on the dailies and appears thus 
automatically (after development) at the 
head of each roll of rushprint material. 

Simultaneously with the recording of 
address data on the magnetic stripe of the 
rushprint, the negative roll-identification 
number is decoded by a special optical 
reader and added to the address code of 
each frame. The negative roll- 
identification leader also serves the pur¬ 
pose of storing an “automatic roll record” 
in the minicomputer’s memory for later 
readout at the time of automatic negative 
editing and transfer to videotape. During 
this transfer, the negative roll- 
identification number on the negative 
leader is decoded from the video signal 
generated by the film-pickup three vidicon 
camera. 

Positive Address Code 

When deciding what type of code to 
use, three important points must be taken 
into consideration: (1) the code should be 
easy to record and reproduce on the 
magnetic stripe, with high reliability and at 
great speed; (2) editorial procedures for 
the cutting of the workprint must not be 
changed; and (3) the code must be able to 
distinguish any single frame of the edited 
workprint. 

The address code is recorded on the 
magnetic striping of the workprint by a 
four-phased frequency-shift-keyed (fsk) 
modulation system with a carrier fre¬ 
quency of 1.7 kHz and at 2,400 bits per 
second. The address code and the roll- 
identification code are recorded on the 
rush print at a speed of 60 frames/s, prior 
to delivery to the editor. (See Fig. 3.) 

Determination of Cutting Points or 
“Edits” 

As previously mentioned, the rushprint 
is delivered to the editor with the address 
already recorded on the magnetic strip¬ 
ing. After editing of the workprint the editor 
will return the workprint’s final version for 
further processing. 

The edited workprint is next passed 
through a magnetic sound reader which 

EDITED POSITIVE FILM 

32 BITS PARALLEL DATA BUS 

1 Lift Put in Order 
by Edit Numbers 

#2 List Put in Order 

by Roll Numbers 
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FIGURE 4 — Memory stacks for storing 
editing data which have been taken from 
perforation-generated pulses. 

picks up the recorded digital information. 
The signals obtained are fed into an audio 
amplifier and decoded by a demodulator. 
The output of the demodulator is a series 
pulse train with the same time relation as 
the magnetic pattern recorded on the 
magnetic striping of the film. These series 
pulses are converted by a device similar 
to a shift register into a train of parallel 
pulse signals. There is thus only one 
single output line or wire coming out of the 
demodulator but a significant number of 
lines or wires input the information to the 
computer. The computer can distinguish 
each individual frame address number 
and also the roll to which any particular 
frame belongs. It can also distinguish the 
number of the first frame succeeding the 
end of the roll-identification leader. 

When the address readout progresses 
in continuous fashion the computer rec¬ 
ognizes all counted frames as belonging 
to one and the same scene. A discon¬ 
tinuity during readout is recognized by the 
computer as a scene-change. 

The information sequence stored in the 
computer is used to establish scene 
sequence and length during image trans¬ 
fer from the colour negative to the final 
videotape. Loading of negative rolls on 
the projector is done manually by the 
operator in the required order. But the 
sequence in which the scenes contained 
in a roll are transferred to the videotape is 
determined by the initial address of each 
“edit”. 

During decoding of address by the 
sound reader, there exists the possibility 
of incomplete or missing address, due to 
magnetic dropouts or gaps caused while 
splicing the workprint. Also often a piece 
of blank leader or “dummy” may have 
been spliced in to compensate for editing 
errors or other reasons, such as a missing 
scene. In this case, no magnetic recorded 
information is available and no decoding 
is possible for a given length of film. Thus 
the software program must overcome two 
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TEST CLAMP PULSE 

COLOR COLOR WHITE BLACK 
CORRECTION CORRECTION LEVEL LEVEL 

1 2 

FIGURE 5 — Block diagram of color, brightness, contrast and facetone processing amplifier. 

difficulties: first, howto handle invalid data 
sent to the computer due to an error in 
demodulation and showing an abnormal 
carrier frequency on the magnetic track 
and second, what to do when no address 
information is available at all. 

Errors of the first category are of com¬ 
paratively short duration. Splicing usually 
affects only a fraction of a frame, as do 
also most magnetic dropouts. 

In our experience, scenes less than ten 
frames long do not normally appear in the 
edited version of a film. Hence, the com¬ 
puter, by correlation of the 10-frame in¬ 
formation, replaces the invalid data with 
valid data, or decides that the discon¬ 
tinuity is due to a scene change. 

The error caused by the second diffi¬ 
culty (blank leader) is of longer duration. It 
may continue for several feet. The ab¬ 
sence of any address information must be 
compensated for by other information de¬ 
rived from the edited workprint. For this, 
one-bit pulses, originated by a 
perforation-pulse generator, are fed into 
the computer. These pulses permit count¬ 
ing the exact length of dummy film that 
has no address information recorded on it. 
This will take care not only of blank leader 
inserted but also of long-length magnetic 
dropouts. 

Another function of the one-bit perfora¬ 
tion count is to indicate scene start and 
stop cues, read out by measuring the time 
interval between these two pulses. If no 
further pulses are detected after a pre¬ 
determined time delay (1 second) the 

computer assumes that the correspond¬ 
ing scene has been read out in its total 
length up to its end. The information so 
obtained, which compensates for the in¬ 
formation missing oh long-length dummy 
cuts, is inserted manually by keyboard 
operation into the computer memory be¬ 
fore proceeding to the next step. 

Figure 4 shows examples of how this 
information is sequentially listed by “edit” 
numbers (list 1) and roll numbers (list 2). 

Colour Correction 

Colour correction is achieved exclu¬ 

sively by electronic means, in contrast to 
the timing by optical means of the cus¬ 
tomary film print. Colour information, 
picked up from the colour negative by the 
vidicon camera, is processed by means of 
a colour-control console provided with five 
main control knobs. As will be shown, the 
electronic colour-timing procedure does 
not take place simultaneously with the 
film-to-tape transfer, but is the basis for 
automatic colour correction during the 
transfer stage. 

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the 
Continued on Page 952 

FIGURE 6 — Block diagram of color-balance circuit. 
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CP-16 
the camera for all seasons 
Summer can be pretty tough for a newsman. 
He deserves a comfortable, lightweight camera 

Tom Baer, KB TV Denver 

which can be hand-held for long periods of time . . . 
the CP-16. Unexcelled for the cameraman who must 
go it alone. 

Fall Football season and sports. Ever notice that 
practically everybody has adopted the CP-16? A 
rugged, reliable, light weight camera (under 17 lbs. 
fully equipped). Grab it and run with it, for single 
system sound or crystal-sync double system work. 

WTMJ-TV Milwaukee 

Winter It’s industrial and commercial time 
again, with budgets approved and the end of the year 
approaching, so everyone is in a hurry. The CP-16 
Studio Rig is a fast-moving, compact 16mm outfit, 
but with the same precision controls found on most 

Marty Collins Director/Cinematographer, Hewlett-Packard Co. 

35mm studio cameras. In fact, with the Studio Rig 
you’ll almost think you’re shooting 35. 

Spring Brings the flood of documentary and fea¬ 
ture work? The CP-16, coupled with Cinevid video 
assist and the amazing new Steadicam provides a 
system for new dimensions in film. 

Director of Photography Steve Golden, 
“The Streets of Chicago” 

CP-16 is the most versatile and reliable camera 
for the year-around professional filmmaker. See us 
today for a demonstration of the ‘camera for all 
seasons’. 

LT COF«F»OF« ATIOM 

THE 
CAMERA MART, INC. 

456 W. 55th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

(212) 757-6977 

VICTOR DUNCAN, INC. 
200 E. Ontario, Chicago, Illinois 60611 (312)321-9406 

2659 Fondren, Dallas, Tfexas 75206 (214) 369-1165 
11043 Gratiot, Detroit, Michigan 48213 (313)371-4920 

ALAN GORDON 
ENTERPRISES, INC. 

1430 N. Cahuenga Blvd. 
Hollywood, Calif. 90028 

(213) 466-3561/(213) 985-5500 
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The Grosvenor House Hotel in Park Lane, London — headquarters for FILM ’77. The Conference, in its four previous editions, had been held 
at the Royal Lancaster Hotel, but the equipment exhibition had outgrown that hostelry’s facilities, prompting the move to the Grosvenor 
House. Primarily because of the Silver Jubilee of Queen Elizabeth II, London was extraordinarily crowded during the time of the Conference. 

REPORT FROM FILM’77 
Continued from Page 914 

are synchronized and kept that way. Sec¬ 
onds, minutes, hours, days, months, the 
last two figures of the year, and finally a 
three-digit camera number, are recorded 
successively, using a BCD code with four 
bits per frame. Such an information block 
is repeated once per second. 

This paper is followed, logically 
enough, by one by K.H. Trissl and N. Lun- 
gren entitled ‘7\ FILM EDITING TABLE 
WITH EBU TIME-CODE CONTROL”. De¬ 
scription is furnished of a device incor¬ 
porating the requisite control circuitry for 
the practical application of the EBU time 
code for 16mm picture film and magnetic 
tape to an editing table, and the sub¬ 
stantial saving of time which this offers. 

So far, so good—nothing really new or 
startling in either of the aforementioned 
papers. 

Then a veritable technological bomb¬ 
shell is thrown into the session. 

Appearing on the program schedule as 
the next paper to be read is one by Jean 
Pierre Beauviala, talented inventor of the 
Aaton camera. It is innocently entitled 

‘‘THE STATE OF TIME MARKING SYS¬ 
TEMS IN THE FILM INDUSTRY,” and it 
purports to be a comparative evaluation of 
the major systems currently under study 
in a search for standardization of Time 
Base Coding for universal practical appli- 
cation-the SMPTE, EBU/TDF, EBU/ 
IRT and Kudelski S.A. systems. However, 
when the paper is actually read, it quickly 
disposes of all of these suggested sys¬ 
tems as having serious shortcomings for 
the film-maker, in that they will encourage 
a greater reliance on additional expensive 
machinery—namely, a decoder to unravel 
the cryptic coding symbols used for syn¬ 
chronizing picture with track. 

In place of these systems, ne proposes 
a revolutionary one of his own devising 
which he calls “Aaton Numerals”, and 
which is calculated to eliminate the one 
monumental disadvantage of the other 
systems—namely, that if you happen not 
to have the expensive decoding device 
handy whenever the processed footage is 
handled, there is no possible way to estab¬ 
lish sync between picture and track. 
Beauviala’s system, by way of contrast, 
employs Arabic numerals on both picture 
and track, which are clearly readable 

without the need for any additional 
equipment whatsoever. 

The Aaton Numeral system provides 
exactly the same identifying time informa¬ 
tion as do the other proposed systems, 
but instead of displaying it in terms of dots 
representing binary code, it does so in 
numbers clearly recognizable to the un¬ 
aided eye. Syncing and cutting are done 
on conventional editing equipment, with¬ 
out the necessity of a decoder. When 
French Atlas editing tables are used, the 
Aaton numerals appear on the screen 
with no modification whatsoever. With 
Steenbeck editing tables and others, a 
slight modification must be made to widen 
the space, allowing the numerals to ap¬ 
pear on the screen. To reduce the modi¬ 
fication to a minimum, and at the request 
of the BBC, the Aaton people have cen¬ 
tered the figures as closely as possible to 
the frame edge. 

I can tell from the audience reaction that 
I am not alone in registering excitement at 
this development, which is clearly a revo¬ 
lutionary breakthrough in the heretofore 
convoluted Time Base Code sweep- 
stakes. Here is a system that can free the 
film-maker forever from the bondage of 
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clapperboards and bloop lights, just as 
crystal sync severed the umbilical cord 
between camera and recorder. Its ele¬ 
gance lies in the stunning simplicity and 
logic with which it gets the job done — 
cutting through all the esoteric, academic 
mumbo-jumbo which has surrounded the 
subject to date and made standardization 
appear to be hopeless. Beauviala and his 
colleagues are to be congratulated upon 
getting right to the core of the problem and 
solving it with one clean stroke. (For full 
details of the Aaton Numeral Time Base 
Coding System, see Page 962.) 

As the next speaker of the session, Ed 
DiGiulio, President of Cinema Products 
Corporation, has a hard act to follow, but 
follow it he does — and with his own little 
bombshell. His paper, entitled “THE NEW 
CINEMA PRODUCTS ‘GSMO’ CAM¬ 
ERA”, constitutes the first public dis¬ 
closure of the new space-age 16mm 
mini-camera which the company has had 
under development for the past four 
years. This little gem of a camera, ex¬ 
tremely compact in silhouette, manages 
at the same time to be highly sophisti¬ 
cated (in terms of its electronic capa¬ 
bilities), yet very simple to operate (an 
absolute minimum of operating controls). 
Sync-sound quiet and featuring quick- 
change coaxial 100-foot, 200-foot and 
400-foot magazines, it quickly becomes 
the “hit of the show” during the run of the 
FILM 77 Equipment Exhibition. 

The papers program of FILM 77 is very 
comprehensive, embracing such major 
categories as: Production Techniques, 
Sound, Laboratory Techniques, Color, 
Film Technology and Television Tech¬ 
nology. With few exceptions, the papers 
are on a very high technical — or more 
aptly, academic — level, and are clearly 
slanted toward engineers, rather than to¬ 
ward working technicians of the film and 
television industries. While such a slant is 
perfectly appropriate to an SMPTE Con¬ 
ference, I, for one, would like to see a 
return to the less formal, more practical 
atmosphere that prevailed at this event in 
years past. I have fond memories of some 
of the top cinematographers and other 
technicians of the British film industry join¬ 
ing in very informative, marvelously witty 
and often loudly spirited panel discus¬ 
sions having to do with the very real prob¬ 
lems they face in production. It is this sort 
of essential spice that I feel is lacking at 
FILM 77, however fine the papers pro¬ 
gram. 

On to the Equipment Exhibition. 
It is held in The Great Room (main ball¬ 

room) of Grosvenor House and spills over 
into the foyer and balcony above. There is 
considerably more exhibit space available 
here than at the Royal Lancaster, but 
even so, I’m told, many would-be ex¬ 
hibitors had to be turned away, due to lack 

of space. If the popularity of the event 
continues to grow at this rate, where will it 
all end? 

At the Rank Audio Visual booth, where 
Arriflex products, among others, are being 
displayed, I encounter three old friends: 
Robert “Bobby” Arnold and Horst Berg- 
mann of Arnold & Richter (Munich), and 
Volker Bahnemann, President of Arriflex 
Company of America. Among the new 

Arriflex developments on display are the 
video viewfinder tube for the 16SR cam¬ 
era, a remote control accessory (FSZ) for 
the same camera, a new lens in the 16mm 
range (the Angenieux 10-150mm f/2 
-T/2.3, with automatic lens iris and bay¬ 
onet steel mount), a dry cell battery set for 
the 16SR (with five 12-volt batteries, suffi¬ 
cient to expose between 35 and 40 400- 
Continued on Page 956 

(ABOVE) Diagram of the Foyer and Balcony Exhibition Area at Grosvenor House. (BELOW) 
The Main Exhibition Area in the Great Room. 
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Datsun Presents 

F®CUS ’78 
Films of College & 

University Students 
SPONSORED BY NISSAN MOTOR 

CORPORATION IN USA 

In cooperation with 
Playboy Magazine, Rollei of America, Inc. and 

Paramount Pictures Corporation 

The second annual F®CUS Competition will award Datsun vehicles, scholarships and film equipment 
to students exhibiting exceptional talent in the areas of filmmaking and film study. 

Ask for information at your Film, English or other appropriate Department, or write directly to: 
FOCUS 

530 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 10036 

Entry Deadline — February 1, 1978 

AWARDS IN BOTH CATEGORIES: 

• 1st Place: $2,500 Scholarship/Datsun B-210 

• 3rd Place 

• 2nd Place: $1,000 Scholarship 
Rollei SMS XL Sound Movie Camera 

• Honorable Mention: $250 Scholarship 
Rollei RM6 Movie Camera 

$750 Scholarship 
Rollei RMS Movie Camera 

All winners will be flown to the west coast premiere and award ceremony via 
Continental Airlines and stay at The Los Angeles Marriott Hotel 

Awards of Datsun vehicles will also be made to corresponding schools of first place winners. 
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(LEFT) Loyal Griggs, ASC, is shown with annual Look Award for the best photography of 
1953 for “SHANE”. (RIGHT) Lana Turner presents Griggs with Oscar after he won best color 
photography, again for “SHANE” at the 1954 Academy Awards Ceremonies. 

At a recent AAU event in the Hofheinz 
Pavilion in Houston, Texas, Loyal Griggs, 
ASC, was presented with an Award of 
Achievement. Ten individuals or organi¬ 
zations that obtained “greatness” in their 
chosen fields were thus honored. Awards 
of Achievement were presented to Dr. 
Richard P. Condie, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
for Religious Music; Dr. Frederick Fennell, 
Miami University, Miami University, for 
Educational Music; Dr. Denton A. Cooley, 
MD for medicine; the Phillips Petroleum 
Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma, for the 
Oil Industry; Roscoe G. Haynie, Pitts¬ 

burgh, Pennsylvania, for Industry and 
Commerce; Avery Brundage, Chicago, 
Illinois, for Athletics and Sports; Loyal 
Griggs, ASC, Laguna Hills, California for 
the Motion Picture and Television Indus¬ 
tries; the late General of the Armies, 
Douglas MacArthur, for Military Science; 
the late Ralph Alexander (Andy) Ander¬ 
son, Scripps-Howard Newspapers, for 
Journalism; and N.A.S.A., The Johnson 
Space Center, for Science and the 
Achievement of the Century. 

In presenting the award to Loyal Griggs, 
it was noted that “everything that is 

viewed from the film or television screen 
must pass through a camera.” It was 
pointed out that Griggs had filmed such 
notable pictures as “THE GREATEST 
STORY EVER TOLD”, “SHANE” and 
“THE TEN COMMANDMENTS”. 

Griggs was born in Michigan in 1906. 
He came to Los Angeles, California and 
went to work in the process department at 
Paramount in 1924. 

After 30 years as a cameraman in the 
transparency or process department at 
Paramount Studios, he was singled out by 
Paramount to photograph “SHANE”. For 
this film, his first major feature production 
assignment, he won the coveted Acad¬ 
emy Award. This same year, 1954, he 
also won the annual Look Award for the 
best photography of 1953, again for 
“SHANE”. 

Since photographing “SHANE”, Loyal 
Griggs has received nominations for the 
Academy Award for “THE TEN COM¬ 
MANDMENTS” photographed in Techni¬ 
color and VistaVision at Paramount in 
1956 and for “IN HARM’S WAY” and 
“THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD”. 

When Griggs was selected to shoot 
“THE TEN COMMANDMENTS”, he was 
the logical candidate for the assignment. 
After having photographed “SHANE” he 
went on to direct the photography of 
“WHITE CHRISTMAS” which was Para¬ 
mount’s first VistaVision production. 
Subsequently, he did two more, “WE’RE 
NO ANGELS” and “THAT CERTAIN 
FEELING”, thus, when it came time to 
choose a cameraman for “THE TEN 
COMMANDMENTS” Griggs was the 
Continued on Page 990 

(LEFT) Anne Baxter and Yul Brynner rehearse for a close-up as Director Cecil B. DeMille and Director of Photography Loyal Griggs look on. 
(RIGHT) Newsreel V. Parkash, en route to New Delhi, India after a year on loan to the United Nations in New York, visits Griggs on set of “THE 
TEN COMMANDMENTS”. 
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THE NEW IMPROVED ELEMACK "MANTIS" CAMERA DOLLY 
Since its last showing, this ingenious “mini-boom” dolly which can 
track through the narrowest of doorways has undergone constructive 
changes that make it an even more versatile tool for the film-maker 

When shown at Photokina in Cologne 
last fall, the Elemack MANTIS dolly, suc¬ 
cessor to the company’s Academy 
Award-winning SPYDER dolly, created 
quite a stir, even in its more or less proto¬ 
type form. 

The production model shown at FILM 
77 was even more impressive, since it 
incorporated several significant im¬ 
provements over the original design. 

In extolling the basic features of its new 
dolly, the Elemack company described it 
as follows: 

“The sleek, compact overall dimension 
of the MANTIS dolly translates a studied, 
fresh approach to help you shoot effort¬ 
lessly, even in confined spaces-such as 
passing through a 23’’ door. 

“Its quiet-action hydroelectric tele¬ 
scopic boom system produces five full 
boom elevations, without altering the 
focus setting. 

“The stainless steel core of this 
machine provides ruggedness and light 
weight. Its compensated steering 
mechanism allows 360° circles of 34” 
radius (without change of vertical axle), 
tight turns and any crab movement de¬ 
sired. The MANTIS moves on tracks 
also. ” 

The original important feature of the 
MANTIS is the telescopic hoisting 
mechanism of the boom, which moves up 
vertically within a maximum axis shift of 
about two inches. The vertical axis pivots 
on the steering circle of the dolly, so that 
any cinematic blurring effect on the scene 
being shot is avoided. 

The advantages of the famous 
SPYDER adjustable legs and wheel sys¬ 
tem have been retained in the MANTIS 
but with a plus: a clever and rather simple 
cinematic device has been added to the 
compensating mechanism of the steering 
wheels. This allows the steering wheels to 
swivel and move varyingly, while always 
coinciding with the instant revolving points 
of the dolly’s axis. To shift from steering to 
crabbing, one simply moves the left con¬ 
trol lever under the handle bar and the 
build-in preselector will deliver the desired 
steering direction. 

The flexibility of its adjusting legs per¬ 
mits the MANTIS to be used with its boom 
in longitudinal and crosswise positions in 
respect to the axis of the tracks. 

The MANTIS has been designed to 
work equally well on tracks or on the floor. 
The combined wheels which are supplied 
allow for instant straight track operation. 

The improvements incorporated into 
the production model of the MANTIS 

dolly, as shown at FILM 77, include the- 
following: 

1. Reinforcement of the entire dolly 
frame to increase its stability. 
2. A new system of extendable paral- 
lellogram which assures the steady 
angular position of the camera sup¬ 
port. 
3. Legs pivoted on the same axles as 
the folding front arms in order to in¬ 
crease the stability of the hoist boom. 
4. A demountable round bar on which 
the operator can place his feet when 
sitting, or when the arm is being lifted. 
The same round bar can be fitted into 
the back holes of the chromium plate 
bars, so that it can be used as a handle 
for loading and unloading the dolly. 
5. Crosswise levelling of the camera 
support, allowing a 10-degree cor¬ 
rection in the ortogonal axis. 
6. Only one power supply receptable 

for 115 volts AC-DC. 
7. Straight and crank extensions to 
make the height of the seats adjust¬ 
able. 
8. A remote control for the boom 
mounted on the handle of the fluid 
head. This was specially designed for 
television purposes and is an optional 
extra supplied on request. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE MANTIS: 
Weight 380 lbs. 
Min. height from ground to camera base 13” 
Max. height from ground to camera base 65” 
Max. boom movement 52” 
Min. width 23” 
Max. width 31” 
Overall length 54” 
Loads on camera base 180 lbs. 
Loads on operator seat 180 lbs. 

For further information about the MAN¬ 
TIS camera dolly, contact: ELEMACK, Via 
Poggibonsi 15, ROME, ITALY. Tel: 52 31 
9 94-52 36 1 63. Cable: ELEMACK- 
ROMA. ■ 

The handsome Elemack “MANTIS” dolly features a unique hydroelectric telescopic hoisting 
mechanism of the boom that allows it to raise the camera from 13 inches to 65 inches above 
the floor within a maximum axis shift of about two inches. 
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THE 

*MILLER Equipment is 
precision-built of 
highest quality materials 
and every replacement part 
is available. 

*MILLER Equipment is used 
throughout the world by 
leading photographers film 
and television studio giants. 

*MILLER Equipment lasts 
indefinitely if properly 
maintained. 

*MILLER Heads are being used 
with complete satisfaction 
from the freezing Antarctic to 
the excessive heat and 
humidity of the desert and 
tropics. 

Miller U3luid eviction ' 

PROFESSIONAL 
HEAD is the World's Finest 

FEATURES INCLUDE: 
*Full 360° Horizontal Pan. 
*Slip control for filming 
of fast moving objects or 
events. 
*90° Tilt control up or 
down. 
*Positive Tilt Lock and 
variable tension controls 
for camera support up- to 
40 lbs. 
*There is a MILLER Tripod 
suitable for every Head. 
*0ther MILLER Fluid Heads 
are available for cameras 
from 5 lbs. up to 200 lbs. 

The MIT.T.ER world famous velvet like movement operates on 
a semi-hydraulic principle which is patented throughout 
the world, and should not be confused with any friction- 
type movement. 

MILLER 

I 

JU CAMERA SUPPLY LTD. CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR 

(PATENTED) 

1055 GRANVILLE STREET VANCOUVER 2, B.C. TELEPHONE: (604) 685-5331 

CREATORS OF DISTINCTIVE IDEAS 
AND DESIGNS FOR 
SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS FOR 
MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION 

TITLES • GRAPHICS • MINIATURES 
BLUE BACKING ■ INSERTS 
MATTE PAINTINGS - 0PTICALS 
SPECIAL UNIT PHOTOGRAPHY 

Main Office: PARAMOUNT PICTURES 

5451 Marathon Street. Hollywood, Calif. 90038 
(213)463-0100 
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THE NEW STELLAVOX TAPERECORDER SP 8 
This compact recorder, tried and proven over several years in 
professional motion picture production, now appears in an updated 
model that includes several fundamental and significant changes 

Shown at the John Page Limited stand 
at FILM 77 was the new Stellavox Tape- 
recorder SP 8, which incorporates sev¬ 
eral advances over previous models. The 
manufacturer has provided the following 
“provisional description” of the new SP 8 
Model: 

The self-contained professional tape- 
recorder STELLAVOX SP 8 succeeds the 
model SP 7, from which it retains the 
essentials: the same low weight, the same 
flat format, compact, and the same ap¬ 
pearance. 

In addition to these already outstanding 
characteristics, it has also been possible 

to include, on public demand, the fol¬ 
lowing advantages, thanks to most recent 
technology: 

1. Universality 
The unique STELLAVOX system al¬ 

lows the interchangeability of the head 
assemblies of various norms, using, how¬ 
ever, two different basic types (A or B). 
The unique SP 8 includes a switch 
“mono/stereo”, which offers the choice 
between the two instantly, according to 
the chosen head assembly. 

2. Increased possibilities 
The two symmetrical microphone in¬ 

puts (sockets upon request: Cannon male 
or female, Binder = Tuchel) can be 
switched over individually to accept three 
types of microphones: dynamic, phantom 
12 V (or 48 V) and parallel 12 V. These 
two inputs, individually controlled by two 
potentiometers and two modulometers (or 
VU-meters, upon request), are supple¬ 
mented by two line inputs, individually 
adjustable: a preamplifier accessory, type 
ALP, can easily convert them into two 
supplementary microphone inputs. 

3. Structure of the improved sockets 
In response to the request of the major- 

Continued on Page 978 

The new STELLAVOX SP 8 recorder succeeds the manufacturer’s previous Model SP 7 and, far from incorporating only minor changes, in¬ 
cludes several very significant improvements — among them: interchangeability of head assemblies, structure of improved sockets, uni¬ 
versal synchronization (for sync film, television, etc.), and a doubling of the battery life. With all of these changes, the recorder retains the 
same appearance, the same light weight and the same compact form as before. 
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TIFFEN 
THE WORLD’S FINEST PHOTOGRAPHIC FILTERS. 

41/2" DIAMETER 
ACCESSORIES 

Tiffen AV2" filters are engi¬ 
neered to meet the exacting 
standards of large diameter 
professional lenses. The 41/2 " 
filter will fit numerous lenses, 
using Tiffen adapter rings, 
eliminating the need for vari¬ 
ous costly special-size filters. 
Available in all standard col¬ 
ors, combination colors, neu¬ 
tral densities, rotating polari¬ 
zer; and diopters 1/2,1,2, and 3. 

138mm FILTERS 
for Angenieux 20-120 (6x20) 
F2.6 lens. Available in all 
standard colors, combination 
colors and neutral densities. 
Close-up lenses in +1/2,1,2,3. 

: 

SQUARE 
FILTERS 

Tiffen Photar® Filters in all 
colors are available for Tiffen 
and other square filter holders 
in sizes from 2x2-inches up 
to 15x15-inches. 

RECTANGULAR 
FILTERS 

for Arri 16 matte box. Avail¬ 
able in all colors and neutral 
densities 0.1-1.0. 

TIFFEN 
71 Jane Street, Roslyn Heights, N.Y. 11577 

(516) 621-2700 Telex 96-7748 

SUSTAINING Member Professional 
Motion Picture 
Equipment Association 

MEMBER 

CALIFORNIA 
Birns & Sawyer Inc., 
1026 N. Highland Ave., 
Los Angeles 
California 90038 

F & B Ceco Inc., 
7051 Santa Monica Blvd., 
Hollywood 
California 90038 

Larry Edmonds Bookshop Inc., 
6658 Hollywood Blvd., 
Hollywood 
California 90028 

Adolph Gasser Inc., 
181 Second Street, 
San Francisco 
California 94105 

Alan Gordon Enterprises Inc., 
1430 N. Cahuenga Blvd., 
Hollywood 
California 90028 

Jack Pill & Associates, 
6370 Santa Monica Blvd., 
Hollywood 
California 90038 

NEW YORK 
The Camera Mart Inc., 
456 West 55 Street, 
New York 
N.Y. 10019 

Cinemabilia Inc., 
10 West 13th Street, 
New York 
N.Y. 10011 

Drama Book Shop Inc., 
150 West 52nd Street, 
New York 
N.Y.10019 

Ferco, 
419 West 54th Street, 
New York 
N.Y.10019 

FLORIDA 
Image Devices Incorporated, 
1825 North East 149 Street, 
Miami 
Florida 33181 

Cinetech, 
7330 N.E. 4th Court, 
Miami 
Florida 33138 

ILLINOIS 
Jack Behrends Inc., 
161 East Grand Ave., 
Chicago 
Illinois 60611 

TEXAS 
Victor Duncan Inc., 
2657 Fondren, 
Dallas 
Texas 75206 

CANADA 
Cine Books, 
692a Yonge Street, 
Toronto M4Y 2A6 

Everything you 
always wanted 
to know about... 
... Film & Television Production Companies — Producers — 
Directors — Technicians — Production Equipment, Facilities 
and Services — Radio and Television Broadcasting Companies — 
Laboratories — Studios — Sound Facilities & Services — Special 
Effects — Agents — Aviation — Car Hire — Editing — 
Engineers — Properties — Libraries, Music and Stock Shots — 
Location Facilities — Composers, Jingles, Songwriters. 

in the following countries, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Britain, 
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hong 
Kong, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Jugoslavia, 
Malaysia, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Portugal, 
Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, U.S.A., 
Venezuela. 

1977/78 Edition available at $25, post free, from: 
The Kemps Group (Printers & Publishers) Ltd., 
1 - 5 Bath Street, London EC1V 9QA, England, 

or direct from Agents as listed. ISBN 0 905255 25 9 
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AUTOMATIC EDITING SYSTEM 
FOR COLOR NEGATIVE FILM 
Continued from Page 942 

colour-correction processing amplifier. 
The following five control functions can be 
carried out: 

(1) control of “white level’’; 
(2) control of “black level’’; 
(3) control of “gamma”; 
(4) control of “colour correction along 

the R-B axis”; and 
(5) control of “colour correction along 

the G-M axis.” 
Until now, in conventional telecine 

broadcasting, the picture of the telecast 
positive film print has been compensated 
for by individual gain adjustments of each 
of the R, G, B channels and by adjustment 
of each pedestal gain. But, in our new 
colour correction system, the function of 
each of the five controls is kept separate 
according to the type of correction de¬ 
sired. These fall into three categories: (1) 
establishing an overall brightness level 
and contrast range during reproduction; 
(2) determination of face tone; and (3) 
achievement of the desired colour bal- 
Continued on Page 954 
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X — 

DIRECTION OF COLOR CORRECTION (BRIGHTNESS IS CONSTANT) 

FIGURE 7 — Color-correction vectors for constant brightness on the chromaticity diagram. 

FIGURE 8 — Schematic representation of automated edited film-to-tape transfer operations. 

FF: FAST-FORWARD 
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THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR EXPERIENCE 
VIDEO AND FILM 

ZOOM LENS REPAIRS 

OUR 28TH YEAR OF OPTICAL 

SERVICE TO THE TELEVISION AND 

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY 
TELEX 66-2419 

SPECIALIZING IN ANGENIEUX 

AND OTHER FINE ZOOM AND NON-ZOOM 
LENSES SUCH AS AMPEX, FUJI, SONY, 
RANK, CANON, ZEISS, SCHNEIDER, ETC. 

FAST SERVICE IN AS LITTLE AS 8 HOURS! 

AVERAGE RETURN TIME TO EAST COAST ONLY 72 HOURS! 
EXPERT WORKMANSHIP • LARGE PARTS STOCK 

OUR EFFICIENCY MEANS FASTER SERVICE AND FAIR PRICES. 
ALL WORK GUARANTEED. CALL OUR SERVICE MANAGER, 
BILL TURNER, TODAY! 

(MENTION THIS AD AND GET A FREE LENS TEST CHART.) 

Precision Cine/Optics 

10661 BURBANK BLVD. NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 91601 (213) 766-3715 
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AUTOMATIC EDITING SYSTEM 
FOR COLOR NEGATIVE FILM 
Continued from Page 952 

ance without a change in luminance level. 
The first of these objectives is attained 

through a combination of “white level” 
and “black level” adjustments in conjunc¬ 
tion with the “nonlinear circuit” shown in 
Fig. 5. The “white level” limit and the 
“black level” limit are adjusted by visual 
monitoring until the desired luminance 
range is obtained. The “nonlinear circuit,” 
connected to the gamma circuit, has suit¬ 
able inflection points at both the white 
(knee) level and the black (toe) level 
which can be adjusted so as to control 
brightness and contrast range. 

Face tones are adjusted by fine tuning 
the “gamma” control. This adjustment is 
carried out only when needed and only 
within the contrast range adjustment de¬ 
scribed. 

The third adjustment, colour balance, is 
carried out by means of the two “colour 
correction” knobs, which have the follow¬ 
ing relation. With the NTSC colour televi¬ 
sion standard, if the gains of the R, G, B 
channels have changed by R, G, and B 
respectively the luminance change Y is 
calculated as follows: 

AY = 0.3 AR + 0.59 AG + 0.11 AB 

To hold luminance at a constant level, it 
is essential that changes of Y must be 
equal to zero. 

From this it becomes apparent that 
when any two of these variables are as¬ 
signed any given values, the value of the 
remaining variable is automatically de¬ 
termined. Flence, only two control func¬ 
tions are needed for colour balance ad¬ 
justment. 

In this system described, it was decided 
that the first colour-correction knob acts 
as G=0. The second colour correction 
knob acts as R=B. As a result, the differ¬ 
ential amplifier circuits have been de¬ 
signed to satisfy the following proportions: 

First colour-correction function: 

AR: AG: AB = 1 : 0 

Second colour-correction function: 

AR: AG: AB = -1 : ^: -1 

Figure 6 shows a block diagram for the 
two colour-correction circuits. Figure 7 
shows the two axes of the colour- 
correction vectors on the chromaticity 
diagram. Each of the two colour- 
correction potentiometers is divided into 
31 taps. Output of each tap is converted 
through a diode matrix into five bits of a 
BCD code. The pulses so obtained are fed 
into the computer and stored as informa¬ 

tion for final automatic colour correction 
during film-to-tape transfer. Besides stor¬ 
ing this information, the minicomputer 
outputs also a punched paper tape con¬ 
taining the same information, as a perma¬ 
nent record to be read into computer if 
needed. 

Automatic Edited Film-to-Tape 
Transfer 

Figure 8 shows the relation between the 
colour negative and the videotape, as well 
as scene location on the original negative, 
rolls and on the edited videotape. It is 
apparent from Fig. 8 that each negative 
roll is run through the projector in the 
same sequence in which it was originally 
exposed on the film, while the VTR is run 
back and forth in random fashion, as re¬ 
quired for correct scene sequencing. 
Negative projection is stopped at a “pre¬ 
start” position, as soon as the beginning 
of a desired scene is reached. Next the 
VTR is run, in the fast mode, forward or 
backward until the required starting point 
for the scene on the tape is approached. 
From that point, film and tape are run syn¬ 
chronously in the transfer mode until the 
end of the scene is reached. A new opera¬ 
tions cycle is now initiated by stopping the 
VTR and running the negative to the next 
Continued on Page 979 

FIGURE 9 — Overall layout of automated color-corrected negative editing and transfer system. 
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The travelling light 

The scene, the Packing Department at our Headquarters in London, 
England. The cargo, a large consignment of hot re-strike CSI lights bound for 
the U.S.A. 

Since their introduction in 1971, the CSI has become an international 
success story. 

In the film and television industries, on location and in the studio, the CSI 
has gained an enviable reputation for power and reliability. 

The CSI is compact, lightweight and weatherproof with high light output, 
low current consumption and hot re-strike and is the number one choice of 
film makers around the world. 

For more information on the incredible CSI Light, write to us at the 
address below. 

In return, we’ll send you our free CSI brochure. It makes very interesting 
light reading. 

The CSI Light from Lee 
by appointment to the film industry. 

Lee Enterprises Ltd., 
Kendal Road, London W10, England. Tel: 01-969 9521 
New York Agents: 

Belden Communications Inc. 
25 West 45th Street, New York NY10036.(212) 730.0172 
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(LEFT) In the Cinema Products Corporation booth, Garrett Brown, inventor of the STEADICAM “floating” camera stabilization mount, 
demonstrates the latest modification to the equipment (in kit form) which permits its use with the silent Arriflex 35BL camera. (RIGHT) Up¬ 
stairs in the Samuelsons Sight and Sound booth, cameraman George Binnersley demonstrates Panavision’s “floating” camera stabilization 
mount, the PANAGLIDE. Meeting head-on in mid-corridor with their respective mounts, the two friendly rivals exchanged gear for a compar¬ 
ison try-on. 

Another kit modification of the STEADI¬ 
CAM, premiered at FILM 77, permits the 
mount to be quickly converted to a shorter 
configuration for use inside any normal¬ 
sized vehicle (such as car, plane or heli¬ 
copter). 

REPORT FROM FILM’77 
Continued from Page 945 

foot magazines), and a new compact am¬ 
plifier (VST 7) for single-system sound re¬ 
cording with the Arriflex 16BL. 

At the Optical & Textiles Ltd. booth I 
meet up with another old friend: Ron Col¬ 
lins, a cameraman cohort of three Olym¬ 
pic Games shoots and a handy lad with a 
2000mm lens. Ron gives me a conducted 
tour of his company’s multiple goodies. 
Among the new items are: the Canon 
Fluorite 300mm f/2.8 lens (with matching 
X2 range extender), the unique Cronus 
electronic stopwatches, the Universal 
Remote Control Radio Unit (to switch any 
movie camera on or off up to a distance of 
one mile from base), the Dufort Combi¬ 
nation Head (a ball-type fluid head with a 
flat base that allows the head to stand 
vertically when not mounted in the tripod 
bowl), and Ken Richter’s currently-in- 
production super-miniaturized “MPE” 
(Minimum Possible Envelope) 16mm 
camera (see American Cinematog¬ 
rapher, December, 1976). 

Another exhibit which stirs “kid-in-the- 
candy-store” impulses in me is the John 
Page Limited booth, which features such 
new items as: the latest Eclair ACL 
single-system model (with 400-foot 

magazine), the Stellavox Model SP 8 tape 
recorder, the LTM 4000-watt HMI lamp, a 
British-made battery charger that enables 
two camera batteries to be trickle charged 
while driving — or even when parked, the 
P 500 Parabolic microphone (specially 
designed for wild-life film-making), a 
range of R.D. time-lapse devices, a new 
digital counter (giving instant readout of 
minutes/seconds into feet/frames in the 
35mm, 16mm, Super-8 or 8mm formats), 
and the intriguing “D-to-D” (Dawn-to- 
Dusk) Solar Camera Battery Charger (see 
Page 961). 

The Cinema Products Corporation 
booth is predictably stacked up with 
people eager to “try on” the diminutive 
new “GSMO” 16mm camera (see Page 
958), but there are a couple of new adap¬ 
tations of the STEADICAM, the com¬ 
pany’s “floating” camera stabilization 
mount, that are also attracting attention. 

The “Steadicam Modification Kit for the 
Arriflex 35BL Camera” consists of a pair 
of rods that are three inches longer than 
the standard ones for spacing the camera 
mounting platform from the lower assem¬ 
bly that contains the viewing monitor and 
battery pack. In addition a new spring arm 
capable of supporting the additional 
weight of an Arri 35BL camera is required, 
as well as a Cinevid unit for picking off the 
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reflex image from the viewfinder with a 
video camera so that it can be seen on the 
Steadicam viewing monitor. 

Because of a lighter-weight arm con¬ 
struction, the overall total system weight is 
increased by only six pounds for the Arri 
35BL on the Universal Steadicam, as 
compared with the Arri IIC package. The 
35BL/Steadicam Universal package 
permits sync-sound filming, even on a 
sound stage, with the complete freedom 
of movement typical of previous Steadi¬ 
cam systems. Production units will be 
available later this month. 

The “Steadicam Modification Kit for 
Operation Inside a Vehicle” consists of 
two shorter arm units to permit the Uni¬ 
versal Model Steadicam to be easily con¬ 
verted for more convenient use inside of 
any vehicle. With shortened arms, the 
overall Universal Model is seven inches 
shorter than with the standard extension 
rods. Easily removable side handles per¬ 
mit the operator to work with the unit while 
seated in a vehicle (car, plane, helicopter, 
etc.) with a great degree of freedom and 
utility. 

The Steadicam can be converted to a 
shorter mode for vehicle operation (or 
back to normal configuration) in a matter 
of 10 minutes or less. This new shortened 
vehicle version of the device is made pos¬ 
sible by the unique pivot assembly em¬ 
ployed and now permits Steadicam oper¬ 
ation inside any normal-sized vehicle. 

While the affable Garrett Brown, inven¬ 
tor of the STEADICAM, is running around 
the Cinema Products booth demon¬ 
strating these new adaptations of his 
“baby”, upstairs on the balcony, in the 
Samuelsons Sight and Sound booth, 
another cameraman is running around 
demonstrating Panavision’s “floating” 
camera stabilization mount, the PANA- 
GLIDE. It gets pretty funny when the two 
blokes almost collide in mid-corridor, 
camera stabilization mounts dangling. 
The two are very “Noel Coward” about it 
all, however — trying on each other’s 
mounts and voicing discreet com¬ 
parisons. 

It’s refreshing to see a full line of Pana- 
vision equipment on display at Samuel¬ 
sons. At most previous shows such as 
this, Panavision has declined to exhibit, 
supposedly on the grounds that “every¬ 
body knows about Panavision, so why 
advertise?” Actually, there’s plenty to 
advertise — if that’s the correct term. In 
addition to the aforementioned Panaglide, 
there is the superb Panaflex camera in its 
latest manifestation, the Panahead, the 
Panalite and the Panaglow (see Ameri¬ 
can Cinematographer, April, 1977). 

There are several interesting new items 
on display at the Hayden Laboratories 
Ltd. booth. For the first time, Nagra Kudel- 
ski tape recorders, operating in con- 

Former British Prime Minister, Sir Harold Wilson, was Guest of Honor and speaker at the cul¬ 
minating social event of FILM ’77, the black-tie Banquet held in the Main Ballroom of the 
London Hilton Hotel. A truly gala affair, it drew a near-capacity crowd. 

junction with both the TDF (French) time 
base coding system and the IRT (Ger¬ 
man) system are being shown. 

The revolutionary new SN miniature 
portable mixer, Model SNF-3, is also on 
premiere display, along with the new 
Sennheiser “closed ear” headphone, 
Model HD224. 

On the Lowel-Light Mfg. Inc. stand, the 
company is marking the UK introduction 
of its new Lowel Omni-Light and Lowel 
Omni-System, which were shown in 
prototype form at Photokina. Fine-tuned 
for production, the units boast several 
refinements over the prototype, most not¬ 
ably, a special series of double-parabolic 
reflectors designed especially to suit the 
filament configuration of the 30-volt bulb 
required when the Omni-Light is to be 
battery-operated. 

Among the new products which KEM 
Electronic Mechanisms is showing are: 
the KEM Master Sound 5 + 1 channel 
mixer, SFAT Super-8 editing/sound 
transfer unit, EWA’s range of aqua- 
housings, rain covers, blimps, matte box 
and ASTU portable protection stand. 

ACMADE, a manufacturer of unique 

editing equipment, is introducing two new 
synchronizers at FILM ’77: the Com- 
peditor and the Twin-Pic models. The 
Compeditor is available in 16mm and 
35mm and is a 5-way, new concept in film 
editing, whereby all editing and track¬ 
laying is now carried out on the same ma¬ 
chine. The unit has an independent fourth 
sound track, enabling both searching and 
syncing to be carried out without involving 
two machines. 

The Twin-Pic is a two picture/three 
sound track machine for two-camera 
set-ups. 

On the Elf Audio Visual stand, visitors to 
FILM ’77 have the chance to see what has 
been described as a new concept in 
audio-visual multimedia presentation and 
by its executive producer, Walter D Hus- 
konen of Penton/IPC Ohio, as “the most 
extensive, demanding, and exciting audio 
visual I’ve ever been associated with. It’s 
a blockbuster”. 

“It” is Borg Warner’s Chemical Divi¬ 
sion’s presentation of “The Magic of Cyco- 
lac”, featuring a modern universal plastic, 
and starring a “salesperson of mystical 
Continued on Page 983 

The excellent cabaret presented at the Banquet featured the spirited singing and dancing of 
the effervescent New Edition Dance Group, shown here in one of their routines. But the show 
was “stolen” by the smartly coordinated Band of the Royal Artillery, which brought the audi¬ 
ence to its feet in a rousing ovation. 



CINEMA PRODUCTS’ NEW “GSMO” CAMERA 
After four years of development, a brand new miniaturized, lightweight, 
self-blimped 16mm camera — simple to operate, but highly sophisticated 
is unveiled at FILM 77... and quickly becomes the “hit of the show” 

By ED DiGIULIO 
President, Cinema Products Corporation 

Cinema Products has been involved in 
the development of the GSMO camera for 
over four years now. And, as is the case 
with any successful development pro¬ 
gram, there has been a dynamic evolution 
in the design of this camera from its origi¬ 
nal conception to the form it has today. 

We first conceived of the GSMO as a 
space-age replacement for the famous 
Bell & Howell D-70 “Filmo” camera. The 
original concept was to have 100-foot 
coaxial quick-change cassette-type 

magazines, and in this regard the design 
would be similar to the famous gun sight 
camera used by the U.S. Armed Forces 
during and after World War II called the 
GSAP (Gun Sight Aiming Point) camera. 
From this combination of historical back¬ 
grounds derives the name GSMO (for 
Gun Sight Man-Operated). 

As with all our previous product design 
efforts, we attempt to define a “hole” in the 
market, and then set about to develop a 
product that will fill that vacuum. In this 

case, we felt there was a significant gap 
between the lower-priced 16mm 
cameras—such as the Beaulieu, Canon, 
and Bolex cameras—and the fully profes¬ 
sional 16mm cameras at the high-priced 
end—such as the Arri 16SR, the Eclair 
ACL, the Aaton-7, and including our own 
CP-16R. (In the United States, the 
CP-16R is, of course, considerably lower 
in price than its Common Market com¬ 
petitors in the higher-priced category.) We 
felt there was a need for a camera having 

(LEFT) Cinema Products’ handsome new “space-age” GSMO camera, shown in its originally conceived basic configuration — equipped with 
100-foot (30-meter) cassette-type coaxial magazine. This extremely compact configuration adds up to a very unobtrusive, low-profile 
Silhouette. (RIGHT) The GSMO with 400-foot (120-meter) cassette magazine. The NC-4 nicad battery (plug-in) is shown mounted on the side. 

(LEFT) The GSMO (100-foot magazine), with optional shoulder pod and handle. (CENTER) The Hybrid Electronics component of the GSMO, 
shown with quarter coin for size comparison. (RIGHT) The 100-foot (30-meter) cassette-type coaxial magazine. (BELOW LEFT) The 100-foot 
magazine with the loading side door open. (CENTER) Housing removed to show electronic components of the GSMO. (RIGHT) Front view of 
the GSMO, with 100-foot magazine mounted. 



(LEFT) The GSMO 100-foot magazine, with daylight-loading spool in place. (CENTER) The GSMO camera body, showing the film transport 
mechanism. (RIGHT) The GSMO aperture plate. The rotating mirror shutter of the camera is of the single-blade, full-speed type that provides 
a 180° shutter opening. The mirror clearance is such that the camera will accept any reflex-type lens that fits onto any of the existing Arriflex 
or Eclair cameras. 

(LEFT) Closeup of the GSMO controls. There are a minimum of controls, making the camera very simple to operate, despite its highly sophis¬ 
ticated electronics. (CENTER) The GSMO camera body, showing the film transport mechanism. (RIGHT) The GSMO 100-foot (30-meter) 
cassette magazine, with cover removed to show take-up side of the coaxial mechanism. 

(LEFT) The GSMO camera with 400-foot (120-meter) magazine mounted. (CENTER) and 
(RIGHT) The GSMO in use, with the 100-foot magazine mounted. In this configuration, the 
camera is little larger than an amateur Super-8 model, rendering it very unobtrusive for news 
filming situations where a low-profile is a must. (BELOW RIGHT) Cinema Products President 
Ed DiGiulio introduces the new GSMO camera during the papers program of FILM ’77 in 
London. 

the full professional capabilities of the 
more expensive cameras, but selling for a 
price somewhere between the high and 
low end of the market. We are confident 
that by the use of large volume production 
techniques, such as die castings, injection 
moldings, etc., and by the use of the most 
advanced miniaturization techniques for 
electronic circuitry, we could hold the cost 
of the GSMO down without sacrificing any 
of the quality features that a professional 
cameraman would expect from Cinema 
Products. 

Like the English, we Americans have 
finally come to the reluctant decision to 

join the rest of humanity and eventually 
convert to the metric system. Accordingly, 
we have decided to make the GSMO the 
first professional camera manufactured in 
the United States that will conform to met¬ 
ric standards. 

The camera is designed to be ex¬ 
tremely compact. Its overall dimensions 
with the 30-meter (100-ft.) magazine are 
12.4cm (4.88”) wide by 11.1cm (4.37”) 
high by 19.4cm (7.63”) long. The 60- 
meter (200-ft.) magazine is 13.7cm 
(5.39”) high, and increases the overall 
length of the camera to 24.2cm (9.5”), 
while the 120 meter (400-ft.) magazine is 



Ed DiGiulio demonstrates the new GSMO camera at the Cinema Products booth of the Equipment Exhibition at FILM ’77. The camera quickly 
attracted crowds which remained undiminished during the course of the show. Originally conceived as a space-age replacement for the 
famous rugged “workhorse” Bell & Howell 70D “Filmo” camera, the GSMO took on much more sophisticated characteristics during the 
course of development. It now ranks with the most advanced professional 16mm cameras in the field. 

18.3cm (7.2”) high, and increases the 
overall length of the camera to 28.8cm 
(11.34”). Camera weight with NC-4 plug¬ 
in battery pack and fully loaded with 30 
meters of film (less lens) is 3.2kg (7 lbs); 
fully loaded with 120 meters of film (less 
lens) it weighs 4.3kg (9 lbs 7 oz). 

The optical system has been patterned 
after that of the CP-16R with two impor¬ 
tant differences. The rotating mirror shut¬ 
ter is of the single-blade, full-speed type 
that provides a 180° shutter opening. The 
mirror clearance is such that the camera 
will accept any reflex type lens that fits on 
any of the existing Arri or Eclair cameras. 
We originally designed the mirror so that 
C-mount lenses with an appropriate 
adapter could be used, but we have de¬ 
cided against this because we could con¬ 
struct a stronger, and hence more stable, 
mirror by ignoring C-mount lenses (which 
would have required a thinner mirror con¬ 
struction to avoid interference with the 
C-mount threads) and concentrating in¬ 
stead on adapting Arri and Eclair mount 
lenses. The basic lens mount of the cam¬ 
era is the standard CP mount, which was 
patterned after the rugged and reliable 
BNC mount with its positive rotating lock¬ 
ing ring. 

The viewfinder arrangement is identical 
to that of the CP-16R, so that the camera 
will accept either our standard viewfinder 
or the optional orientable viewfinder that 
we manufacture, which folds forward for 
better shoulder balance. An eyepiece ex¬ 
tender is also available when using the 
orientable viewfinder for tripod operation. 
Both viewfinders provide 12-times mag¬ 
nification and greater than full-field view¬ 
ing through a fiber optics viewing screen. 

The camera drive system is of unique 
construction. A small 22mm diameter 
highly efficient motor that utilizes 
samarium cobalt magnets drives a gear 
train, all of which is embedded in a solid 
aluminum block to achieve maximum 
noise attenuation. The movement con¬ 
sists of a single-claw sinusoidal registra- 
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tion movement with a curved film gate for 
minimum pull-down time. This system 
provides frame line accuracy of ± .05mm, 
and a picture steadiness of ± .0076mm. 

All of the electronics are located on an 
extremely compact circuit board. For 
maximum packing density, liberal use 
was made of hybrid circuits. These hy¬ 
brids are a cross between conventional 
integrated circuits and the highly sophisti¬ 
cated LSI’s (large scale integrated cir¬ 
cuits). As a consequence of their use, we 
are able to include in this camera crystal- 
controlled speeds of 24 and 25 fps, as well 
as step-variable speeds ranging from 
12-64 fps. Accuracy for all speeds is ± 30 
ppm over a temperature range of -18° to 
+60° C (0-140° F). 

In addition, the circuit board also in¬ 
cludes slating and pilotone outputs, as 
well as an electronic counter which is 
switchable to read meters or feet. While 
we will very definitely make provisions for 
the inclusion of time code in the GSMO, 
we feel it extremely advisable to wait until 
EBU and others have sorted things all out, 
and we can proceed ahead on an interna¬ 
tionally agreed upon standard. 

The camera will provide indicators visi¬ 
ble through the viewfinding system and a 
semi-automatic exposure control system 
similar to that used in the CP-16R as op¬ 
tional accessories. The camera is pow¬ 
ered by the standard CP-16 NC-4 nicad 
battery pack. One battery which weighs 
.45 kg (1 lb) has the capacity to run ap¬ 
proximately 400 to 500 meters of film 
through the camera. 

Because of the previously mentioned 
dynamics of our design program, al¬ 
though we started out intending to build 
only a 30-meter coaxial quick-change 
cassette-type magazine for the camera, 
where the magazine profile was consis¬ 
tent with that of the rest of the camera, we 
have become convinced, as a result of 
extensive field evaluation, that we should 
abandon this concept and proceed with 
the development of 60-meter and 120- 

meter coaxial quick-change cassette-type 
magazines. The 60-meter magazine has 
the capability of handling daylight load 
spools only, while the 120-meter cassette 
can accommodate either daylight spools 
or darkroom cores. In designing the 
GSMO magazines we have tried to avoid 
the pitfall of making the “quick-change” 
magazine a monster to load. To this end, 
the magazines include a loop-forming de¬ 
vice so that the magazine is relatively 
simple to load. 

One of the major design criteria in this 
program has been to achieve a sound 
level low enough to permit sync sound 
recording under the most demanding 
conditions. While the GSMO is still only in 
the pilot production phase, we feel we 
have had enough experience with the 
production prototype units already built to 
assure ourselves that we can guarantee 
that production cameras will not exceed 
30 dB measured on the weighted “A” 
scale at 1 meter from the film plane. This 
puts the GSMO in a class with the CP-16R 
as the quietest 16mm professional 
cameras ever built. 

In conclusion, it can be fairly stated that 
we set ourselves some very difficult de¬ 
sign criteria with regard to size, weight, 
sound level, and cost, and we have met or 
exceeded each one. With the expanding 
use of 16mm film in all phases of 
cinematography, such as films for televi¬ 
sion, military combat camera applica¬ 
tions, industrial films and student filmmak¬ 
ing, the GSMO will uniquely satisfy the 
need for a fully professional silent camera 
for these applications at a reasonable 
price. We feel it is a significant step for¬ 
ward in the design of film cameras which, 
when coupled with the new faster emul¬ 
sion films that are now becoming availa¬ 
ble, represents a formidable challenge to 
the designers of electronic cameras in 
terms of cost-effective quality perfor¬ 
mance, portability, reliability, and almost 
any other comparative parameter one 
might wish to consider. ■ 
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THE'D-TO-D " (DAWN 

<n 
In these days of growing awareness of 

“the energy problem” and the resultant 
search for viable alternatives to the burn¬ 
ing of fossil fuels for energy, it would 
perhaps seem logical that someone 
should seek to apply such alternatives to 
the charging of motion picture bat¬ 
teries—a solar charger, for example. 

Obviously rising to the challenge, the 
John Page Limited group displayed on 
their stand at FILM ’77 just such a 
device—the “D-to-D” (Dawn-to-Dusk) 
Battery Charger, a compact, lightweight, 
easily portable panel faced with 42 solar 
cells. 

There are those who would argue that 
such a device should be regarded only as 
a gimmick—like a fur-lined bottle opener. 
They might argue that the amount of cur¬ 
rent needed to charge camera batteries 
from the mains supply is infinitesimal in¬ 
deed, and that on location a small 
generator would neatly do the trick. But 
what do you do when you’re part of a 
camera crew climbing Mt. Everest, where 
even a “small” generator (to say nothing 
of its fuel) becomes a cumbersome and 
weighty proposition? At times like that, 
one would think, a lightweight charger 
with an inexhaustible supply of weightless 
solar “fuel” might come in very handy. 

At any rate, the John Page Limited 
people have one that they say works, and 
they have provided what they call “ad¬ 
vance information”, as follows: 

Over recent months we have been in¬ 
vestigating the possibility of utilising solar 
energy for the purpose of charging and 
re-charging camera batteries. 

In considering the design philosophy 
of a Solar Energy Camera Battery 
Charger, we took into account the follow¬ 
ing main points: 
1. The relatively low power output of 

existing solar panels, together with the 
changeable nature of the sunlight re¬ 
ceived. 

2. The variable demand on a day-to-day 
basis of the filming schedule. 

3. The considerable size and cost of the 
solar panels themselves. 

4. The necessity of excluding sand, 
snow and water from the unit. 

With the “D to D” unit, we have tried to 
obtain maximum coverage of these 
points in our design. 

We have based our unit on the latest 
type of high-output silicon solar panel, 
which will give up to 8 watts per hour in 
good sunlight. Instead of using this to 
directly charge the camera battery, we 

TO DUSK) SOLAN CAMENA DATTERY CHARGER 
Inevitably, someone would harness the energy of the sun to power the 
machines of cinematography, and this lightweight solar charger should 
prove valuable in remote locations where generators are impractical 

have coupled it to a pair of fully sealed 
lead-acid battery reservoirs. The use of 
such reservoirs brings many advantages 
in our attempt to maximise the available 
energy. 

a) Being capable of charging at a con¬ 
stant potential, the cells are able to 
absorb all the available energy during 
periods of intense sunlight. Using 
cadmium batteries would require a 
form of current limiting, which would 
of course result in the loss of some of 
the energy received. 

b) As they have a larger capacity (two x 
3 Ah) than the camera batteries, they 
act as a reservoir to smooth over the 
variations of the day-to-day sunlight 
received and the different daily de¬ 
mands of the production unit. 

c) The use of storage reservoirs means 
that the camera batteries themselves 
may be charged at night when they 
are not required for filming. This elimi¬ 
nates the need for a duplicate set of 
batteries to be carried in order to be 
charged during the hours of sunlight. 

d) Now in an electrical form, the solar 
energy may be contrdlled for optimum 
efficiency. This is achieved by the 
incorporation of timers in the charging 
circuits so that only the energy used 
from the camera battery during the 
day will be drawn from the reservoir. 

DESCRIPTION 

The unit is housed in an aluminium 
case and consists of a solar panel; two 
storage batteries and their associated 
charging electronics; a mains charger, to 
ensure that the reservoirs are fully 
charged at the start of the duty cycle; 
adjustable, collapsible legs; four guy 

lines; two canvas sheets. 

OPERATION-Solar Charging of 
Reservoirs 

The unit is set up facing South (North in 
the Southern Hemisphere) and, by 
means of the adjustable legs, the angle of 
declination of the panel is set in ac¬ 
cordance with the data supplied. 

OPERATION-Camera Battery 
Charging 

This may be undertaken while the 
reservoirs are charging or not. The unit 
has the facility to charge TWO 1.2 Ah 
batteries; or TWO 1.8 Ah batteries; or 
ONE 4 Ah battery by using the linking 
switch. The capacity of the battery to be 
charged is selected and the charging 
time is set in accordance with the ex¬ 
pended footage chart supplied. The 
“start charger’’ button is pressed and the 
charging L.E.D. indicates that charging 
has commenced. End of charge is indi¬ 
cated by the extinction of this light. 

Should the linking switch be used (for 
charging a 4 Ah battery), the same charg¬ 
ing duration should be set on both timers. 

OPERATION-Mains Charging 

The unit has an automatic sensing relay 
which will always take the output of the 
mains charger in preference to the solar 
panel whenever mains is applied to the 
unit. To ensure long life of the reservoirs, 
these should always be charged once 
every two weeks when the unit is not in 
use. 

For further information on the “D-to-D” 
(Dawn-to-Dusk) Solar Camera Battery 
Charger, contact: JOHN PAGE LIMITED, 
169 Oldfield Lane, Greenford, Middlesex, 
ENGLAND. Tel: 01-578 0372. ■ 

The compact, lightweight “D-TO-D” Battery Charger consists of an easily portable panel 
faced with 42 solar cells. The unit produces up to 8 watts per hour in good sunlight. This 
current does not directly charge the camera batteries, but is coupled to a pair of fully-sealed 
lead-acid battery reservoirs. The unit has collapsible legs and is housed in an aluminum 
case. 
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Video screen with ASC II figures appearing 
at the top of the frame, well outside of the 
useful screen area. 

By JEAN PIERRE BEAUVIALA 

“Aaton Numerals” that can be easily read with the unaided eye 
provide, at last, a Time Base Coding system that makes sense and 
involves the absolute minimum of modification to existing equipment 

SHOOTING: 

One of the first changes brought about 
by the use of a chronometric marking sys¬ 
tem is an economy of from 10% to 15% 
obtained through the elimination of the 
clapper. The economy is not only one of 

We should take it for granted that some 
system providing time-based information 
on film and sound at time of shooting will 
greatly enhance the creative and 
economic performance of film-based pro¬ 
duction. This information would usefully 
be incorporated into any video system 
used in film production. 

So the question is no longer whether, 
but which system should be used. We at 
Aaton feel that the EBU/TDF/IRT sys¬ 
tems have serious shortcomings for the 
film-maker in general in that they will en¬ 
courage a greater reliance on further ex¬ 
pensive machinery. The fact is that these 
systems have, in effect, not gone far 

View of the Aaton 7 camera, with magazine removed to show all five diodes lighted behind 
the cutouts in the aperture plate. To adapt the camera to the “Aaton Numeral” system, the 
standard aperture plate is removed simply by releasing four screws and the new plate is in¬ 
serted in its place. It is possible to have light-emitting diodes for both coded marking 
(EBU/IRT, for example) and clear numerals in the same plate, deriving their signals from the 
same micro-processor. 

enough. We would like to propose the 
next step, which will not only transform the 
shooting stages, but also, through 
simplification, many aspects of the editing 
procedures. 

Aaton, in search for this system, has 
come up with what we will call “Aaton 
Numerals”, which, as it says, enable clear 
numbers to be used where previously only 
coded information was provided. And this 
with the absolute minimum of modification 
to existing equipment. We will provide 
clear numbers printed directly onto the 
original film on the perforated side, coded 
information incorporated into the standard 
pilotone signal on the V*” tape, sub¬ 
sequently retrieved and printed onto the 
16mm magnetic stock, and clear numbers 
incorporated into the video signal and ap¬ 
pearing on the video picture outside the 
useful frame area. This latter proposal 
enables us to transmit and record this in¬ 
formation on ordinary lightweight video 
recorders. 

We will now look in more detail at the 
practical application of these proposals. 



The new and vastly simplified “Aaton Numeral” time base coding system was developed by 
Jean Pierre Beauviala, designer of the sleek Aaton 7 camera (shown here), who states: “We 
at Aaton are very concerned with providing the main advantages of time-marking to all film¬ 
makers.” His new system may well serve as the basis for long-sought standardization in this 
area. 

film, but also of nerves, time, and logically, 
money. Further economies and creative 
flexibility may be found by viewing video 
rushes recorded simultaneously to elimi¬ 
nate rolls of film which, for any number of 
reasons, may not merit printing. Little new 
equipment is needed, be it for camera, 
tape recorder, or VTR; the compact plug¬ 
in Aaton coders do the work. One or sev¬ 
eral sound recordists can work synchron¬ 
ously with one or several film cameras. By 
using the Aaton wireless link for the video, 
the cameraman and sound recordist may 
maintain the freedom provided by the ad¬ 
vent of crystal-based technology. At last 
the film-makers may attend fully to the 
creative act in front of them—no longer 
having to provide the editing room with 
any sync information. 

EDITING 

But only a fraction of the benefit of 
Aaton numerals is enjoyed during the ac¬ 
tual shooting stages. It is during editing, 
when the editor wants to read his film and 
sound tape, that Aaton-numerals have a 
most striking influence on the film-making 
process; the editor can rely on his eyes 
alone to establish sync. His dependence 
upon the machine to record the informa¬ 
tion is eliminated. According to studies 
made by TDF, composite dailies are syn¬ 
chronised five to ten times faster with 
chronometrically marked material than 
without. So the editor with “Aaton- 
numeral” film and 16mm tape in hand is 
totally self-reliant with minimally modified 
editing equipment. The editing rack (and a 
“rack” it often is) becomes no more than a 
half-remembered, often unsynchronisa- 
ble tangle of the past, even the smallest 
sequence may now be brought into sync 
with no trouble. And here we have the 
main difference between the TDF-IRT 
coded systems and the clear Aaton- 
numerals. With the former systems the 
editor needs as many decoders as there 

are tracks or pictures, for each time the 
material needs to be read it has to be 
passed through the recorder. This must 
represent a sizable investment in what we 
will show to be unnecessary equipment. 

By using the Aaton-numeral system, no 
such additional equipment is required. I 
repeat, no additional equipment is re¬ 
quired at the editing stage, the same work 
being carried out by the editor’s own eyes, 
a facility, we gather, willingly provided. 

It is intended that the “Aaton-numeral” 
system will also be compatible with the 
automatic syncing and editing facilities as 
proposed by IRT and TDF. This will be 
achieved in two ways. Firstly, in the cam¬ 
era we can install on the same aperture 
plate the EBU binary code slots to provide 
coded print-out, as well as the Aaton- 
numerals, both being run from the same 
code generator. Secondly it will be possi¬ 
ble to “read back” the numerals into signal 
form with characteristics identical to those 
of the IRT-TDF signals. However, we an¬ 
ticipate that this facility will only find favour 
in the larger companies who may well be 
inclined to form central syncing-up rooms. 
We at Aaton are very concerned with pro¬ 
viding the main advantages of time¬ 
marking to all film-makers. 

SO NOTHING IS CHANGED, YET 
NOTHING IS THE SAME 

We have insisted upon the fact that no¬ 
thing need be changed, and that, on the 
whole, everything remains the same. Yet 
an entirely new way of making films can¬ 
not be brought about without some real 
change. To reiterate, we feel it is very 
important not to oblige the user to pur¬ 
chase any more new equipment than ab¬ 
solutely necessary. By carefully consider¬ 
ing the requirements, it proves possible to 

Closeup of prototype aperture plate, showing cutout areas with light-emitting diodes in¬ 
stalled behind. The five components which these cutouts expose combine to make up all ten 
basic Arabic numerals. Coded information incorporated into the standard Pilotone signal on 
the 1/4-inch sound tape is subsequently retrieved and printed onto the 16mm magnetic 
stock in the form of numeral groups identical to those on the picture. 
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Cover removed to show inside of the C Coder. This micro-processor has the EBU/TDF dots 
system, Aaton Numerals and video numerals in memory. When built into the base of the 
camera, it will control not only time marking facilities, but also the camera motor, single¬ 
system and exposure metering functions. The S Coder will be slotted into the sound record¬ 
er to provide Aaton-Piloton compatible 1/4-inch modulation. This will maintain compa- 
tability with the IRT/TDF systems. 

The Aaton “mother clock”, which generates EBU/TDF setting signals for both C and S, as 
well as V Coders. The mother clock is used to “set” one or several cameras in perfect 
synchronization with one or several tape recorders, annotating both picture and track with 
designations of second, minute, hour, day, month and year — as well as equipment number. 

adapt the various systems and to simplify 
the operations by applying them to exist¬ 
ing equipment. This can be shown on four 
levels: the 16mm Aaton camera, the 
sound recorder, the VTR and the editing 
table. 

(1) Camera 
To adapt the Aaton 7 16mm camera for 

Aaton-numerals, the aperture plate is re¬ 
moved simply by releasing four screws, 
and a new plate put in its place. This en¬ 
graved aperture plate contains five diodes 
and figures, wires, and a connector. It is 
possible to have light-emitting diodes for 
both coded marking and clear numbers in 
the same plate deriving their signals from 
the same micro-processor. The system 
functions without relay optics or fiber op¬ 
tics, thus avoiding the complexity and 
poor reliability associated with micro¬ 
optics. The C coder, having received the 
time setting signals from the master clock, 
is then hooked up to the camera. The C 
coder is now entirely independent, with its 
own power supply and internal clock to 
run the diodes. In the future, this will be 
incorporated inside the camera base with 
its microprocessor handling all the elec¬ 
tronic functions of the camera motor, 
photometer, and the Aaton single-system 
digital sound recording facility. 

(2) Sound Recorder 
For the sound recorder, the S coder is 

added inside the recorder itself, in the 
form of a plug-in circuit board. A special 
kind of modulation using the neopilot or 
synchrotone itself allows complete com¬ 
patibility: no head to change, no resolver 
or other equipment to replace. The great 
advantage of this system, is, again, that 
no profound modification to the equip¬ 
ment is required; either neopilotone or 
synchrotone can still be used, and they 
are not mutually exclusive, as in EBU 
modulation systems on 1/4-inch tape. This 
again is a micro-processor-based facility. 

(3) Video 
The adaptation for VTR recording is 

also minimal. The coder (a small box 
about the size of a pack of cigarettes) fits 
onto the outside of the Aaton camera 
video control unit. This allows the addition 
of the time figures to the standard video 
signal; any existing VTRS can then record 
them without any modification. 

(4) Editing 
With the French Atlas editing tables, the 

Aaton-numerals appear on the screen 
with no modification whatsoever. With 
Steenbeck editing tables, and others, a 
slight modification must be made to widen 
the space, allowing the numerals to ap¬ 
pear on the screen. To reduce the modifi¬ 
cation to a minimum, and at the requests 
of the BBC, we have centered the figures 
as closely as possible to the frame edge. 

The Aaton-numeral clear marking sys- 
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(ABOVE) Diagramatic construction of numbers, showing step-by-step generation of Aaton 
numerals from five basic components. (RIGHT) A strip of 16mm black and white negative 
film, showing the Aaton numerals exposed in the left perforation area. Each actual second is 
delimited by the sign “d”, which immediately follows the last digit of the second indication. 

tem was presented to both the ORTF and 
the BBC and discussed with them during 
the design and development stages. Early 
this year, TFI (ORTF Channel 1) gave a 
go-ahead with an order for cameras 
equipped with this system, and now the 
accepted Aaton-numerals standard is as 
follows: 

THE ORGANISATION OF 
AATON-NUMERALS 

The following points are characteristic of 
the Aaton-numerals, and can be identified 
as the standard of this system. 

1. They are on the perforation side of 
the film, allowing compatibility with 
single-system, and Super-16, as well as 
EBU coding, all of which take up the other 
side. 

2. The figures are in groups of two, 
separated by a blank space, making it 
easy for the eye to separate the number 
sets; with coded systems this is very dif¬ 
ficult with the naked eye. 

3. The figures run in the same direction 
as the images; i.e., when the image is 
right side up, the numeral is too. Thus, a 
cut taken from the editing rack is im¬ 
mediately identifiable. The order of the 
indications contained in the message 
(equipment number, year, month, day, 
hours, minutes, seconds, sync sign) is 
such that the essential information is at 
the end, allowing the editor time to stop on 
the sync mark once he has chosen to. 

4. The equipment number and final 
digit of the year are grouped together, 
giving 3 figures. Thus the 7 in IT disap¬ 
pears, for example, and with equipment 
number, say 31, would appear as 317. 
With these three figures together, the 
blank space before is increased, making it 
easier to identify the beginning and end of 

the message. 
5. The actual second is delimited by 

the sign d, which immediately follows the 
last digit of the second indication; e.g., 41 
d. This sign, therefore, serves as a sync 
mark, giving certainty, even on a tiny cut, 
of the precise point at which one second 
succeeds another. The sync sign and the 
message preceding it compose the en¬ 
tirety of a given second. 

THE FORM OF THE NUMERALS 

To obtain the most legible figures pos¬ 
sible, Aaton sought a system whereby 
left/right and up/down confusion would 
be impossible, to avoid the problems met 
with 6 and 9 or 5 and 2 on the seven 
segment displays universally used in elec¬ 
tronics. Aatoh designed and patented a 
special display providing rounded and 
non-symmetrical figures, based on five 
segments only. 

PROPOSED STANDARD FOR VIDEO 
NUMERALS 

1. Clear marking on the image outside the 
“useful” frame. 

2. Figures recorded by the video signal 
itself, thereby eliminating the necessity of 
a special track which does not exist on 
lightweight VTRS. The time message 
then appears on the successive editing 
generations. 

3. With a video signal for this informa¬ 
tion, a high-frequency transmitter can be 
used, leaving the VTR at a distance, and 
the film camera light and autonomous. 

4. The images within the second are 
also numbered, making it possible to 
match the film and tape image-to-image. 

5. ASCII figures and letters are used; 
readily available integrated circuits do the 
job. ■ 



Gitzo has a 
good way to 
get lightheaded 

Victor Duncon 
octrees .   For Newsreel, Sports, VTR 01 

** many other opplicotions, the Gitzo Stude^ 
model 301 tripod is the perfect answer for portobilif 
The rugged aluminum Stud^c weighs only 5 3/4 Ibsj 
2.7kg and has o height range of 23758cm up to 7! _ 
185 cm. The instantly adjustable riser is 18746cm and 
will accept all popular, flat base heads with 3/8"-16 or 
1 /4"-20 base top for cameras up to 20 lbs/9 kg. 

When you wont to get headed in the right direction, 
Gitzo has the answer. And Victor Duncon knows it. 

the check and double check people 
SfaPT-g 

ZOO East Ontario, Chicago, III. 60611 (31Z) 3Z1-9406 
Z659 Fondren, Dallas, Texas 75206 (214) 369-1165 
11043 Gratiot, Detroit, Michigan 48213 (313) 371-4920 

VICTOR DUNCAN, INC. 
Midwest distributor of Panavision® 

GITZO STUDEX MODEL 301 
SPECIAL OFFER 

For a limited time Victor Duncan, Inc. is offering the Gitzo Studex Model 301 at a 
special price of $90.00 post paid in Continental U.S.A. (expedited shipments 
extra). 

( ) Yes, I would like to take advantage of the special offer. En¬ 
closed is my check ( ), cash ( ). Master Charge 
# * 

Please rush a new Gitzo prepaid to the following address. 
( ) No, not at this time. But please send additional information. 

Name  Phone  
Address City State Zip  
Mail to: Victor Duncan, Inc. Dept. AC 

2659 Fondren Dallas, Texas 75206 
200 East Ontario Chicago, III. 60611 
11043 Gratiot Detroit, Michigan 48213 

^Michigan, Illinois, Texas and Arkansas residents please add tax. 

ZOPTIC SPECIAL EFFECTS 
Continued from Page 929 

Back-projection 

Zoptic can be used with back projector 
by fitting matching interlocked zoom 
lenses to the rear projector and the cam¬ 
era. 

Alternatively, the projector and camera 
can be tracked in towards each other by 
an interlocking drive. However, because 
of the physical difficulties involved in this 
type of operation, it can only be recom¬ 
mended for use on a small scale where 
small set ups and model work are in¬ 
volved. 

Animation 

Three dimensional models and live sub¬ 
jects can be made to fly and move in depth 
inside a picture with the use of the Zoptic 
system, but what about flat artwork? 

With the normal Zoptic system using 
front-projection a cutout or flat artwork 
could be mounted on a piece of glass at a 
distance placed in front of the f-p screen. 
The hot spot that occurs because of the 
glass, is best eliminated by angling the 
glass in relation to the screen so that the 
solid area of the artwork covers it. 

A very large piece of glass is normally 
necessary to give an appreciable zoom 
ratio and this is not too difficult when deal¬ 
ing with cutouts. However, animation cell 
artwork would have to be on such ex¬ 
tremely large cells as to make it impracti¬ 
cal. 

The use of the Neilson-Hordell dual 
screen projector can help to overcome 
this problem to a certain extent. Because 
the greater part of the frame area at wide 
angle setting is seen reflected from the 
secondary screen, the artwork needs to 
have only a small amount of clear area 
around it to enable it to be matted in. This 
also means that a much smaller piece of 
glass is necessary when using dual 
screen because it does not have to cover 
the entire area. 

But for the Zoptic system to work in flat 
artwork animation it is essential for it to 
work at conventional field sizes which do 
not normally exceed 15” and are often 
less. 

In addition, it should also be able to 
utilise the existing equipment such as the 
underneath aeriel image projector. 

If a cycle of cels representing a bird in 
flight were shot with a Zoptic effect the bird 
would appear to fly over any kind of 
background whether real or painted and 
the artist would not need to draw any more 
cells except those 5 or 6 comprising the 
cycle. 

Many projectors are already fitted with a 
zooming capability but because the cam¬ 
era must remain in a fixed position relative 
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to the aeriel image condensers, tracking 
with the camera is not possible when it is 
used this way. 

It was necessary to develop a back- 
projection screen that would have all the 
properties of aeriel image projection (i.e. 
that the artwork can be lit from above at 
the same time as the background is being 
projected without it being washed out by 
the top lights.) and none of the disadvan¬ 
tages such as the inability to track the 
camera. This has now been achieved with 
the Zoptic screen. (Fig. 4). 

Zoptic screen 

When the Zoptic screen is placed in the 
cutout of the rostrum table the image pro¬ 
jected on it from underneath does not get 
washed out by the top lights providing il¬ 
lumination for the artwork placed over it. 
The camera can track in or out without any 
restrictions taking the composite image in 
one single pass. 

If the projector has a zooming capacity 
then the camera can track in to keep the 
projected image the same size in the 
frame. The Zoptic effect has now been 
achieved and the animated bird, a title etc. 
does really fly. 

A cut-out photograph of a spaceship or 
some other object can be mounted on 
glass as described earlier. The window 
areas can be cut out and a Zoptic screen 
placed behind the cut-out area in contact 
with the photograph. 

A prefilmed live-action shot of the pilots 
is then projected through the hole in the 
f-p screen in the window area. The cut¬ 
out is lit from the front and the background 
image is also projected from the front. The 
effect of live-action pilots inside the 
cockpit of a spacecraft as it flies across a 
live action background is thus achieved all 
in one pass. Alternatively, a commercial 
product can be shot flying through any 
kind of background with another live 
image projected inside it. 

The Zoptic screen can be mounted at 
the same level and in contact with the f-p 
screen, so that the screen material can be 
stuck over it. A desired shape is then cut 
out with a scalpel and the f-p material 
peeled off to reveal the Zoptic screen un¬ 
derneath. An image projected onto the 
Zoptic screen from behind will appear as 
part of the scene which is projected from 
the front. When the Zoptic effect is 
brought into operation the back projected 
object appears to separate from the 
background and fly through the scene. 
Again the entire operation is done in one 
single pass. 

This sort of effect is only suitable for 
objects with a fixed shape whose outline 
does not change or where a mask of a 
particular shape can be used to give a 
shape to the subject (e.g. the eye in the 
illustration). (Fig. 5). ■ 

$23°° FOR THE 
EDIQUIP 
REWIND. 

PLUS $7.00 FOR 11 INCH SHAFT. 

The complete line of Ediquip 
products is available at the best 
equipment dealers nationwide. 

Send for a copy of 
our free Brochure! 

6820 Romaine Street, Hollywood, 
California 90038. (213) 467-3107 

EDIQUIP 
FOUR-GANG 
SYNCHRONIZER: 

$18500 

Ediquip would 
like you to 

compare: both 
quality and 

price. 
For example: 

EDKJ01P 
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The ALL NEW 35mm or 16mm 
Moviola 
Console 
Editors 

LAUMIC CO. INC. 
306 EAST 39th ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016 
(212) 889-3300-1-2 

• Service contracts available on 
all moviola equipment. 

• Complete line of editing, projection and 
sound equipment for rental or purchase 
with full shop facility for overhauls and 
service. 

• Complete stock of editing supplies. 

Isn’t it nice to know we’ll be around to service 
your equipment... AFTER THE DEAL IS CLOSED?® 

JOHMRAIW GROUP 

INDUSTRY 
ACTIVITIES 
COMMITTEE NAMED FOR 3rd 
ANNUAL ASC COLLEGE FILM 
AWARDS 

Event chairman Stanley Cortez has 
named the supervising committee for 
the third annual College Film Awards of 
the American Society of Cinematog¬ 
raphers, to be held in October. 

Cinematographer Lee Garmes will 
be committee vice-chairman. Commit¬ 
tee members are: Charles Clarke, 
George Folsey, Ernest Laszlo, Winton 
Hoch, Harry Wolf, Sam Leavitt, Joseph 
Biroc, William Fraker, Lester Shorr, 
Leonard South, Ted Voigtlander and 
Haskell Wexler. 

Also: L. B. Abbott, Burnett Guffey, 
Milton Krasner, Daniel Fapp, William 
Margulies, Ralph Woolsey, Lloyd 
Ahern, Loyal Griggs, Howard Ander¬ 
son, Owen Roizman, William Butler and 
Conrad Hall. 

Specially-created trophies will be 
presented by the ASC for the best 
student-photographed film of 1976-77, 
and to its student cinematographer. 

Last year, actress Greer Garson pre¬ 
sented the winning trophy to Philip Earl 
Jr. for the USC film, “The Prepar¬ 
atory”. Actor Gregory Peck presented 
the first year’s trophy to student Denis 
Mayer for the San Diego State film, 
“Negative Image”. 

SALES — RENTAL — SERVICE 
CAMERAS — SOUND 
LIGHTING — EDITING 

— EVERYTHING — 

We are your one-stop equipment house in 
Australia and Southeast Asia with the most 
comprehensive range of 16mm and 35mm 
motion picture/television production equip¬ 
ment available for SALE or RENTAL 

105 Reserve Road 
Artarmon, N.S.W. 2064 
Sydney, Australia. 
Telephone: 439- 6955 
TELEX:24482 

AUSTRALIA . -• 

SMPTE SET FOR RECORD- 
BREAKING OCTOBER 
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION IN 
LOS ANGELES’CENTURY PLAZA 
HOTEL 

The 119th Technical Conference and 
Equipment Exhibit of the Society of 
Motion Picture and Television Engi¬ 
neers (SMPTE) is set for the Century 
Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles October 16- 
21, 1977. According to early indi¬ 
cations the meeting will be the largest 
the SMPTE has ever had. The equip¬ 
ment exhibit is already a record break¬ 
er with more booths than ever having 
been taken by the major manu¬ 
facturers and suppliers of professional 
motion-picture and television equip¬ 
ment. 

The Conference will feature, in 
addition to the equipment exhibit, a full 
five-day technical program of sessions 
dealing with the subjects of current 
concern to the motion-picture and tele¬ 
vision industries. The Conference will 
also have a schedule of social events, a 
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full week of activities for spouses, and a 
coffee club. The SMPTE Conference 
will be the focal point of the motion- 
picture and television industries. More 
than 5,000 film and television engi¬ 
neers, executives and production 
people are expected to attend. 

The subjects that will be covered on 
the SMPTE technical sessions and their 
schedule of presentation during 
Conference week are: Monday morn¬ 
ing: Film-TV Interfaces; Monday after¬ 
noon: New Products in Television; New 
Equipment and Processes in Film; 
Tuesday morning and afternoon: 
Laboratory Practices; Television Post 
Production; Wednesday morning: Tele¬ 
vision Sound; Film Production; 
Wednesday afternoon: Television Pro¬ 
duction; Film Sound; Thursday 
morning and afternoon: Corporate 
Uses of Motion Picture and Television; 
Thursday morning: Unconventional 
Imaging Systems; Thursday after¬ 
noon: Panel Discussion on the Cor¬ 
porate Uses of Motion Picture and 
Television Production; Friday morn¬ 
ing: New Television Technology; Friday 
afternoon: General Television Sub¬ 
jects. 

As a special added attraction, there 
will be a “Hands-On” motion-picture 
equipment demonstration with well- 
known filmmakers showing how 
movies are made. Film clips of famous 
movies will be screened after which 
demonstrations will be given on how 
the scenes were filmed. The session, 
tentatively scheduled for Sunday 
morning October 16 at the Fox Studios 
behind the hotel, is sponsored by the 
Professional Motion Picture Equip¬ 
ment Association (PMPEA). 

The SMPTE Equipment Exhibit will 
feature a wide variety of professional 
television and motion picture equip¬ 
ment. Almost every imaginable type of 
film and video equipment will be on dis¬ 
play from film and video cameras, 
editing equipment for film and tape, 
laboratory equipment, equipment for 
lighting, sound, and projection, lenses, 
VTRs and TBCs, microwave equip¬ 
ment for ENG, telecine projectors, tri¬ 
pods, to mention only a few of the many 
types of film and video equipment that 
will be shown. With more than 200 
booths and over 110 exhibitors this will 
be the largest equipment show where a 
substantial amount of both film and 
television equipment will be shown to¬ 
gether under one roof. The increased 
participation of filmmaking and tele¬ 
vision equipment manufacturers and 
suppliers proves that the SMPTE Ex¬ 
hibit is now the major show for motion- 
picture equipment, and also one of the 
most important shows for video equip- 

Once upon a time GREAT BIG 
STUDIOS made all the IMPOR¬ 
TANT FILMS. It took lots of 
heavy equipment and lots of 
heavy people. 

Times have changed. 
Today it's lightweight equip¬ 

ment. Small crews. Independent 
film-makers. c 

The Film School is the place to 
learn independent ^film-making. 
Located just 30 minutes south of 
San Francisco in Half Moon Bay. 
Students work with award win¬ 
ning professional film-makers. 

With only eight students in a 
class, there's enough 16mm equip¬ 
ment to go around, and instruc¬ 
tors have time to help you 
individually. 

Beginners or advanced students. 
Day or evening classes. But 

most important, we care about 
you and how we can teach you 
techniques it took us years to 
master. Send for our free catalog: 

The Film School, 
P. O. Box 907, Dept. C, 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 
or call (415) 726-5537. 

TWO TOR-, 
THE SHOW! 
Jron, CJWILLER^ 

THE ORIGINAL FLUID HEADS 
PREFERRED BY PROFESSIONALS 

Miller “F”, No. 102 

Medium weight for use with all 16mm 
cameras weighing up to 12 lbs. 
Full 360° horizontal traverse pan. 
Full fluid action tilt, 90°, 
in either direction with 
positive lock in any traverse. 
Made to be used in conjunction with 
Miller Ball Leveling Tripod 
but can be fitted to most tripods. 
Weight, 5 lbs.— Height, 5 inches. 

Miller “F” with Slip Pan, No. 103 

The No. 103 is the same as the 
No. 102 except for the 
addition of the unique Slip Pan. 
The unique Slip Pan permits full 
360° horizontal traverse between 
full fluid drag and free slip 
which allows breakaway pans 
for following fast action 
such as sporting events. 
Same positive tilt lock assembly as No.102 
Weight, 6 lbs. — Height, 6 inches. 

U.S.A. PATENT NO’s 3,712,571 and 3,592,429. Others Pending 

MILLER PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT 
6500 Santa Monica Blvd. / Hollywood, Ca 90038 

Phone: (213) 466-5105 

VISIT US AT BOOTH 31 9 SMPTE SHOW 
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MIDWGTT 

cine 
9€RVJIC€9 

6Q6 €^191 
75TH 9TR€€T 

kMMW? CITV, 
niTOURI 64131 

(816) 333-0022 

THE BURKLEY MOBILE CAMERA CRANE 

• 18 ft. 2-man crane on 6 wheel drive GAAC truck 

• Truck level correction to 30° 

• Minimum door clearance 10 ft. 

• Headset intercom system 

• Reasonable rates 

• (816) 333-0022 

Your equipment. 
It’s only as good 
as the lab 
in back 
of it. 

You invest the most you 
can afford in your equipment. 

After all, it’s what you make your 
living with. For the same reason, you 

spend precious time selecting a lab that is of the same caliber 
as your equipment. 

Photo Processors follows this same phitosophy. We’ve 
invested in the finest color equipment available. Our team of 
color specialists is among the best in the country. They are 
here to assure you that you will receive the best end-product 
possible. Send your next job to us and let us prove it. We can 
back you up. 

photo processors Inc 
Box 2116A, Austin, Texas 78767 

AC 512-472-6926 

merit as well. All who register for the 
Conference will be admitted to the 
exhibit free; passes for non-registrants 
will be available gratis from SMPTE 
before the Conference, and at the door 
during Conference week for $2.50. 

In addition to the exhibit and tech¬ 
nical sessions, there will be a full week 
of social events throughout Confer¬ 
ence week. Beginning Sunday, Oct. 16, 
there will be an evening Social spon¬ 
sored by Eastman Kodak Co. On Mon¬ 
day, the Conference will feature the 
Get-Together Luncheon with Guest 
Speakers George Stevens, Jr., Direc¬ 
tor of the American Film Institute, and 
famed film director William Friedkin. 
Monday and weekly registrants will re¬ 
ceive free lunch tickets, courtesy of 
Agfa-Gevaert. The luncheon will be 
highlighted by the presentation of 
SMPTE awards which recognize out¬ 
standing achievements in motion 
pictures and television and service to 
the SMPTE. Other social activities 
scheduled are a Tuesday evening open 
house at the plant of Cinema Products 
Corp. and the Wednesday evening 
SMPTE Banquet. A complete program 
of activities for spouses is also sched¬ 
uled. 

For persons wishing to register for 
the technical sessions, the rates are as 
follows: for SMPTE members, weekly, 
$85; daily, $30; for nonmembers, 
weekly, $100; daily $35. Student 
SMPTE members are admitted free; for 
nonmember students the charge is 
$10. Registration for the spouses pro¬ 
gram is $20 for the week. Tickets for 
the luncheon are $12 each; for the ban¬ 
quet $25 each. 

Additional information on the 
Conference and Exhibit is available 
from SMPTE Conference Dept., 862 
Scarsdale Ave., Scarsdale, NY 10582. 

• 

1977 ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS 
SCHEDULED TO LEAD PMPEA’S 
“MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION & 
HANDS-ON EQUIPMENT SEMINAR” 
ON OCTOBER 16 

The PMPEA’s Motion Picture 
Production & Hands-On Equipment 
Seminar, now scheduled for Sunday, 
October 16, 1977, will be the opening 
event of this year’s upcoming SMPTE 
Conference in Los Angeles, it is an¬ 
nounced by Chad O’Connor, president 
of the Professional Motion Picture Equip¬ 
ment Association (PMPEA). According to 
O’Connor, this year’s program prom¬ 
ises to be most exciting for film¬ 
makers, with some of Hollywood’s best 
talent on hand to lead the sessions 
exploring various aspects of 
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cinematography, lighting, sound and 
post-production techniques. 

Academy-award winner Haskell 
Wexler, ASC, (“Bound For Glory”), and 
John Alonzo, ASC, (“Black Sunday”), 
will each demonstrate and discuss 
studio cinematography techniques. 
Verna Fields, production executive for 
Universal Studios and winner of an 
Academy award for best editing 
(“Jaws”), is tentatively scheduled to 
lead a discussion on post-production 
techniques. Jim Webb, co-winner of 
the 1977 Academy award for sound 
(“All The President’s Men”), will 
demonstrate production recording. 

Roy Isaia, Vice President of the 
PMPEA and chairman of the commit¬ 
tee organizing the Hands-On Seminar, 
expects this year’s program to be even 
more successful than the 1975 Hands- 
On event which drew more than 500 
people. “This seminar,” says Isaia, “is a 
unique opportunity for filmmakers to 
see top professionals demonstrate 
their craft, with the latest equipment, on 
a Hollywood soundstage.” 

Planned and organized by the 
PMPEA under the sponsorship of the 
Society of Motion Picture & Television 
Engineers, the Hands-On Seminar will 
be held on the 20th Century-Fox lot, 
Sunday, October 16, 1977, from 10 AM 
to 2 PM. For further information, please 
contact the SMPTE or a PMPEA mem¬ 
ber company. 

EXPANDED “CP MAINTENANCE 
TRAINING SEMINAR” TO FEATURE 
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN 
PROFESSIONAL MOTION PICTURE 
EQUIPMENT FIELD. 

Cinema Products’ forthcoming ex¬ 
panded two-day “CP Maintenance 
Training Seminar” (to be held at the 
factory in Los Angeles) will feature 
special sessions conducted by repre¬ 
sentatives from other equipment 
manufacturers who will report on cur¬ 
rent practices and the latest devel¬ 
opments in their field, according to Ed 
Clare, Seminar Coordinator. 

John Norris, of Eastman Kodak Co., 
will present Kodak’s new, fast film 
stock, VNF 7250 (with an ASA rating of 
400). Bern Levy, of the Angenieux Cor¬ 
poration of America, will demonstrate 
the proper use and care of both zoom 
and fixed focal length lenses. Nat Tif- 
fen, of Tiffen Optical Corporation, will 
discuss special filter applications. The 
expanded program will also include a 
special session on STEADICAM™ — 
Cinema Products’ new and revo¬ 
lutionary film/video camera stabilizing 
system. 

The two-day event is scheduled for 

The XSD// Recorder 
r 

X* Crystal • Built into Recorder 

S • Sync • 60 Hz Pilotone Standard 

D* Dolby • Noise Reduction Circuitry 

With the industry 
standard Nagra at 
$4000, more and 
more professional 
sound engineers are 
going on location 
with the low-cost XS 
Recorder. Improved 
model// specs: 20-16,000 
Hz, S/N 65dB with Dolby, Wow/Flutter .08%. 

Write now for full information on the XSD// sync XSD Recorder $650 
cassette recorder and its companion Resolver. XSD Resolver — $300 

"N 

V 
From the Super 8 
Professionals  Supers Sound, Inc. 

95 Harvey Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02140 

PROJECTORS 

now with 
Dynamic Sync Control 

This exclusive new feature allows picture and magnetic 
track relationship to be adjusted while the projector is 
running. Palmer interlocks are dependable, easy to 
operate, and gentle on all kinds of film. There are four 
new models for single and double system playback 
and studio quality recording. 

Write for full details. 

W. A. PALMER FILMS, INC. 
611 HOWARD STREET • SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105 • PHONE (415) 986-5961 

San Francisco’s complete 16 mm film service 
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ARRI IICf $5,500 

ARRI IICGS $5,950 

ANGENIEUX 25-250 

CAMERA BODY W/HI-HAT 
28MM, 35MM AND 75MM SCHNEIDER 
LENSES, MATTE BOX 
TWO 400’ MAGAZINES, ONE 200’ 
VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR 
BATTERY AND POWER CABLE 
DELUXE FITTED CASE 

TWO ARRI 35's 
Complete Production Package 

Fully Reconditioned to Factory Specs 
90-day Labor Guarantee 

0^rwO° 

BIRMS & SAWYER, INC. 
SUPPLIERS TO THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY — SINCE 1954 

1026 North Highland Avenue o Los Angeles, California 90038 
Cable BIRNSAW (213) 466-8211 TELEX 673280 

TV and photo studios • Cinema¬ 
tography vStage lighting • Flood 
lighting • Street and highway 
lighting • Architectural illumina¬ 
tion • Industrial work areas • 
Agricultural lighting —plant cul¬ 
tures, greenhouses • Automo¬ 
tive headlight evaluation. And 
more! 

From blazing light to almost total dark¬ 
ness, the Panlux Electronic measures 
intensities from 0.05 to 12,000 foot- 
candles, with twelve ranges for critical 
readings. 
Its spectral sensitivity is balanced to 
read daylight and all commonly used 
artificial light sources without added 
filtration. And the unique design of 
the Panlux light probe compensates 
for the “cosine factor” (erroneous 
reading of oblique light) common to 
other meters. 

The ultra sophisticated Gossen Pan¬ 
lux Electronic, with built-in operational 
amplifier, is indispensable in every 
field of illumination engineering. 

‘Measures from 1.5 to 360,000 fl 
with accessory luminance adapter. 

At better camera stores or write for color brochure 

Gossen Division, BERKEY MARKETING COMPANIES 
Dept. 39E, P.0. Box 1102, Woodside, N.Y. 11377 [ 

GOSSEN 

panuix 
■ELECTRONIC 

footcandle and 
footlambert* meter 

12 MEASURING RANGES 
from 0.05 to 12,000 fc 

Friday and Saturday, October 14-15, 
just prior to the opening of the SMPTE 
119th Conference & Equipment Exhibit. 

For complete information and regis¬ 
tration forms, please contact Wilbur 
Russell at Cinema Products Cor¬ 
poration, 2037 Granville Ave., Los An¬ 
geles, CA 90025. Tel. (213) 478-0711. 

• 

TTFL’77 SYMPOSIUM SET FOR 
MIAMI IN NOVEMBER 

The Theatre Television Film Light¬ 
ing Committee othe Illuminating Engi¬ 
neering Society has rescheduled 
“MAKE IT LIGHT”, the TTFL ’77 Sym¬ 
posium in Miami. The new dates are 
November 6 through 9th. 

Focus of the symposium will be on 
developments in luminaires, light 
sources, and control. As usual, the pro¬ 
gram material will be integrated with 
tours to various sites of interest, in¬ 
cluding television studios, theatres and 
other lighting facilities. Those inter¬ 
ested in attendance should write: Mr. 
George Gill, TTFL ’77; P.O. Box 610124; 
Miami, FL 33161. 

VIRGIN ISLANDS FESTE HONORS 
WOMEN IN FILM 

“We have established a separate 
new category of competition espe¬ 
cially recognizing the outstanding 
efforts of women in the motion picture 
and television industry,” Festival of The 
Americas President & Founder J. Hunter 
Todd has announced. Todd added, “It 
is the festival’s continuing desire to 
honor excellence in every area, and to 
encourage, assist and develop film¬ 
makers in their careers, so we felt this 
award would go a long way to spotlight 
the creativity of the distaff side.” 

The 10th ANNUAL FESTIVAL OF 
THE AMERICAS will award Gold, Silver 
and Bronze Venus Medallions in this 
new women’s category. Entries should 
be totally created or largely controlled 
by women, groups or individuals. 

For its 10th annual celebration, The 
Festival of The Americas is expanding 
its Great Director seminars and retro¬ 
spects, and adding a major new 
emphasis on Shorts, Documentaries, 
and Experimental films with the 
addition of a third new theater that will 
be in action 18 hours a day to screen 
and market 35mm and 16mm films. 

For the really delightful new 10th 
Annual celebration poster for The 
Festival of The Americas, plus the com¬ 
plete VI Festival & Film Market entry 
kit, and a copy of the past festival’s 250 
page program, all for free, air mail your 
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name and address to: J. Hunter Todd, 
President & Founder, Festival of The 
Americas, PO Box VIFF 7789, St. 
Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands 00801. 
Telephone (809) 774 7708, Cable: 
PARADISE USVI. 

SECOND CISCO INTERNATIONAL 
FAIR TO BE HELD IN PARIS 

The 2nd CISCO—International Fair 
for Cinema, Theater, Convention Hall 
Equipment, Production Equipment and 
Related Materials—will take place at 
the Porte de Versailles Exhibition Hall 
in Paris, France October 3-7. Atten¬ 
dance is expected to hit 10,000 from 90 
countries, and exhibit space will cover 
approximately 250,000 square feet. 
Among countries sending official dele¬ 
gations are Japan, Canada, Norway, 
Morocco, Algeria, Rumania, and 
Turkey. 

The 1st CISCO held in 1975, drew 
over 6,000 visitors from 66 countries. 
380 companies exhibited over an area 
of 100,000 square feet. 

Among manufacturers represented 
on exhibitor stands at the upcoming 
CISCO are: Agfa Gevaert, American 
Seating, Arriflex, Bauer, Bell & Howell, 
Berkey Colortran, Bolex, Eumig, Can- 
rad Hanovia, Christie, Cinemeccanica, 
Electro Voice, Kinoton, Mole Richard¬ 
son, 3M, Philips, Steenbeck, Thomson 
CSF. For additional information con¬ 
tact: CISCO, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 
4535, NYC 10020, 489-1360. 

ASC CINEMATOGRAPHERS 
AVAILABLE FOR SEMINARS, 
LECTURES, INFORMAL 
DISCUSSIONS AND QUESTIONS 
& ANSWERS SESSIONS 

The following members of the American 
Society of Cinematographers have indicated 
their availability to appear for seminars, lec¬ 
tures, informal discussions and questions 
and answers pertaining to motion picture and 
television photography, lighting, special 
photographic effects and production in gen¬ 
eral: L. B. “Bud” Abbott, Lloyd Ahern, Tay¬ 
lor Byars, Stanley Cortez, Victor Duncan, Lin- 
wood Dunn, Daniel Fapp, George Folsey, Lee 
Garmes, Richard Glouner, Burnett Guffey, 
John L. Hermann, Gerald Hirschfeld, Winton 
Hoch, Michel Hugo, Richard Kelley, Milton 
Krasner, Vilis Lapenieks, Andrew Laszlo, 
Jacques Marquette, Richard Moore, Sol Ne- 
grin, Frank Phillips, Owen Roizman, Joseph 
Ruttenberg, Howard Schwartz, Richard 
Shore, Frank Stanley, Alan Stensvold, Mario 
Tosi, Ted Voigtlander, Harry Wolf, and Vil- 
mos Zsigmond. 

Arrangements as to availability and other 
details are to be made directly with the in¬ 
dividual A.S.C. member. For further informa¬ 
tion, contact: American Society of Cinema¬ 
tographers, P.0. Box 2230, Hollywood, Cali¬ 
fornia 90028. Telephone: (213) 876-5080. 

Will you have the 

knowledge necessary 

to be working in the 

film industry in 1982? 
THE DIRECTORS GUILD 

OF AMERICA PRESENTS 

"THE IMPACT OF 
VIDEO ON THE 

FILM INDUSTRY" 

MIIMI 

Mill! 

In Hollywood: Four consecutive Saturday mornings 

beginning September 1 Oth at the Directors Guild Theater. 

In New York: October 7 and 8 at Brooklyn College 

Full registration $25 by mail only from Directors Guild of America, Special Projects, 
7950 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood CA 90048. 

Further information available from DGA or call (213) 653-8052. 
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MOST COMPREHENSIVE 
COMPILATION OF 
CINEMATOGRAPHIC DATA 
EVER PHRUSHED« 

FOURTH 
EDITION 

AMERICAN 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 

COMPILED AND EDITED BY 
TWO VETERAN CINEMATOGRAPHERS 

CHARLES G. CLARKE, A.S.C. 
and 

WALTER STRENGE,A.S.C. 

This easy-to-carry, pocket-size, concise, book 
contains practical, informative text, tables, 
charts, diagrams, drawings and listings of all the 
latest production equipment and filming tech¬ 
niques in use today! 

Completely updated Filter, Lighting and 

Lens sections. Data on most recent cam¬ 

era developments. Complete shooting 

data for Theatrical, Non-theatrical and 
Television cinematographers filming 

16mm, 35mm or 65mm anamorphic or 
spherical motion pictures in any aspect 

ratio, in color or black and white, silent 

or sync-sound, in the studio or on 
location. 

Key word printed on the edge of every right- 
hand page provides INSTANT INDEX for 
quickly locating desired data! 

THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL 
P.0. BOX 2230 4TH EDITION 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90028 

Please send copies of the AMERICAN CINEMA¬ 
TOGRAPHER MANUAL @ $18.50 each, plus $1.00 
handling fee. No C.O.D.’s. 

An Official Publication of the 
NAME. 

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
CINEMATOGRAPHERS 
Dealers are invited to write for 

quantity discounts. 

STREET. 

CITY STATE. .ZIP. 

California residents please remit 6% Sales Tax ($1.13 per Manual). 
Foreign Buyers please pay by International Money Order or U. S. 
Funds. 
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KEESCAN EDITING SYSTEM 
Continued from Page 937 

prints or in negative form). The film mate¬ 
rial is then transferred, via a special open 
gate telecine (which allows the edge 
numbers to be seen), onto videotape. A 
special visual edit marker is used, and 
recorded when the video cassette is being 
edited (using a machine such as the Con¬ 
vergence Corporation ECS-1B). Having 
been approved by all concerned, the 
edited tape is again transferred to a film 
copy from which the negative cutter can 
work. Telecine and projection is done 
using crystal-controlled equipment to en¬ 
sure perfect synchronisation and full- 
frame pictures. The cutting copy shows 
both edge numbers and edit points 
flashed onto the picture area. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF 
THE ECS-1B 

The Convergence Corporation ECS-1B 
was designed specifically to meet ever¬ 
growing videotape editing needs across a 
broad spectrum of the television industry. 
The versatile ECS-1 B is a rugged, low- 
cost, frame-accurate editing control sys¬ 
tem that interfaces to helical scan video¬ 
cassettes for precise tape-to-tape and 
camera-to-tape editing. The system de¬ 
rives its precision accuracy from counting 
control track pulses on normal unmodified 
tapes—without the addition of expensive 
and elaborate time codes. The unit fea¬ 
tures dual joysticks on the control panel 
for controlling forward and reverse tape 
motion to select and adjust exact edit 
points on both playback and record VCRs. 
The joysticks provide extremely tight, re¬ 
sponsive control of bi-directional tape 
speed which ranges from still-frame up to 
3 times normal play speed. The speed 
and flexibility of the joystick approach to 
edit point selection outperforms even the 
“hands-on” open reel technique, and 
makes true “movieola style” editing a real¬ 
ity. 

OPERATION OF THE ECS-1 B 

The ECS-1 B has been human en¬ 
gineered to require only a few minutes of 
training before the controls are mastered. 
After using the normal tape motion con¬ 
trols on the VCR or the optional PC-3 to 
select the general area of the tape to be 
edited, the operator begins the editing 
process by depressing the “JOYSTICK” 
pushbutton on the control panel. This ac¬ 
tivates the joysticks, and provides a sim¬ 
ple, effective method of controlling both 
tape direction and speed—with instan¬ 
taneous visual feedback on the large 
9-inch high resolution video monitors. 
When the operator moves the joystick 
slightly to the left, the tape will crawl 
backward, with the frame bar just inching 

Meet the FAX FAMILY 

THRIFTFAX 
CAMERA STAND 

'JR.' THRIFTFAX 
CAMERA STAND 

FAX-RICHARDSON 
CAMERA STAND 

ANIMATOR'S DISCS, 
COMPOUNDS 

For all ANIMATION/TITLING/FILMSTRIP production and 
preparation equipment, for animation supplies of all sorts, get the 
facts, first, from FAX Company. A two-part descriptive price list 
covering "The Mechanics of Animation" and "The Art of Anima¬ 
tion" is yours free, on request. Tell us of special needs. 

FAX COMPANY 
Animation Equipment Since 1928 

374 S. Fair Oaks Ave., Pasadena, Calif. 91105 — 213/681-3084 

We Want 
YOUR 

We also feature 

SERVICE IN OUR SHOP 
ANGENIEUX LENSES. Zoom and fixed focal length. 
ANGENIEUX ELECTRONIC CAMERA LENSES. 

ARRIFLEX CAMERAS - BOLEX CAMERAS 
AURICON CAMERAS. All types of conversions. 

BELL & HOWELL FILMOS. Slotting and 
repairs. (2-day service, reasonable prices) 

CANON SCOOPIC CAMERAS. Authorized 
factory repair (both in and out of 

warranty); sound and silent. 

CP-16 CAMERAS. 

YODER CRYSTAL 16 CAMERAS. 

’ Super Speed Service for NEWS Operations. 

SALES OF ALL MAJOR LINES OF MOTION 
PICTURE EQUIPMENT. 

1 Competitive Prices. 

Complete Rental Department for 16mm Cameras; 
Nagras; Lights; Lenses and Necessary Accessories. 

AMPLIFIERS OF ALL KINDS. 

POWER PACKS OF ALL KINDS. 

REBUILD MAGNETIC HEADS 
OF ALL KINDS. 

FORMERLY 

W PROFESSION Al CINE PRODUCTS. INC. 

^ P.O. BOX 20296 

% 2911 LADYBIRD LANE 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 
(Area Cocfe 214) 357-3045 or 357-2725 
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The London International Film School 

lafewstewst 

Courses start January, April and September, including video 
production and Animation. Write to the Student Councillor 
Dept., London International Film School, 24 Shelton Street, 
London WC2H 9HP, England. 

NEW TRADEMARK 

BATTERY PACKS, BELTS 
PROVEN IN SERVICE AT: 

Birns & Sawyer 
Cinemobile Systems 
Cine-Pro 
Clairmont-Engle 
Lee Motion Pictures 

PSI 
Sawyer Camera Company 
Tech Camera 
Tyler Camera Systems 
Victor Duncan 

for information contact our Hollywood dealers: 

Birns & Sawyer Jack Pill/Tech Camera Libby-Wright 

G & M POWER PRODUCTS 
6110 Santa Monica Blvd.# Hollywood, CA 90038 • (213)465-8236 

up the monitor screen. With a slight 
movement of the joystick to the right, the 
tape will crawl forward. The farther over in 
either direction the joystick is moved, the 
faster the tape will move—up to 3 times 
normal speed for rapid scanning of pro¬ 
gram material. By moving the joystick 
back and forth, it is possible to rock the 
tape reels back and forth to select a pre¬ 
cise audio cue. The time required to select 
an exact audio or video edit point has now 
been reduced to an absolute minimum by 
the Convergence Corporation ECS-1B. 

Once the edit points have been 
selected, flashing illuminated push¬ 
buttons guide the operators sequentially 
through the editing process. The operator 
now presses the flashing “CUE” push¬ 
button, and both VCRs simultaneously 
cue backwards to a 5-second preroll cue 
position. 

Next in sequence, the flashing “PRE¬ 
VIEW EDIT” pushbutton is pressed and 
both VCRs roll simultaneously through a 
preview of the edit which is viewed on the 
monitor. The preview mode is pro¬ 
grammed to go three seconds past the 
edit point for the purpose of checking 
aesthetic continuity. After three seconds, 
both VCRs will stop and automatically 
recue back to the original 5-second preroll 
position. If more time is needed, the 3 
second postroll time can be extended 
using the optional PC-3 keyboard. Follow¬ 
ing a preview, the operator can adjust the 
edit point any amount in either direction, 
and repeat the preview process. If, how¬ 
ever, the preview was acceptable, the ac¬ 
tual edit can be made simply by pressing 
the “PERFORM EDIT” button and the 
flashing “PREVIEW EDIT” button. Both 
VCRs will roll, and the edit will be auto¬ 
matically performed at the points selected 
by the joysticks. Operational mistakes are 
virtually eliminated by a designed-in fea¬ 
ture called “Digital Interlock Logic,” which 
disarms any incorrect function. 

During an edit, the perform edit push¬ 
button is illuminated solid red and must be 
depressed to manually end either an in¬ 
sert or an assemble edit. To automatically 
program, preview and trim the end of an 
insert edit, it is necessary to use the op¬ 
tional PC-3 program computer. 

The ECS-1 B incorporates a new half¬ 
time edit cycle which can cut editing time 
up to 50%. A two position toggle switch on 
the right rear corner of the ECS-1 B can be 
switched from normal to half-time, thereby 
reducing the cue preroll, postroll and 
recue times in half. 

FEATURES OF THE ECS-1 B 

• Dual joystick control of forward and re¬ 
verse tape motion for edit point selec¬ 
tion. 

• Continuously variable tape speed, 
from still-frame to 3 times play speed, 
in forward and reverse. 
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• Switchable half-time edit cycle cuts 
editing time up to 50%. 

• Repeatable preview capability in both 
still-frame and real time. 

• Liplock™ pitch control for precise audio 
editing. 

• Simultaneous or sequential cueing 
with automatic recue. 

• Precision editing accuracy to within 
one frame. 

• Digital interlock logic for error-proof 
operation. 

• Interfaces with several models of low 
cost videocassette recorders. 

For further information about the Kee- 
scan Electronic Film Editing System, con¬ 
tact: KEELINE PRODUCTIONS, 1 Spring 
Villas, Broomfield Place, LONDON W13 
9LH, ENGLAND. Tel: 01-579 3447. TEL¬ 
EX: 21120 Ref. 1768. ■ 

ANGENIEUX/O.H. HIRT SPONSOR 
CLINIC 

Angenieux Corp. of America, in con¬ 
junction with Oscar H.Hirt, Inc., has 
scheduled a lens clinic for the profes¬ 
sional motion picture industry in the 
Greater Philadelphia area. The clinic 
will be held at the facilities of Oscar H. 
Hirt, Inc., 35 N. Eleventh Street, Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa., on Thursday, September 
8th. Continuous sessions will be held 
from 9 AM to 8 PM. 

Professional cine and video camera¬ 
men from the Greater Philadelphia 
area are invited to bring their An¬ 
genieux lenses for a free analytical 
inspection and consultation by An¬ 
genieux and O.H. Hirt technical person¬ 
nel equipped with Angenieux factory 
test equipment. 

The special Angenieux test equip¬ 
ment will be used to enable the 
cameramen to view the complete 
characteristics of their lenses; beyond 
what their cameras or film can see. The 
highly trained Angenieux factory tech¬ 
nicians will verify that the lenses are re¬ 
taining their best professional per¬ 
formance and suggest any service that 
they may find necessary. Individual 
optical problems will also be dis¬ 
cussed. 

The Angenieux/O.H. Hirt clinic 
marks the initiation of the first dealer 
service facility capable of Angenieux 
cine lens repairs in the Delaware Valley 
area. O.H. Hirt, Inc. is now equipped 
with Angenieux test instruments and 
tools to better handle the servicing of 
Angenieux motion picture optics for 
Philadelphia and surrounding areas. 

For further information call An¬ 
genieux Corporation of America at 
(516) 567-2424 or O.H. Hirt at (215) 
629-8560. 

IWiMIK 
FROM 42,000' IN THE AIR TO 300' BELOW THE SEA 

—fci 42,000' 
>ISTROVISION - Film or tape at 600 m.p.h. pan 
360° tilt 46° above or below a Lear Jet. Full video 
m0nit0rin9- ^ 15,000' 
HELICOPTER AIOUNF - Film or tape, wide range 
of helicopters, pilots, our feature credits read like 
the Oscar nominations. ^ , 

PITCHING LENS- Our new pitching lens system 
for special effects in studios or on location due for 
October release. . / 

i ■i h 6 
BODY AIOUNF - Our new hand held system for 
film and tape, unique design, no horizon roller 
back- ache, due for August release.. , 

SE4 CINv - Currently in design, our Sea Cam 
under water system due for late 77" release. 

CONTINENTAL CAMERA SYSTEMS INC. 
16800 ROSCOE BLVD. / VAN NUYS, CALIF. 91406 / (213) 989-5222 

AGENTS IN 16 MAJOR CITIES WORLD WIDE 

MICROFILMED 
BACK ISSUES OF 

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER 

UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS 
EDITORIAL SERVICES 

300 N. ZEEB RD. 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48106 

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90038 

Telephone (213) 851-0111 
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS 
OF LIGHTING EQUIPMENT FOR THE 
MOTION PICTURE, TELEVISION AND 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRIES 

Please send 
 Equipment Catalog @ $10.00 

 Parts Catalog @ $8.00 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
Add $7.00 per catalog for surface parcel post outside U.S.A. 
Add $40.00 per catalog for air parcel post outside U.S.A. 
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UNDERWATER CAMERAMAN 

MEMBER I.A.T.S.E. 

LOCAL 666 

UNDERWATER PROPS 

SETS 

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION 

LOCATIONS: 

FLORIDA • BAHAMAS 

JORDAN KLEIN, INC. 
1634 S.W. 17 ST. 

P.O. DRAWER 1630, OCALA, FLA. 32670 

PH: (904) 732-2268 TELEX 56-336 

VIBRATION ISOLATION HELICOPTER CAMERA MOUNTS 
FOR 16/35/70 mm AND TV PHOTOGRAPHY 

Hollywood 213-989-4420 — San Francisco — 415-864-4644 — Toronto 416-920-5424 — New York 212-431-3930 
Miami 305-757-5988 — St. Louis 314-822-2089 — Boston 617-266-7468 — Denver 303-777-7699 
Atlanta 404-451-4624 — London 01-452-8090 — Paris 328-5830 — Sydney 428-5300 

Send for brochure — Tyler Camera Systems, 14218 Aetna Street, Van Nuys, California 91401 U.S.A. 

HELICOPTERS CAMERAMEN CAMERA PILOTS 

Approved for Veterans 

A study of the Motion Picture and 
Television Arts and Sciences within a 
degree program, taught by a distin¬ 
guished faculty. 

Now Registering. Write for a descrip¬ 
tive brochure. 

COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
925 No. La Brea Ave. 

Hollywood, Calif. 90038 
851-0550 

E W 

y SOFT LIGHT CREATE YOUR OWN ANYWHERE 

y ECONOMY USE YOUR EXISTING LIGHTS 

/MORE TRANSMISSION ONLY V2 STOP LOSS 

EFFICIENCY EVEN 16MM CAN AFFORD SOFTLITE 

>/DIFFUSION EFFECTIVE CLEAR OPTICAL PATTERN 

PROVEN IN MAJOR STUDI O-IDEAL ON LOCATION 

J FREE SAMPLE AND USE INFORMATION - S4" WIDE 

R5FT ~R5.~ SOFT ~ AO.~ 100FT '’~75.~ ADD sg POST CAL ADD B°C NO COD 

AGUILAR S LIGHTING WORKS 3230 LAUREL CANYON BLVO ST00I0 CITY CAL 9IB04 766 B5B4 

STELLA VOX SP 8 RECORDER 
Continued from Page 950 

ity of users, we have: 
—equipped the auxiliary sockets of the 

left panel of the SP 8 with Binder = 
Tuchel, and the socket “SYNCHRO” 4 
poles are compatible with NAGRA. 

—included, on the right panel, a standard 
socket “mono/stereo”, called “JACK” 
for headphones: the level can be 
adjusted by a double potentiometer, 

—foreseen (optional) a double module of 
two symmetrical outputs 1,5 and 4,4 V 
(+6 dBm and +15 dBm); banana sock¬ 
ets outputs. 

4. Universal synchronization (for sync, 
film, television, etc.) 

Assured, up to now, by the pluggable 
module, type SXQ 123, and the external 
synchronizer, type ARU or ATU, the 
synchronization is completed, with the 
SP 8: 
—by the pluggable synchronizer in the 

place of the SXQ 123 (50/60 c/s). 
—by the very flat base, fixed under the 

SP 8, including the circuits for “real time 
coding”, according to French or Ger¬ 
man standards. 

5. Double battery life 
The autonomy of recording of the SP 7, 

by one set of batteries, is from 2 to 7 
hours, depending on the type and quality 
of the batteries, according to the equip¬ 
ment in supplementary modules (SXQ, 
etc.) of the taperecorder, and, of course, 
according to intermittent or continuous 
use. 

By increasing the efficiency of the motor 
we have been able to reduce its consump¬ 
tion by approximately 40%. On the quick 
rewind it has even been possible to re¬ 
duce the average current to 70 mA. 

By increasing the number of batteries 
from 12 to 15, contained in the built-in 
compartment, which is even better than 
the preceeding one, it has been possible 
to well reduce the current of the audio 
modules, at the same time gaining a mod¬ 
ulation reserve of 7,5 dB beyond 0 dB = 
1,55 V. 

Also, the consumption of additional 
quartz module is only 1,5 mA (against 15 
mA previously). 

In this way, the standard taperecorder 
SP 8, even equipped for synchronization, 
does not consume more than 100 to 110 
mA when recording, and 85 to 95 mA 
when playing-back, the average current 
for rewinding being only 70 mA. 

The battery life is, therefore, approxi¬ 
mately doubled. 

For further information about the new 
Stellavox Taperecorder SP 8, contact: 
John Page Limited, 169 Oldfield Lane, 
Greenford, Middx., UB6 8PW, ENG¬ 
LAND. ■ 
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INTRODUCING THE 
SPIDER ASSEMBLY 

DESIGNED FOR 
THE JUNIOR 

ALUMINUM TRIPOD 
Stabilizes the unit like no other 
on the market. None like it 

available. 

THE JUNIOR TRIPOD FEATURES: 
• Rigid construction, no movement 

when panning 

• Adjusts from 39” closed to 60” open. 
Flexible leg adjustment 

• Finely machined tubular aluminum 
legs and stainless steel parts and 
nylon bushings. Rustproof and 
noiseless 

THE SPIDER ASSEMBLY FEATURES: 
• Fast mounting with 6 screws, system 

attaches permanently to the Junior 

• Each leg independently adjustable up 
to 7 1/2”...and, up or down 

• When necessary Spider can be re¬ 
moved quickly with 3 disconnecting 
pins 

• All aluminum anodized construction 

Spider can be ordered with the Junior or 
later. And the Junior can be ordered 
with a variety of different tops . The 
Spider Assembly is affordably priced 
for the professional and guaranteed 
against defects. 

Order now through your dealer or direct: 

MACHINE CORP. 
352 River Rd., Edgewater, N.J. 07020 

[201] 943-5600 

Professional equipment for Video & Cinematography 

AUTOMATIC EDITING SYSTEM 
FOR COLOR NEGATIVE FILM 
Continued from Page 954 

desired scene start. Of course, only the 
wanted scenes are transferred by the sys¬ 
tem to the tape, all operations being con¬ 
trolled in automatic fashion by the compu¬ 
ter. 

Among the scenes loaded in the projec¬ 
tor in their original shooting sequence, 
there are many unwanted shots. The 
edited workprint shows only the wanted 
scenes in their wanted sequence and 
length. The scene sequence of the edited 
program has thus no relation whatsoever 
with the scene sequence of the camera 
negative. 

If one were to thread up in the projector 
the individual scenes wanted of the nega¬ 
tive in the random mode necessary to es¬ 
tablish the desired scene sequence, as 
required by the workprint, for their se¬ 
quential transfer to the videotape, transfer 
time would be more than five times that 
required by our new system. Such a 
method would also subject the negative to 
a great deal of unnecessary handling dur¬ 
ing the transfer process. Furthermore, a 
projector cannot be run as fast either in 
forward or in reverse, as a VTR can be, 
and, of course, there is an increased risk 
of negative scratching with frequent run¬ 
ning of the projector in both directions. 

For all these reasons, the system 
selected is the one where the VTR is run in 
random fashion, to profit from its capabil¬ 
ity for fast forward and reverse running. 
Another reason for this is that the total 
relative length of the videotape is much 
shorter than the total relative length of the 
negative. Thus the back-and-forth 
scene-search movements of the VTR 
equipment take much less time than 
negative-search movements of the pro¬ 
jector would take. 

For the fully automatic film-to-tape 
transfer operation, the address-code sig¬ 
nals must be previously recorded on the 
videotape cue track. These address-code 
signals are then used for finding the exact 
location into which any desired scene of 
the negative is to be transferred. 

Videotape Recording System 

A quadruplex VTR is used for film-to- 
tape transfer. Figure 9 shows, as a block 
diagram, how the VTR, the negative¬ 
scanning projector and the minicomputer 
are related to each other. 

It is necessary for the functioning of the 
VTR that there be several subsystems, 
including (1) an address decoder for de¬ 
coding of the address-signal modulation 
recorded on the cue track of the vid¬ 
eotape, (2) interface units which feed in¬ 
formation concerning the operational 
status of the VTR and address signals into 

r 

c« MICRO MIKE 
COMPARE OURS . . . 

WITH THEIRS 
m nr 

U ACTUAL 
SIZE 

• 100% MADE IN U.S.A. 

•2 year unconditional guarantee 

•Smallest broadcast/theatre 
quality mike in the world 

IDI MICRO MIKE! SONY ECM-50 i 
PRICE 

$110.00 $159.95 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

30-15,000 Hz 40-14,000 Hz 
TYPE 

Electret Condenser Electret Condenser 
DIRECTIVITY 

True omni-directional Omni-directional 
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 

50-3500 ohms 50, 250, 600 ohms 
OPERATING VOLTAGE 

1.5 VDC-20 VDC 1.5 VDC 
MINIMUM OPERATING VOLTAGE 

11 VDC 1.1 VDC 
CURRENT DRAIN 

10-50yHA(max) 130UA 
MERCURY BATTERY LIFE 

more than 7,500 hrs more than 6,000 hrs 
BATTERY COST 

$75 $1.55 
WIND NOISE 

26 dB SPL Nominal 44dBSPL 
WEIGHT (W/BALANCING TRANSFORMER) 

60 grams (2.3 oz) 130 grams (4.7 oz) 
CABLE/CLOTHING NOISE 

Excellent Poor 
MODELS AVAILABLE 

Eight (8) Two (2) 
CABLE LENGTHS AVAILABLE 

14 cm (4’6") 30 cm (9'8") 
36 cm (12') 

OUTPUT CONNECTOR 
Threaded locking Micro XLR-3-12C only 
Plug (works directly into 
wireless mike and male 
or female XLR) 

CABLE 
2.5 mm diam dull outer 2 mm diam cadmium 
sheath pure 98% wrap, bronze wrap 
copper braid, teflon inner 
conductors with strength 
members 

'Qah 
-UM 

See us at Booth 19 
SMPTE 119th Exhibit 

16-21 Oct 1977. 

CALL TOLL FREE 
BOO-aST-SIBI 
IN FLORIDA CALL 305/945-1111 

IMAGE DEVICES 
INCORPORATED 

iT.in.Ti 

1825 N.E. 149 Street 
Miami. Florida USA 33181 

Telex 51-9348 
TWX 810 845-4242 

PHONE 305/945-1111 

1651 Phoenix Blvd., Suite 5 
Atlanta, Georgia USA 30349 

TWX 810 766-1060 
PHONE 404/996-0000 
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all undei one 
umbrella 

MOTION PIGTORE 
EQUIPMENT 
SPECIALISTS 

the BRENNER CINE-SOUND organization 
covers every aspect of Cinematography equip¬ 
ment. Under our umbrella we have a unique 
team of personnel and services, backed by 
many years of expertise related to Sales, 
Service, Rentals and Repairs. 

■ Whether your requirements are: Cameras, 
Lenses, Motors, Magazines, Tripods, Power 
Supplies, Lighting, Editors, Meters, Projectors, 
Tape Recorders or Screens BRENNER CINE- 
SOUND has it in stock with product names 
such as: 

Angenieux Eclair Neumann 

Arriflex Electro-Vo ice O'Connor 

Arrivox Guillotine Oxberry 

Beaulieu Magnasynch Permacel 

Beyer Maier-Hancock Revox 

Bolex Miller Sennheiser 

Canon Minerva Shure 

Cinema Products Moviola Spectra 

Colortran Nagra Sonorex 

Zeiss 

For more information on Motion Picture Equip¬ 
ment, Sales, Service & Rentals, call or write 

5215 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 

20015 (202) 244-3800 

BRENNER 
C I N E®S O U N D 

Div. of Ritz Camera Centers 

Please mail me additional information: 

□ Service □ Sales □ Rentals 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

the computer, and (3) control logic units 
which send control signals from the com¬ 
puter to the VTR. 

As already mentioned, the VTR is run in 
a controlled random mode, and the run¬ 
ning direction depends on the location of 
the wanted negative scene on the tape. 
The VTR must stop shortly before the 
point from which transfer of the desired 
scene takes place. This is necessary to 
prepare the exact placing of the scene on 
the tape. To achieve this successfully, the 
VTR is controlled by a gradual-control 
method. We shall explain this method in 
some detail. 

The computer reads first the address at 
which the tape has stopped at any given 
time during transfer operations. Next this 
address is compared with the “edit list” 
stored in the computer’s memory. From 
this, the exact particular frame address 
difference is calculated. This establishes 
the length of tape which must be run in the 
fast-forward or reverse mode, or in the 
playback mode if desired, until the scene 
transfer starting point is approached. The 
logic circuits of the VTR, on command 
from the computer, will stop the VTR ten 
seconds before the scene transfer start¬ 
ing point is reached. This helps in reduc¬ 
ing the VTR’s operating time. 

The film-scanning projector we use is of 
the conventional intermittent-type. It was 
evident from the start of the project that 
more than one roll of negative would have 
to be handled by the system. Thus, 
facilities for storing and fully automatically 
threading ten rolls of negative have been 
provided. 

Figure 9 shows in which way the projec¬ 
tor is connected to the computer. A spe¬ 
cial feature of the projector is a frame 
counter that detects perforation pulses, 
incorporated with the film-transport 
movement. 

The projector advances the negative 
toward the desired scene starting point by 
the same gradual control method that is 
used for the VTR. Frames are counted 
starting with the first frame of each nega¬ 
tive roll. One pulse is generated for each 
frame. 

Frame-count information for any given 
frame is thus continuously available to the 
computer. The frame count is compared 
with the “edit list” in the computer’s mem¬ 
ory, and the computer will stop the projec¬ 
tor exactly two seconds before the scene 
transfer starting point is reached. 

The “run up” procedure is as follows. 
With both the VTR and the projector stop¬ 
ped ahead of the scene-transfer starting 
point, as explained, the VTR is the first 
one to be started in the “play” mode. 
Frame count information from the moving 
tape is now fed into the computer. The 
computer compares this frame count with 
the frame number at which the projector is 

 \ 

CANS. 

STEEL-PLASTIC 
FIBER 

Specify GOLDBERG 
for all your REEL needs! 

IF IT’S SPECIAL... 

we make it! 

GOLDBERG 
BROTHERS 

P.0. Box 5345, T.A. — Denver, Colo. 00217 

<   / 
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stopped until a predetermined time inter¬ 
val is reached. At this point the projector is 
started by the computer. Both the VTR 
and the projector are now running syn¬ 
chronously, and as soon as the tape 
frame count arrives at 20 frames before 
the scene transfer starting point, the com¬ 
puter sends a “record” control signal to 
the VTR. Following this order the VTR 
changes from the “play” to the “record” 
mode and initiates transfer of the desired 
portion of the negative exactly from the 
preestablished cutting point on, the nega¬ 
tive being recorded directly as a positive 
by electronic inversion. When the end 
point of the scene is reached, the compu¬ 
ter sends an “end record” signal to the 
VTR. The VTR and the projector will then 
stop both thereafter. 

The system is designed in such a way 
that the colour-correction operation and 
the automatic film-to-tape transfer opera¬ 
tion are carried out separately from each 
other. Colour correction is carried out dur¬ 
ing a previous “timing” run with an 
operator checking the results on a monitor 
while making adjustments on the colour- 
control console. Colour-correction data 
are stored simultaneously in coordination 
with the “edit list”. During the transfer 
stage, colour-correction information is 
conveyed to the colour-correction circuits 
of the telecine camera, when the VTR is at 
stand-still during scene search in the 
negative. 

The film-to-tape transfer operations are 
usually carried out in the evening hours, at 
a time of low demand for our VTRs. The 
approximately 40 VTRs NHK has in oper¬ 
ation, have usually a peak production de¬ 
mand during daytime hours, although 
some of them are usually available for the 
reduced time span the automatic transfer 
operation requires. 

Soundtrack Operations 

Once the film-to-tape image-transfer 
operations have been completed, the final 
soundtrack is added by direct recording 
on the videotape. This is done by the 
sound department in the customary way. 
Also captions may be added. Once all 
these operations have been completed 
the program is ready to be telecast. ■ 

To Classified Advertisers < 

Copy deadline for classified ad- < 

vertising is the 1st of month, < 

preceding publication date. MaiM 

copy and remittance to cover < 

cost to < 
< 

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER < 
1782 No. Orange Dr. * 

Hollywood 28, Calif. 4 

SPECIAL 
1/2 PRICE SALE! 
A Price Slash of over $1,344— 

Price $ 1,431— List 
Immediate Delivery, New, with the usual 

30 day BACH AURICON money-back 

12mm to 120mm 
Wide-Angle Telephoto 

ZOOM LENS 
with “Neutral Mount” 

for easy fitting to your Reflex 
Camera by your local 
Optical-Technician. 

This is the 
“Neutral 

Mount” 
as received 
from the 
Angenieux 
Factory, 
for adaption 
to Reflex and 
“C” Camera 
Mounts. 

[BACH  Write for Dealer or 
\AuWflkj Professional Discounts . . 

BACH AURICON, INC. 
6902 Romaine Street 

Hollywood, California 90038 
Tel. (213) 462-0931 

f/2.2 10X12B 
12mm to 120mm 

ANGENIEUX “Custom-Built” 

LEVER ZOOM-CONTROL LENS 

. .. Immediate Delivery, New 
for *1,440°2 List 

with Neutral Mount. 
Bach Auricon can furnish the 

name of an Optical-Technician 
experienced in converting the 

Neutral MounttofityourCamera. 

16MM PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS 
SINCE 1931 
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CRAMER Continuous Automatic 

Film Processing Machines 

H. G. CRAMER CO. offers a 
complete line of automatic film pro¬ 
cessing machines, including models 
for Super 8, 16mm and 35mm; 
black and white and Ektachrome 
color. Ready to run prices start at 
$1990.00. Wiite or call today for a 
free brochure. 

H.G. CRAMER CO. 
ROUTE 3, BOX 24A 

SARASOTA, FLORIDA 33580 
TELEPHONE: 813/355-4470 

Cincmcitographcr 
P.O. Box 2230 
Hollywood, CA 90028 

Please enter my subscription 

for 1 year— 

$9.00 U.S. 

$10.00 Foreign 

and send me a 
free copy of the 
Four-In-One Reprint. 
I am enclosing 
my remittance. 

(offer available only 
with remittance) 

Name  

Address  

City  

Zip  

State. 

WHAT’S NEW 
Continued from Page 892 

Continuous Optical Reduction Printers. 
This new probe enables users of the 
Peterson “COR” and “COR Jr.” 
printers to measure the light level and 
uniformity for all four Super-8mm 
tracks. 

Known as the “POOR” probe, it is 
available as a separate attachment for 
current owners of the Spectra Film 
Gate Photometer, or may be ordered 
along with the Spectra Film Gate 
Photometer from Pioneer Marketing 
Corporation, the exclusive world wide 
distributor for Photo Research of the 
Spectra Photometer and accessories. 

The “POOR” probe allows the printer 
operator to scan any one of the Super- 
8mm tracks, or all four in sequence to 
determine the track-to-track light uni¬ 
formity and make required adjust¬ 
ments. The absolute value of the read¬ 
ings helps in setting the overall expo¬ 
sure level of the “COR” and “COR Jr.” 
printers. 

Further information and prices are 
available from Pioneer Marketing 
Corporation, 1021 N. Lake St., 
Burbank, Ca., 91502. 

• 

BYRON MOTION PICTURES 
DEVELOPS NEW BI-LINGUAL SOF 
SYSTEM 

Byron Motion Pictures, Inc., Wash¬ 
ington, D.C.-based film and video tape 
laboratory, has developed a new 16mm 
sound-on-film processing system 
which will enable two different lan¬ 
guage tracks to be played simul¬ 
taneously through one 16mm projector 
while one single sound film is dis¬ 
played. 

The advantages of this bi-lingual 
sound-on-film in terms of teaching, 
training, information dissemination and 
entertainment to audiences of more 
than one language are astounding. 
Dual-language films are also ideal for 
in-flight movies on European and 
trans-oceanic airlines. Many film li¬ 
braries are also interested in bi-lingual 
prints. Film distributors appreciate the 
savings that would be incurred from 
warehousing one-half the number of 
prints normally stocked—particularly in 
light of cost efficiency and conven¬ 
ience. Byron reports that dual¬ 
language prints can be produced for 
about the same cost as single¬ 
language prints. 

For more information, contact: Mr. 
Byron Roudabush; Byron Motion 
Pictures; 65 K Street, NE; Washington, 
D.C. 20002; (202) 783-2700. ■ 

BACK by 
POPULAR DEMAND 
The smoothest, most versatile fluid head 
available for the professional cinema¬ 
tographer, featuring 360° tilt and 360° pan. 

Manufactured by and available from 

PEARSON PHOTOGRAPHICS 
10530 Burbank Boulevard 

North Hollywood, CA 91601 
Telephone (213) 769-7929 

SMITH-VICTOR 
Model K72 

STUDIO KIT 
for broad even illumination 

The K72 is a deluxe professional kit 
for location, movie and TV illumina¬ 
tion with 2 broad 600 watt model 
740 units and scrims and 1 600 watt 
7 1 0 accent light with barn doors and 
3 8-foot SA48 stands, with conven¬ 
ient carrying case. 

MODEL K72 $614.50 (1,800 watts) 

MODEL K74 $699.50 (3,000 watts) 
Write for information on other Kits 

AT YOUR PROFESSIONAL DEALER 

SMITH-VICTOR CORF. 
Griffith, Indiana 46319 
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EXPERT 

NPR 
ser¬ 
vice 

Ten years experience 
with Eclair cameras: 

bodies, motors, lenses 

FACTORY 
TRAINED 
We also have trained 
Amflex specialists 

sara 
caiuieita 
SGRVIC8 
(213) 469-1551; (213) 469-2935 

6572 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Hollywood, Calif. 90C38 

REPORT FROM FILM’77 

Continued from Page 957 

persuasion”. The presentation is now on a 
national tour of the United States in a 
custom-built travelling theatre. The crea¬ 
tive approach employed was made pos¬ 
sible by the technical projection facility of¬ 
fered by the unique Elf Digital Interlock 
Technique, known as Edit. 

On their stand Elf Audio Visual have 
duplicated the technical staging, using 
four 16mm film projectors, three front- 
projection, one back-projection, in con¬ 
junction with the digital interlock system, 
which ensures perfect synchronization of 
sound and frames, achieving frame-to- 
frame registration on all screens simul¬ 
taneously. 16mm live action, animation 
and still photography provide the visuals. 
A single four-track tape supplies voice¬ 
over, music and effects, as well as the vital 
continuous tone pulses, which operate 
and co-ordinate the step drive motors of 
the projectors. 

Commentator “star” of the presentation 
is a medieval wizard, who appears as a 
cartoon character on the front-projection 
units, and as a filmed puppet, rear- 
projected into a separate “mystery box” to 
create the illusion of three dimensions. 
His creator is Rich Reinhart, who trained 
and worked with Disney and over his thirty 
years experience in the business claims 
to have worked on everything from Disney 
features to “TOM AND JERRY” cartoons. 

FILM 77 reaches its social peak at the 
traditional black-tie Banquet, held this 
year in the Grand Ballroom of the London 
Hilton Hotel. 

Guests of Honor at the gala affair are Sir 
Harold and Lady Wilson. The Former Brit¬ 
ish Prime Minister, astute politician 
though he may be, seems somewhat ill- 
at-ease in this company of mad film and 
television types and, in my opinion, was 
perhaps not the happiest choice of 
speaker for this particular occasion. 

The cabaret, however, proves to be, as 
our British hosts say, “bloody marvelous”. 
We are treated first to a spirited medley of 
songs and dances by an energetic en¬ 
semble known as The New Edition Dance 
Group. But the real show-stopper is the 
Band of the Royal Artillery, made up of 
smart military types who march and play 
with meticulous precision and style. They 
are given a rousing standing ovation by 
the appreciative audience. 

And so FILM 77 draws to a close. Once 
more it has been a stimulating and, I 
would say, highly successful bringing to¬ 
gether of film and television people from 
all over the world. The hard-working 
behind-the-scenes officers and members 
of the BKSTS are to be congratulated on 
having done it again — and done it excep¬ 
tionally well. ■ 

TRIPOD 
Selected for use in filming 

the 21st Olympiad at Montreal 

The Foba tripod is an all-metal 
professional motion picture tripod 
with a Pro Jr. flat-top plate which 
accepts Pro Jr., O’Conner C and 
50, Miller F and Pro heads. Made 
in Switzerland by precision crafts¬ 
men, the Foba features unique 
tubular adjustable legs which al¬ 
low the tripod to be used in stan¬ 
dard or baby positions. Foba 
comes complete with triangle- 
type leg locks and elevating riser 
plate. Maximum height is 62"; 
with riser, 73". Minimum height, 
18Vz". Weight, 16 lbs. 

FEATURES: 
• Adjustable riser plate. • Pat¬ 
ented individual adjustable legs. 
• Triangle-type leg locks. • Indi¬ 
vidual or simultaneous adjusting 
of legs. • Modularly constructed 
for easy repair or parts replace¬ 
ment. • Weatherproof. • Combi¬ 
nation rubber and spiked tipped 
legs. • Flexible leg adjustment for 
shooting of uneven terrain. 

Price: $375.00 
Available Exclusively From: 

aiangordon enterprises me. 
1430 N. Cahuenga Blvd. Hollywood, Calif. 90028 

(213) 466-3561 / (213) 985-5500 
TWX: 910-321-4526 • Cable: GORDENT 
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Sarny's 
B&H 70DR w/16mm & 25mm Switar & 

75mm Yvar Used $ 387.00 
Canon Sound Scoopic. Model #200 

single-sound system Like new $2177.00 
NPR 16mm. 12-120 Angenieuxw/Perfectone motor, 

zoom. 400’ mag.. 2 cases + extras 
Mint  $8750.00 

B&H Jan 16mm sound. w/Cinemascope lens 
and remote Used $1387.00 

Stellavox SP 7 w/neo-pilot head, nicads & charger. 
case 1 year factory warranty New $2487.00 

Spectra Combi II  NewS 157.00 
Elmo ST 800 Sound projector NewS 249.00 
Elmo ST 1200 HD sound projector .. New $ 457.00 
Beaulieu R16 Auto w/12.5 & 75Ang.. Grip. 

1000mm battery, charger... Like new $1489.00 
Beaulieu R16B booy UsedS 689.00 
BeaulieuR16ESbody UsedS 589.00 
Beaulieu 4008 ZMII 6x66 Used $ 687.00 
Beaulieu 4008ZM 8x64 Used $ 450.00 
Beaulieu 5008S w/Ang. 6-80 New $1487.00 
B&H 16mm sound projector "Specialist” 

Used   $ 367.00 
Zeiss Moviescop  Brand New $ 189.97 
Kodak K 100 16mm camera with 25mm FI.9 

Clean  $ 267.00 
Angenieux 12-120 w/built-in 

auto-diaphragm  Clean $1297.00 
ColorTran outfit. 3-650 watt lights. 

3 stands, barndoors, scrims. 
cases and 6 lamps Like new $ 497.00 

Macro Kilfitt "C" mount Like new $ 147.00 
Bolex EBM w/100 POE Vario Switar w/battery. 

charger, grip Used $1497.00 

Sarny's Camera 
8451 Beverly Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90048 
Telephone: (213) 653-1090 

IN 
SAN FRANCISCO 

Rdolph 
Gcurer 

SALES 
SERVICE-RENTALS 

SCREENING ROOM 
16MM — 35MM 
with INTERLOCK 

COMPLETE RENTAL DIVISION 
STEADICAM UNIVERSAL 

For CP-16R or RCA TK-76 Cameras 
Distributor for ACMADE 

■ 
GRIP TRUCK 
MOSSTAGE 

CUSTOM CABLE SYSTEM 
Write for Details 

Rdolph 
Go/zer 

181 SECOND STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94105 

(415) 495-3852 

Frezzi Belts 'em 

For hand-held video color cameras, hand-held lights, 
16mm cine cameras. 

Re-charges 
fully in 

less than 
* 1 hour. 

Runs 
video 
cameras 

about 
2 hours. 

“Shoot all day with reliable Frezzi-Belttm battery packs.” Run your 
RCA TK-76, Ikegami HL-77 or 37, Hitachi SK-80 (and others) up to 
2 hours. Frezzi-Beltstm available for Sun Gun and Mini-Pro lights. 
Re-charge high capacity Frezzi-Beltstm fully in less than 1 hour with 

* optional Frezzi Rapid Chargers. 

For information call IN.J. 2011427-1160 IN.Y.C.2121594-2294 

Frezzolini Electronics Inc. 
7 Valley St. Hawthorne, N. J. 07506 USA 

Made in U.S.A. 

FILM PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 
Continued from Page 923 

then we’ll see it on the next. And if we miss 
it altogether, then it joins a long list of other 
hot news items which are easily forgotten 
tomorrow. 

There is no doubt that these devices do 
add an important dimension to live sports 
coverage. That is for sure. The problem 
for the TV stations is that having spent a 
young fortune buying this gear, and hav¬ 
ing crews of cameramen, back pack car¬ 
riers, cablemen, links men, video mixers, 
sound mixers, maintenance engineers, 
truck drivers and so on, permanently on 
the payroll, to replace a couple of guys 
with an Arriflex who drive around in their 
own car, they have to find excuses, or 
“reasons” to use it more often. 

For sending a unit to the Upper Volta, or 
somewhere else equally inaccessible, 
film is still the most economical, most ver¬ 
satile, most reliable, system giving the 
best image quality and best colour ren¬ 
dition. 

The unreliability of ENG compared to 
film, especially where there is a radio link 
involved, has sometimes to be seen to be 
believed. Colours can go berserk, espe¬ 
cially when the cameraman must walk 
from say a daylight lit situation to one lit by 
tungsten lighting, while interference 
caused by the transmitter or other local 
features causes the picture to break up 
irretrievably. The laws of chance being 
what they are, it will always happen at the 
most unfortunate moment, as all video- 
crats know. If such a deviation of colour 
fidelity or image cohesion happened on 
film, howls of anguish would reverberate 
around every film laboratory in the coun¬ 
try. 

As I understand it, compact battery- 
powered portable colour TV cameras and 
recorders which produce pictures indis¬ 
tinguishable from those produced by 
studio TV cameras, or film, at their normal 
best, are still a long way off. 

Film men must not get paranoiac over 
ENG. Even at its best, it is still only news¬ 
reel quality and, as an old newsreel 
cameraman myself, I can say this. If there 
is any sort of an image on the screen it is 
usable. 

Do we go to smaller formats, like 
Super-16, for instance? For the big 
screen—and what film producer doesn’t 
dream of having a sleeping “JAWS” or 
“ROCKY” in his take-up spools—the 
answer is no. Again, it’s a matter of arith¬ 
metic. The magnification of the 35mm, 
1.85:1 image to a screen 11 metres by 6 is 
290,000 times. To the same screen from 
Super-16, it is 920,000 times. Further¬ 
more, unless the filmstock shooting ratio 
is greater than 5:1, Super-16 may even 
cost the producer more. 
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Goldtop 
Botterq Belt/ 

• Completely rechargeable in three to four 
hours. 

• All Goldtops have built-in chargers. 
e Batteries can be recharged over 50% more 

times than other fast-charge batteries. 
• Goldtops operate in temperature ranges 

from -40°F to +150°F. 
• Belts incorporate special braided cable for 

long flex life. 
• Belts have five-year warranty on housing 

and unprecedented one-year warranty on 
all electronics and cells. 

• Goldtop belts include all the skilled 
craftsmanship found in Chiles Battery Belts. 

There’s a Goldtop battery belt for use with 
any professional 16mm and 35mm motion 
picture camera and all ENG cameras. Write 
for prices and additional information. 

aiaagomon enterprises me. 
1430 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90028 

Telephone: (213) 466-3561 • (213) 985-5500 
TWX: 910-321-4526 • Cable: GORDENT 

Tekhifilmi 
The complete 16mm film lab 
that gives personal service 
Same day processing and work printing. 
B/W and color. ECO, EF, ECN-II. Sound 
transfers and mixing. High quality electro¬ 
prints. Inter-negs, CRIs. Color positive 

prints. 

Of interest, during the past year, is the 
fact that there has been the return to 
favour of the anamorphic format. Film 
producers have realised that all the 
cinema has to offer is quality—better 
scripts, better production values, better 
images on the screen—to offset the need 
for a patron to leave the warmth of his 
home and his free television, to travel in 
the cold to pay money to sit in all-too-often 
uncomfortable seats to see our product. 

I should like to take this opportunity to 
deprecate the way film is sometimes 
shown in transcontinental aircraft, bearing 
in mind that many of the captive audience 
there may be out of touch with current 
cinema standards. I recently saw a film 
projected in a Boeing 747 where 25% of 
the screen area had been arbitrarily shorn 
off from either side of the anamorphic for¬ 
mat, without selective pan and scan print¬ 
ing, as is so often done for television 
presentation. How would the airlines react 
if they were forced to fly with only 50% of 
their wing area and with only two engines 
instead of four? The definition was so bad 
that the titles and credits were unread¬ 
able. I later learned that it was a Super-8 
projection system. It looked just that, ama¬ 
teurish. 

Since the earliest days of cinema, even 
in the silent era, the demand has always 
been for cinema entertainment to bring 
excitement to people who might otherwise 
do nothing more enterprising than sit in an 
arm chair. 

Indeed, in 1925 the Society of Motion 
Picture Engineers recommended stan¬ 
dardisation at 60 feet per minute in the 
theatre projector. It was said that this rate 
was close to the average and denoted the 
public desire to have its picture drama 
injected under greater pressure with an 
increasing dose, bigger than life and a 
third faster. 

The message is still the same and if we 
film-makers are to remain competitive 
with television our images and their 
presentation had better be good. 

Where do we go in the future? Have 
scientists something in store for us? Can 
we look to Holography? 

The Holographic state of the art is in its 
early stages as yet, but already adver¬ 
tisers are looking at White Light or Multi¬ 
plex Holograms derived from motion pic¬ 
ture film as a possible new means of at¬ 
traction in communication. I believe that in 
the next two years we will see more of 
these displays. ■ 

MOVING? 
When changing your address, please noti¬ 
fy us at least four weeks in advance. BE 
SURE to give your FORMER address as 
well as your NEW ADDRESS and ZIP 
CODE. 

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER 

MOVING? 
PLEASE NOTIFY US 

6 WEEKS IN ADVANCE 

Miss/Mrs./Mr. 

Name (please print) 

New Address Apt. No. 

City State Zip 

MAIL TO 
AMERICAN 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 
P.0. Box 2230 
Hollywood, Ca. 
90028 

ATTACH LABEL HERE for address change or 
inquiry. If you are receiving duplicate copies of 

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, please send both 
labels. If moving, list new address above. 

MAGNAFLEX 

the new 
Mark in performance 
for as little as $3,495 
See your nearest dealer 
or contact Victor 
Duncan, Inc. 

VICTOR DUNCAN, INC. 

CHICAGO • DALLAS • DETROIT 
2659 Fondren, Dallas, Texas 75206 
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POSCO 
color media 

ROSCO, PORTCHESTER, N.Y. 10573 

Let the PRO'S tell you How to Buy a 16mm Sound Projector 

FREE We will send you the arti¬ 
cle which appeared in 

FILMMAKERS NEWSLETTER on buying a 
“Used Projector.” 

HECHT — Box 443 — Ellenville. NY 12428 

FOR THE FINEST 
REFLEX RNC 

SEE CSC 
I 1 

UNDERWATER 
■ If you’re looking for the most creative, experienced, 
J hardest working, knowledgeable, budget-wise, 
I well-equipped, dynamic and competent cinema- 
j tographer— 

YOU'VE JUST FOUND THE BEST. 
■ 35mm only, spherical & anamorphie (especially 

Panavision) 
I care enough to develop and own my own equipment. 

ALAN GORNICK, JR. 
J DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY, IATSE 659 

(21 3)223-891 4 
4200 Camino Real, Los Angeles, CA 90065 

WESTMEIIVIEFt Company 

titlM optical* intrto 

Joseph W'estheimer. A.S.C. 

TITLES, TRAILERS, INSERTS AND OPTICAL EFFECTS 

FOR MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION 

HO 6-8271 

736 Seward St., Hollywood, Calif. 90038 

TECHNOLOGY AND CONSUMER 
Continued from Page 917 

proved productivity and reduced shooting 
ratios by bringing film techniques more in 
line with existing television practices. 

As television cameras—and more par¬ 
ticularly videotape recorders—improve, it 
will be necessary for film stock manufac¬ 
turers to continue making improvements 
in sensitivity and granularity. It is to be 
expected that lenses for film cameras or 
television cameras will continue to keep in 
step, while the introduction of time-codes 
for editing and synchronising sound,‘im¬ 
proved lighting and automation of many 
controls will be applicable to either 
medium. The techniques here don’t seem 
to be the main problem—more a question 
of human attitudes. 

At present, however, it seems that film 
technology in general is sufficiently well 
established and universally understood 
for those who use film to be able to con¬ 
centrate on the business of making infor¬ 
mation, education and entertainment 
programmes, without being unduly 
preoccupied with technicalities. When 
one considers the difficulty of operating in 
remote places, film is likely to be the prime 
choice for a long time to come. The delays 
of bringing the picture to the screen weigh 
little against the convenience and flexibil¬ 
ity of operation in difficult environments. 

An important factor in the news field is 
the developing use of the satellite for the 
communication of pictures. In this, the de¬ 
cision to originate on film or tape could 
have become unimportant once the story 
has been delivered to the earth satellite 
station. Thinking primarily of news opera¬ 
tions, when speed of distribution is of the 
greatest importance, the spread of the 
number of earth stations and the multipli¬ 
cation of intercontinental and international 
satellite channels will have an important 
bearing on future operations—more im¬ 
portant, almost certainly, than the method 
of picture-making used at the source. 

Satellite distribution is not as simple as 
it might seem. When you get down to prac¬ 
ticalities, you find that ground stations are 
not always in the right places to suit your 
purpose. If you find yourself in a queue for 
standards conversion before your pro¬ 
gramme can be sent, and that it will be 
necessary to transport a videotape a few 
tens or hundreds of kilometres, you may 
find that the overall journey takes as long 
as sending the film by more conventional 
transportation. Time differences around 
the world can take the edge off urgency. 
At the moment, the balance between dis¬ 
tribution by flown film and by satellite is not 
universally critical, and considerations of 
capital expenditure on originating equip¬ 
ment are often likely to be a bigger con¬ 
sideration than the technicalities of dis¬ 

covering FLORIDA 
like the SUNSHINE— 

COMPLETE RENTAL SERVICE 

PHOTOMART 
CINE EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS 
6327 S ORANGE AVE . • ORLANDO. FLA 32809 

mil iimmuMMi 
Phone (305) 851-2780 

COMPLETE LABORATORY 

SERVICES & SUPPLIES 

o 
□ 
CD 
a 
of 

FILMS, INC. 
332-350 Golden Gate Ave. 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

(415) 775-3664 

16MM / SUPER 8 

O 
a 
a 
a 

1° 

ECLAIR 
Repairs and Service 

NPR —ACL 
All Work Guaranteed 
Ecam Company 

1430 N. Cahuenga Blvd. 
Hollywood, CA 90028 

Telephone: (213)466-7301 

SHOOTING IN ISRAEL? 
CONTACT ELJAC 

for equipment, vehicles, crew 
etzel st. 3/6 
shapira hill 
Jerusalem telex: rote 341-926 
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CP and FREZZOLINI 
CORDLESS CAMERAS 
COMPLETE OUTFITS «»970(- 
used, reconditioned gl/sO up 

Includes Ang. 12/120 Zoom lens, 
magnetic recording head, amplifier, 
400’ magazine, battery. 

PHOTOMART 
CINE EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS 
6327 S ORANGE AVE . • ORLANDO. FLA 32809 

Phone (305) 851 -2780 

When you say one lab processes your film "better" 
than another, you're really saying that somebody isn't 
doing their job, because in the lab business there is 
only one way to process, edit, conform, print, transfer,mix, 
or post flash — the right way. At CRT FILM LAB, your 

job is done the right way the first time which means 
we have the time to concentrate on service, on the 
personal touch. When you call or stop by CRT, you 
talk to the people who actually handle your job. We 
deal with people, their projects, and their problems. 

Our staff is composed of lab professionals - but 
we've also spent our share of hours behind the cameras 

so we can speak your language. 
If service and quality are what you're looking for 

in a 16mm lab, write or call for your copy of our new 
catalog/price list. 

-phone- 

919/688-7265 

CRT FILM LAB 
639 WELLONS VILLAGE 

DURHAM, NC 27703 

CANADA’S LARGEST 

LAB AND SOUND 
FULL SERVICE 

ORGANIZATION 

MONTREAL TORONTO 
2000 Northcliffe Ave. 9 Brockhouse Road 
Montreal, Que. H4A 3K5 Toronto. Ont. M8W 2W8 
Tel. (514) 484-1186 Tel (416) 259-7811 

•A DIVISION OF ASTRAL BELLEVUE RATHE LTD./LTEE 

CALL A PROFESSIONAL 
Cine-Craft, Inc. 

A full service laboratory for 
16mm, Super 8, Regular 8 

Any quantity Best prices 

8764 Beverly Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90048 
(213)652-7357 

Write for free brochure 

■ ID " 
■   ■ 

■ ±rC ■ 

HOLLYWOOD’S OLDEST 

FILM SCHOOL 
NOW ACCEPTING ENROLLMENTS 

FOR OUR NEXT 

MOTION PICTURE COURSE 
CAMERAS • SOUND RECORDING 
LIGHTING • EDITING • EFFECTS 
COMPOSITION • SCRIPTING • ETC. 

Two W.;ek Courses- Evening Classes 

ROUZER 

STTJXDIO 

7022 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood, California 90038 

Request Brochure HC (213) 936-2494 

tribution. But these are undoubtedly situa¬ 
tions where differences in time of availabil¬ 
ity are clearly vital, outweighing cost fac¬ 
tors. 

The choice of film or tape origination 
might well turn on the quality of standards 
conversion available at earth stations. 
There must be standard practices for con¬ 
version and the broadcasters cannot con¬ 
tinue to accept the quality variations which 
occur at present from station to station. 
Competition between satellite and earth 
station routes will develop, and the picture 
originator might well find that his broad¬ 
cast is delivered to the other side of the 
world in better shape if he starts with one 
medium or the other and sends it by one 
route or another. There may soon come a 
time when too many earth stations are 
chasing too little business. They are be¬ 
coming national status symbols—rather 
like having a national airline—and if the 
utilisation is poor, then it is the user who 
pays—unless he kicks. The route which 
offers the best service at the best price will 
obviously do well in a competitive world 
and the balance could very easily be tip¬ 
ped by the quality of conversion facilities 
or transfers from one medium to the other. 
At major international events like the 
Montreal Olympics where much of the 
outward distribution was by satellite, 
standards conversion produced many 
problems. There will be an increasing 
number of international events when a 
high concentration of the world’s televi¬ 
sion broadcasters will all be wishing to 
send their pictures through local earth sta¬ 
tions at the same time. The peak demand 
can be high—very high indeed—and 
there must be ways of economically in¬ 
creasing temporary capacity in any one 
part of the world to deal with special 
events. 

Whenever a satellite circuit is part of the 
path from the original scene to the viewer 
there is a strong likelihood that special 
processes will be required; standards 
conversion, if the picture is electronic 
throughout, and certainly film scanning, if 
the pictures are originated on film. In 
many parts of the world it would be conve¬ 
nient to be able to return to film as a 
medium at the receiving end of the satel¬ 
lite link. Television must move towards 
being able to switch from one medium to 
the other at any time when the require¬ 
ments of pickup, distribution or display 
make it expedient to do so. 

A major stumbling block remains: tape- 
to-film transfer. With the greatest respect 
to those in this business, the process is 
not simple enough, inexpensive enough, 
or of sufficiency good quality for it to be 
said that there is no problem. It is a con¬ 
straint upon the flexibility of distributing 
the programmes on film and, if the latter is 
to remain a major medium for the carriage 

AUTOMATIC DAYLIGHT PROCESSOR 
• Processes up to 200 Ft. 
• Super 8 to 105mm 
• Movie—X-Ray • Microfilm 
• Motor Driven—Portable 
• Film Dryers Available 
• Guaranteed 
Write for Free Literature 
OUR 31 st YEAR 

Micro Record Corp. 
487-14 South Ave., Beacon, N.V. 12508 

Complete 16mm & 35mm color & b&w 
processing and printing. Eastman COL¬ 
OR Ektachrome processing. Magnetic 
sound striping for 16mm-8mm and 

Super 8mm. 
V acuumate 
film t rea t- 
ment. 16mm 
Optical 
T ransfers. 

QUEBEC 1085 St. Alexander St., Montreal, Quebec 
FILM LABS Telephone (514) 861-5483 

BOLEX ACCESSORIES 
■ 24-Frame Sync. Camera motor—115V 
■ Var. Speed Battery Camera motor—24V 
■ 400-ft. Magazine w/400' counter in camera 
■ Intervaltimer—Range IVz sec. to 36 min. 
■ Animation motor for new single-frame shaft 

Wr/le for Bolex Accessory Catalog 

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO. 
P.0. BOX 1605, 

NEWPORT BEACH. CA 92663 
■■ Closed in September 

WE BUY 

Film Stock 
Will Consider All l6/35mm Types 

Sealed, Opened and Ends 

TOP CASH 
PLUS 50% OF SHIPPING 

RAFIK (2121473-5851 
814 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY. 10003 

#%SEA 
W FILMS 

PROFESSIONAL 
UNDERWATER 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

(415)530-1122 
Al Giddings Enterprise 
12812 Skyline Blvd. Oakland, CA 94619 

2 GREAT CINE BOOKS 
By Joseph V. Mascelli, A.S.C. 

FTHE FIVE C’s OF CINEMATOGRAPHY^ 
THE CLASSIC CINE TEXT I SIXTH BIG PRINTING $15 Postpaid I 

MASCELU’S CINE WORKBOOK " IUp-to-Date Text; Cine Tools, Tables 
& Calculators in BOTH Feet & Metric | 

INCREDIBLE VALUE $20 Postpaid 
Calif, add 6% Tax. Foreign add $1 per book. 

^10-DAY TRIAL OFFER! FREE BROCHURES!^ 

CINE/GRAFIC PUBLICATIONS 
P.O. BOX 430 HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90028 

FULL SERVICE 16mm. COLOR 
LABORATORY 
• PROCESSING-ECO—EF-ECN II 
• ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING 
• EKTACHROME SOUND PRINTS 
• ADDITIVE LIQUID GATE PRINTING 
• INTERNEGATIVE —CRI 
• EASTMAN COLOR PRINT 
• EDITING —SOUND SERVICES 
• FILMSTOCK-SUPPLIES 

SEND FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 
ON SERVICES 

(216) 881-4510 
4117 Prospect Ave. 
Cleveland, Ohio 44103 

J 

r^FIlmLab 
SERVICE, IIVC. 
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BLOW-UP 
HIGH QUALITY 

35MM NEGATIVES 
FROM YOUR 16MM ORIGINALS 

Stock Shots Enlarged to Match-in with 
your 35mm Negative 

Complete Pictures Transferred to 35mm 

Call—Adrian at (213) 463-3178 

CINESERVICE, INC. 
1459 North Seward Street 

Hollywood, California 90028 

^EDITING CONSOLES' 
35mm, 16mm 

For literature call, day or night: 

(800) 821-7700 ext. 815 
In Missouri call: (800) 892-7655 

For other information please contact: 

Twenty-Fourth Frame 
LD.O. box 539, blacksburg, va. 2*3060 (703] 382 -<3135^ 

OXE3ERRY 

of Richmark Ca 

Tel. (201)935-3000 
Cable: Oxberry Carlstadt N.J. 
180 BROAD ST., CARLSTADT, N.J. 07072 

OPTICAL 
PRINTERS 

LIQUID GATE 

ANIMATION 
& FILMSTRIP 
EQUIPMENT 

RENT 
YOUR 

AUDIO EQUIPMEIMT 
from 

UNIVERSAL 
RECORDING 

AUDIO IS OUR ONLY 
BUSINESS 

75% of Rental Fees is applicable 
towards transfer & mixing time. 

of programmes, the problem must be 
solved. In any case, the need to transfer to 
film to satisfy the vast needs of rural audi¬ 
ences in developing countries will not only 
survive—the demand grows endlessly. 

There is no technical reason why pro¬ 
gramme productivity in one medium 
should be different from that of the other. 
In using either, the main function of the 
programme producer should be to exer¬ 
cise his artistic judgment, rather than 
worry about the technicalities. The pur¬ 
pose of making any picture must not get 
lost in the machinery. Programme- 
makers need to know which picture is 
being recorded—and why—but not to 
know how. 

As a consumer, my plea, therefore, is 
for the technology to take a back seat in 
programme-making, and to be so de¬ 
veloped that its presence is not apparent. 
There must be complete interchangeabil¬ 
ity between the two media at any stage of 
the process. Whether it is by optical pro¬ 
jection or by television and whether the 
audience is a large group in a cinema or a 
single television viewer in his home, it is 
the picture and the story that matter. Of 
course, the technology must be there but 
when it is completely on top of its job, it 
should not be apparent. 

I return then to the general balance be¬ 
tween film and videotape, and what it will 
be in the eighties. The basic question is 
whether electronic picture-making will 
take over. Eventually it may do so, but, I 
now think, not for a very long time. It is not 
only a question of how programmes are 
recorded; there has to be an operator to 
show the pictures to the audience. The 
simplicity of film compared with the pre¬ 
sent stage of electronic picture presenta¬ 
tion gives it an important advantage. The 
great flexibility of film for showing by dif¬ 
ferent means and without standards con¬ 
version is important. The ease of making 
multiple copies is an advantage. But elec¬ 
tronic picture-mak/ng offers a more direct 
communication between the originator 
and the user. The influence lingers of the 
fact that, at one time, all television, other 
than filmed sequences, had to be broad¬ 
cast live. Programme production by tele¬ 
vision is quicker, although perhaps less 
polished, than film and the delay between 
the action and seeing the picture seems to 
create something of a barrier. Often the 
time lag does not matter from the pro¬ 
gramme point of view, but free inter¬ 
changeability between the two recording 
media would eliminate most of the difficul¬ 
ties associated with either. 

Send for FREE Brochure and Price List. 

(312) 642-6465 
UNIVERSAL RECORDING 

CORPORATION 
46 EAST WALTON 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611 

In the end, I suspect, it will not be a 
question of whether electronic origination 
takes over from film. The two processes 
will merge imperceptibly until they lose 
their separate identities to become a 
single versatile tool of the programme- 
maker. ■ ' 

WAIUTED 
Ambitious Film Makers 

Amazing new report describes 
how one-man operation 

has grossed $150,000 a year 
producing sponsored films. 

Free letter with complete details. 
D.H. Vowell, P.O. Box 4891 
North Hollywood, Ca. 91607 

BEHIND-THE-LENS FILTER HOLDERS 
For Angenieux lenses on all Arriflex 16, Eclair NPR 
and CM3 cameras, and for the 25-250 Angenieux for 
35 mm - - in kits with gel cutter, tweezer, spare gel 
container and other convenience features. 

Ask for brochures 

CUSTOM PHOTOGRAPHICS 
P. O. Box 25007, Portland, Oregon 97225 ■ 503-292-5569 

SHOOTinC m Contact Jim Grattan for 
top equipped crews. Single 
and double system. 

=;[nnnDn? 
4606 St. Catherine Street, West 
Montreal H3Z 1S3, P. Q. Canada 

PRODUCTIONS (514)932 1463 

GRATTAN 

AMHATfON 
LEARNING KTS * 

f SUPPLIES .EQUIP 
I New No, 106 C«tAlog*/e£ 

heath productions, inc! 
1627 Scott Avenue, W. (slip, N. Y. 11795 

R-2 Reflex Auto- 

COLLIMATOR 
Focus Testing Equipment is made by 

RICHTER CINE EQUIPMENT, ESSEX, N.Y. 12936 
for people who care about image quality. 

Cost? Less than one good lens or 
one out-of-focus scene. 

For Professional Equipment in 

PHILADELPHIA, 
O. H. HIRT, INC. 

39 N. 11th St. ' Phila, Pa 19107 

(21 5) 629-8560 

The PRETTIEST 
FILM FOR SALE 
Why not cut your TV commercial 
around something incredibly beauti¬ 
ful — saving money and headaches 
in the process! From the aerial pho¬ 
tographers of "Jonathan Livingston 
Seagull" comes the "Prettiest Pic¬ 
tures You'll Ever See!" 

HANG GLIDING SURFING 
DUNE BUGGIES SEAGULLS 
AIRPLANES BALLOONS 
INCREDIBLE AERIALSCEN ICS 
And MORE Ring (714) 494-1055 
Box 205, So Laguna, CA 92677 

JMACGILLIVRAY- 
FREEMAN FILMS 
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BUY-SELL-SWAP HERE 
STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIP. 

MUST SELL 9.5 to 95 Angenieux “C” 7Vs” finder, 
$1,100. Auricon 1200 camera with magazine, $550. 
Mitchell tripod with friction head, $1 50. 100-D Frez- 
zo AC inverter, new, $300. Bolex S321 16mm m/o 
projector, $600. Maier-Hancock 816 hot splicer, 
$150. Moviola 4-gang sync block hrs/min/pecs 
$130. Macro-Switar 1.1-26mm Rex, $180. Switar 
1.6-10mm “C”, $100. All in mint condition, (203) 
348-5171. 

ARRIFLEX “S”, motor, 2 lenses, new battery, case, 
$1995. Arriflex “SB”, SN15820, motor, 12/120 An¬ 
genieux bayonet, tripod, body pod, case, $5400. 
Arriflex “M”, motor, 12/120 Angenieux, 3-400 ft. 
magazines, 3 batteries, 2 cases, $5975. Eclair ACL 
MIALA crystal motor, 12/120 Angenieux, 2-200 ft. 
magazines, 2 batteries, Halliburton case, $4985. 
Auricon “Pro-600”, 1-600 ft., 2-400 ft., magazines. 
Also 1-1200 ft. adapter, optical sound, tripod, cases, 
$1185.00 New Bolex “EBM”, 16/100 automatic 
lens, power grip, battery, 400 ft. magazine, motor, 
$2995. Arrivox/Tandberg recorder, crystal, 2 sets 
ni-cad batteries, power supply/charger, head¬ 
phones, case, $1495. Send for used equipment list. 
CINEMA SALES, INC., 338 So. Pearl St., Denver, CO 
80209(303)777-7699. 

MITCHELL BNC, 35-150 zoom lens, 5 Baltar lenses, 
sync motor, vari-speed motor, 3-1000 ft maga¬ 
zines, 8 cases, $7300. WALTER. (213) 466-6119. 

NAGRA III recorder, very clean $1800. Eclair ACL, 
crystal motor, 3-200 ft magazines, 12-120 An¬ 
genieux, battery, $6200. SAWYERS (213) 466-6112. 

AVAILABLE: Fox Studio 35mm production cam¬ 
eras, with complete accessories, plus prime and 
Anamorphic lenses (213) 463-5903, 662-4507. 
FREEMAC Box 1813, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬ 
RAPHER. 

ACL WITH CP motor, NPR finder, Arri handle, 4-200 
ft magazines, 12-120 Angenieux, cases, charger, 
batteries, etc. PERFECT CONDITION, $7,000. (213) 
457-3590. 

ANTIQUE HAND-CRANKED 35mm CAMERA. 
Debrie LeParvo model G w/35&50mm Zeiss lenses. 
Two cranks, iris/sunshade, two 400 ft. magazines, 
set of in-camera mattes, and Louis Vuitton 
chamois-lined leather case. Camera and lenses in 
absolutely mint condition. Best offer over $1000 by 
September 1. (213) 395-7898. 

WILCAM Super-8 sound camera, 3-channel amp., 
2-200’ magazines, 7-70mm zoom lens, $1000 or 
best offer. ERROL WUERTZ, P. O. Box 817, Hays, KS 
67601 (913)625-2578. 

CECO SR. heavy-duty fluid head (rating of 
O’Connor 50) with ball, regular legs, case, babies, 
high hat, $800. NYC, (212) 688-9538. 

REFLEXED Auricon Pro 600 special, sync output, 
electronic slate, 2-400 ft magazines, Frezzi crystal 
inverter, lens blimping hood, 10mm, 25mm and 
75mm Schneider lenses, 8-26mm Monital zoom, 
152mm B&H, 15mm Soligor, 25mm Wollensak, 
Tandberg 11-1P sync recorder, AC adaptor, AKG 
lavalier mike, NCE fluid head tripod with standard 
and baby legs, triangle. Package priced to sell at 
$2500. (61 2) 722-8049 or 227-1 304. 

ARRIFLEX ll-C Super package, with Angenieux 
zoom, $11,500. Arri 90mm MacroKilar $250. B&H 
70-DL, two lenses, $265. New editing table, rack 
$135. Arri S sync motor, $300. (213) 662-4507. 
FREEMAC Box 1814, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬ 
RAPHER. 

HOUSTON Fearless Eastman color 16/35 positive 
processor 25 fpm. $2900. BRUCE WEBSTER, (405) 
524-6251. 

ECLAIR NPR magazines, excellent condition, 
$1,250 each. Buy two and get a deluxe case free. 2K 
Fresnels fully Reconditioned, $49.50 each. Mc¬ 
Alister babies, $60. each. ColorTran 2K soft lite, $99. 
Light weight folding “C” stands, $64.50. BIRNS & 
SAWYER, INC., 1026 N. Highland Ave., Los An¬ 
geles, CA 90038. Phone (213) 466-8211. Ask for 
Fred Yates. 

STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIP. 
MAGNA-TECH type MRDE-436 serial #4464. Al¬ 
most new combination 16/35 magnetic insert re¬ 
corder/reproducer with erase, 2 single phase 
motors, studio cabinet, regulated power supply & 
counter. Type MD-436 magnetic reproducer serial 
#4465 complete with type 1 58 interlock control unit. 
No interlock motor for 35mm in both. Purchased for 
$11,400. Will sell for $8,400 case. Call (513) 278- 
8101. 

BOLEX Rex 5 body, $795. 16-100mm RxPOE, $725. 
25mm macro Switar Rxfl.1, $250. 10mm Macro 
Switar Rxfl.6, $225. 25mm Switar Rxf1.8, $100. 
Rexofader $60. Grip $50. REYNOLDS, 602E Cass- 
ville, Kokomo, IN 46901 (31 7) 452-8878. 

NPR, 12-120, crystal and wild motors, 2-400’ maga¬ 
zines, cases and battery, $7250. Offer. CAMERON 
FILMS, (206) 623-4103. 

AURICON Pro 200, built-in sync pulse unit, 400 ft. 
Mitchell magazine, torque motor, wired for Filmag- 
netic, optical amplifier, microphone, tripod, com¬ 
pletely rebuilt by Auricon, $850. Pan Cinor 17.5- 
70mm, zoom with finder, $175. LOUIS SHERMAN, 
2012 Beverly Way, Las Vegas, Nevada 89104. 

ARRIFLEX 16M with 4 prime lenses, matte box, 2 
motors, magazines, Arri cases and accessories. 
MINT CONDITION $4500. Original owner, (213) 
472-0046. 

EASTMAN Viscomat processor model 20 (modified 
as model 30) set up for processing of optical sound 
tracks (can also process B&W neg. track). E.K. 
Densitometer model 1A. Interlock motor (Magna 
Tech) GE# 2JOA66PA10B — single phase 
115v/57.5v. Fairchild Conax #600 for 16mm film. 
JACK SKY PRODUCTIONS, Cherry Hill, NJ (609) 
424-5870. 

FOR SALE: Bolex with 10mm Switar lens in Bolex 
aluminum housing, complete in Bolex wooden ship¬ 
ping case, all accessories, $700. STOUFFER PRO¬ 
DUCTIONS, Marty Stouffer, Box 15057, Aspen, CO 
81611.(303)925-5536. 

BEAULIEU News 16, Nagra SNN, excellent price. 
WILEY GROOVER, 21 Sessions Street, N.W., 
Marietta, GA 30060. (404) 428-6361. 

FOR SALE, 35mm Moviola UL-20-CS model, 
optical, magnetic head. Combo 16-35mm hot 
splicer. Ceco 35mm table model viewer with count¬ 
er. No reasonable offer refused. Also editing bench, 
optical amplifiers, tripods, camera cases, etc. Paul 
Sisco, UPITN, 1017 New Jersey Ave., SE, Wash¬ 
ington, DC 20003. Phone (202) 488-7313. 

FOR SALE: Berkey Model 231 36” wind machine, 3 
hp DC serial #50, 110v, 24 amps, Good operating 
condition, repainted, asking $2,000. (cost over 
$4,500 — if new!) Contact: RUDEN & SOTTILE INC., 
381 Sunrise Highway, Lynbrook, NY 11563. (516) 
599-5333. 

ECLAIR NPR, used with crystal motor, two 400’ 
mags, Ang. 9.5-95 lens, battery, Ang. orientable 
finder, case. (415) 957-1787 or (212) 581 -5474. 

CONVERTED Eyemo, Berthiot zoom 38-140, view¬ 
finder, 3-400’ magazines, new sync motor, custom- 
built blimp, electronic footage counter, $3000. 3- 
reconditioned 35mm Cameraflex, body, wild motor, 
1-200’ magazine, $800. each. One Moviola 35mm 
viewer D20, like new, $900. Angenieux 35-140 
zoom f3.8, $900. HERROWITZ PRODUCTIONS, 
1645 Filbert, San Francisco, (415) 391 -9439. 

ECLAIR ACL, used with CP crystal motor, two 400’ 
mags, Ang. 9.5-95 lens, battery, case. (415) 957- 
1787 or (212)581-5474. 

VIDEO equipment: AKAI 150 color camera, Sony 
4200A B&W camera, Samson Quik-set tripod dolly. 
All for $2,995. or offer. (416) 964-7415. 

VEGAS, used Model 55-57 call (415) 957-1787 or 
(212) 581-5474. 

NEW ENGLISH ACL 400’ mags. $1,500. Also ACL 
bodies. PSYCHOMEDIA (604) 733-2854. 

STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIP, 
400 ft Auricon complete "sound outfit, camera, 
magazine, MA-11 Filmagnetic amplifier & head, An¬ 
genieux 12-120 lens, $2,195. 90-day warranty on 
all. Arri 16BL, 12x120, Jensen crystal, case, 1 maga¬ 
zine, recently overhauled, $7,295. GORDON 
YODER, (214) 357-3045. 

AURICON Pro-600 special, 12-120 Angenieux, 
optical & magnetic sound, Filmagnetic soundhead, 
2-400 ft. magazines, aluminum case, all in very 
good condition, $1950/best offer. Jack or Sam (213) 
465-9862. 2271 Bronson Hill Dr., L.A. 

ARRIFLEX 16S #10102 Kinetals 17mm, 25mm, 
50mm; wild motor, matte box, case, maintained by 
Hollywood’s late Herman Galli, $2800. Arri mount 
Kinetals 12.5mm $300, 100mm $200, 150mm $225, 
Kinetal 9mm $675. Makro Kiltar 900mm $175. Cen¬ 
tury Tele Athenars Arri mounts, 85 glass filters, lens 
shades, 230mm $250. 385mm $300. Arri battery 
governor-controlled motor 24F Ryder sync $285 
(213) 342-5654. 

16 BOLEX M-5 camera — 10mm F1.6 Switar, under¬ 
water housing case, $995. JONES (713) 524-5594. 

 SUPPLIES  
BLACK LEADER, 16mm, fresh stock processed to 
4.0-I-, guaranteed $.026/ft min. order 2000 ft, com¬ 
plete lab service and supplies. 16mm & Super-8 
LEO DINER FILMS, INC., 350 Golden Gate Ave., San 
Francisco, 94102 (41 5) 775-3664. 

SERVICES AVAILABLE 
B&H Filmos slotted w/2 holders, $52,50. 3-day ser¬ 
vice. GORDON YODER, INC., 2911 Ladybird Lane, 
Dallas, TX 75220. 

EXPERT REPAIRS and overhauls on all editing 
accessories — splicers, synchronizers, viewers, etc. 
Write or call THE EDITING MACHINE INC., 630 
Ninth Ave., New York, NY 10036 (21 2) 757-5420. 

In-house repairs of Bolex, Canon, Auricon, Bell & 
Howell, SS Ills, CP-16 & table viewers. GORDON 
YODER, INC., 2911 Ladybird Lane, Dallas, TX 75220. 

WILDLIFE & nature cameraman seeks assign¬ 
ments. Sample reel available, GRIFFEN PRO¬ 
DUCTIONS, Pells Rd., Rhinebeck, NY 12572. (914) 
758-5232. 

Call us for your “ODDBALL” service work. GOR¬ 
DON YODER, INC., (214) 357-3045. 

ARRIFLEX, Eclair, CP 16, Mitchell, Angenieux ser¬ 
vice and repair, custom design. Fast, professional 
service. PERFECTION CINEMA SERVICE, 11021 
Magnolia Blvd., No. Hollywood, CA 91601 (213) 
766-6118. 

 SITUATIONS AVAILABLE  
WANTED SALESMAN to travel in the Southwestern 
and Western states. Must have practical back¬ 
ground in all facets of Motion Picture Equipment. 
Excellent benefits for the right person. Reply: B. 
FRANK, 11554 La Maida, N. Hollywood, CA 91601. 

PROFESSIONAL CAMERA REPAIR TECHNI¬ 
CIANS. Victor Duncan, Inc. has openings in Chi¬ 
cago and Detroit for professional camera repair 
technicians. Interested applicants should have a 
practical background in camera mechanics and 
optics. VDI offers a complete employee benefit 
package and excellent working conditions. Salary 
commensurate with experience. Call Bob Coleman 
collect in Chicago, (312) 321-9406 or Bob Burrell 
collect in Detroit, (313) 371-4920. 

FERCO, SF office has opening for experienced 
camera technicians. Salary open, (415) 957-1787. 

FILMMAKER, Southeastern PBS affiliate. Exper¬ 
ienced in cinematography, lighting, sound, editing, 
mixes and other technical aspects of film. Sample 
reel required. Send resume, WTVI, 42 Coliseum Dr., 
Charlotte, NC 28205. 

05 MAURER, complete, Stellavox (SM 5), Beaulieu 
(16 BPZ), 70 DR, perfect, Mitchell legs, Veriacs, 
lenses. All half price. RICHARD REED, (213) 275- 
9326. 

ARRIFLEX 16BL, new condition, 10-100 motorized 
zoom, 2 magazines, 2 batteries, 2 custom cases, 
tripod, $9,500. KARL MALKAMES, ASC, (914) 723- 
8853. 

WANTED. Film editor with at least five (5) years 
experience and with some on-location exper¬ 
ience. Send resume to: P.O. Box 119, 8501 Coles- 
ville Rd., Silver Spring, MD 20910. 

RATES: Ads set in lightface type 4CU per word. Wimmum ad, $4.00. Text setin 

lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's name) 50^ per word. 

Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper and lower 

case) $4.00 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial 
Office, American Cinematographer, P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif Forms 
close 1st of month preceding date of issue. 
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POSI-TROL,m SPROCKETS 

LaVezzi Posi-Trol positive con¬ 
trol sprockets go a long way to 
controlling the lateral move¬ 
ment of 35mm film across a 
camera or projector aperture 
for more accurate filming and 
projection — .004" maximum 
to be exact! That’s tight when 
compared to tolerances avail¬ 
able with standard sprockets. 
What’s more, Posi-Trol sprock¬ 
ets are designed to maintain 
film integrity, relieving prob¬ 
lems of torn perforations. And 
Posi-Trol sprockets can limit 
the need for secondary guide 
components to simplify camera 
and projector design. 

Posi-Trol sprockets are avail¬ 
able for drive and hold-back 
use, and for low-inertia inter¬ 
mittent applications, or to your 
specifications. For more infor¬ 
mation call Worth Baird, sales 
manager (312) 832-8990, or 
write LaVezzi Machine Works, 
Inc., 900 Larch Avenue, Elm¬ 
hurst, Illinois 60126. 

WANTED 
FILM STOCK, 16/35mm. Will consider all types. 
Sealed, opened, and ends. RAFIK, 814 Broadway. 
NY, NY 10003 (212) 473-5851 Collect. 

WANTED original non-orientable Eclair ACL finder 
in any condition. IMAGE DEVICES, 1825 NE 149th 
St., Miami, FL 33181. (800) 327-5181. 

WANTED: Professional motion picture equipment, 
16mm and 35mm, cameras, lenses, lights, sound, 
editing, projection, lab, for outright purchase or 
consignment. Supply complete technical descrip¬ 
tion and price for immediate reply. Ted Lane, ALAN 
GORDON ENTERPRISES, Inc., 1430 Cahuenga, 
Hollywood, CA 90028, (213) 466-3561. 

Bell & Howell 16mm cameras, motors, 24V-115V, 
400 ft magazine, any accessories or part. FA 50 
processing machine. K-100 cameras and acces¬ 
sories, any condition. Write to: NATIONAL FILM 
CO., 10302 Kingspoint, Houston, TX 77034. 

WANTED: Auricon Cinevoice cameras, CM-72A, 
converted or unconverted, any condition. Best 
prices. Call (201) 427-1160 or (212) 594-2294. 

RAW STOCK FILM NEEDED. Highest cash paid for 
16 or 35mm color negative or reversal film includ¬ 
ing any EF (7240) mag. stripe. FILMEX (filmbrokers) 
(416) 964-7415 collect. 

WANTED for cash: Angenieux 10x24mm zoom lens 
with reflex finder T3.8 BNC mount. Price and de¬ 
tails, please, to EUROSHOOT INC., 2645 Green- 
valley Rd., Los Angeles, CA 90046. 

WANT KEM UNIVERSAL, 6 OR 8 PLATE. 
PAUL TAYLOR, (206) 523-4646 

WANTED: Elemack Spyder dollies, Worrall gear 
heads. Contact Ted Lane, ALAN GORDON ENTER¬ 
PRISES, 1430 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, CA 
90028(213)466-3561. 

 RENTALS  
HOLLYWOOD cutting rooms & editing equipment 
rentals at bargain rates. Also complete editorial ser¬ 
vices. CRAWFORD EDITORIAL, (21 3) 463-7939. 

KEM rentals in Hollywood. HORIZONTAL EDITING 
STUDIOS (21 3) 461 -4643. 

CINEMONTA/STEENBECK RENTALS, 8-plate 
16mm/35mm delivered to your premises KLM 
ASSOC., INC. West Coast (213) 931-6151, East 
Coast (301) 299-7259. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
COMPLETE 24-year file of AMERICAN CINEMA¬ 
TOGRAPHER magazines 1953 thru 1976, $600 plus 
shipping (213) 375-6352. 

SCIENCE FICTION adventure film project. Looking 
for limited partners. Box 135, Pomona, CA 91767. 
(714)629-3406 or (213)966-4168. 

BOOKS on all aspects of Filmmaking, Television, 
Radio/Sound Recording, Mass Communications, 
Broadcasting. Send for free 24-page illustrated 
catalogue: COMMUNICATION ARTS BOOKS, Hast¬ 
ings House, Publishers, 10 East 40th Street, New 
York, NY 10016. 

T-SHIRTS FOR FILMMAKERS. Sixteen popular 
professional film equipment designs. Send for free 
brochure. ALAN GORDON ENTERPRISES INC., 
1430 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028. Attn: 
Dept. TS. 

LOYAL GRIGGS 
Continued from Page 947 

most experienced director of VistaVision 
photography on the lot. Although the 
assignment came during the final pre- 
production stages of the picture, he did 
have a big task in surveying Egyptian lo¬ 
cales and mapping the location sites. He 
went on to direct the photography of 
seven more of Paramount’s VistaVision 
productions. 

Some of his other credits are: “ELE¬ 
PHANT WALK” with Elizabeth Taylor; 
“BRIDGES AT TOKO Rl” with Grace 
Kelly and William Holden; “FATHER’S 
DELICATE CONDITION” with Jackie 
Gleason; “THE SILENT TREAD” with 
Ann Bancroft; “THE TIN STAR” with 
Henry Fonda; and “GIRLS, GIRLS, 
GIRLS”, with Elvis Presley. 

Although Griggs is now retired, he con¬ 
tinues to take an active interest in 
Cinematography as a Member of the 
Board of Governors of the American So¬ 
ciety of Cinematographers. ■ 
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► preceding publication date. Mail ^ 
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* AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER < 
1782 No. Orange Dr. i 

Hollywood 28, Calif. i 
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□XBERRY 
Division of Richmark Camera Service. Inc. 

Tel. (201) 935-3000 

Cable: Oxberry Carlstadt N.J. 

OPTICAL 
PRINTERS 

LIQUID GATE 

ANIMATION 
& FILMSTRIP 
EQUIPMENT 

180 BROAD ST., CARLSTADT, N.J. 07072 

^•Amerkon. - 
Cinematographer 
Please enter my subscription for 1 year— 
$9.00 U.S. $10.00 Foreign 
and send me a 
free copy of the 
Four-In-One Reprint. 
I am enclosing 
my remittance. 

American Cinematographer 
P.O. Box 2230 
Hollywood, CA 90028 

Name_ 

Address 

City_ State 
(offer available only 
with remittance) 

Zip_ 
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Nobody oyer refuses our deals on 
Frezzolini iomm camera systems. 

Model LW-1G 
Prezzi-Cordless1”1 

Model LW-1GA 
Prezzi-CortUess1” 

with advanced 

Model FR-1G 
Frezzi-Flex® 

Model 7R-1GA 
Frezzi-Flex® 
with advanced 

MCA-16 amplifier MCA-16 amplifier 

r^Goo r^ooo rsG450 rs7Mo 
Trade in 2 used Auricon CM-72As, and you 

take 
off: 

!2000 $*s2090 S'=2000 S,!2090 
YOUR Deal #1 
PRICE S2G00 

rs4G00 
Pius Angenieux 
12-120mm 

S3G75 
SG27G 

Deal #2 

PRICE sgggg 

rsE5G0 
Pius Angenieux 
12-120mm 
?oom S9S7*! lens uu/3 
Total 
List: 

SG2G5 

YOUR Deal #3 

rats 

iT'MSO 
Plus Angenieux 
10-150mm 

r s3eio 
£ s10,020 

(YOUR Oea/#4 

|PIIII =535; 

Irwo 
Plus Angenieux 
i0-l50mm 

r S3G10 
Total 
List: 

All our 
"bottom line” 
"Deal” prices 
valid through 
Dec. 31,1377 
purchase 
order date. 

Model 
FR-1GA 

It’s “bottom line” prices that count. 
If you’re thinking about a deal that 
doesn’t match one shown above,call 
us at (New Jersey 201) 427-1160, or 
(New York 212) 594-2294. Like we 
said, nobody ever refuses our deals. 

Frezzolini 16mm cine cameras & E.N.G. support equipment. Frezzolini Electronics Inc. 
7 Valley St. Hawthorne, N. J. 07506 USA 

Trade in 1 used Angenieux 12-120mm zoom lens 
and 2 used Auricon CM-72As, and you 

5“ =3000 S'=3000 S'=3000 Si?s3000 
YOUR Deal #5 Y0DR Deal #6 YOUR Deal #7 YOUR Deal #8 
PRICE 55275 PRICE SG2GE PRICE S^Qgg PRICE 55559 

Come and see the Frezzolini® product line in Booths 4 & 5 
SMPTE Conference, October 16 through 21, Los Angeles Century Plaza Hotel 



When it comes to 
meeting all the demands 

of today’s producers, 
most film labs can’t. 

more than just a film lab 
from a film lab. That’s why 
there’s Byron. 

The producer’s laboratory. 
SERVICES: 
• PROCESSING & PRINTING OF 16MM, 
35MM • SUPER 8MM PRINTING • COL¬ 
OR NEGATIVE • ECO • EF • MS • VIDEO 
NEWS FILM • KODACHROME PRINTS 
• FILM-TO-TAPE TRANSFER • TAPE-TO- 
FILM TRANSFER (CHROMASCAN) 
• 1/2”, 3/4", 1”, 2" VIDEOTAPE • 3/4” 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION • NARRATION 
• MIXING • EDITING • SCREENING 
• CONSULTATION 

65 K Street, Northeast 
Washington, D.C. 20002 
202/783-2700 
Professional Film and 
Video Tape Laboratories 

>. S—N-99/99-000i — S AM°I_E 
- 008-007-90038-00048 

MR. HARRY E. CJRATT 
% W. J. GERMAN, INC. 
6677 SANTA MONICA BLVD. 

, H CL.L Y wlCGD • CA 90038 

Dyron 
' COLOR-CORRECT® 

Superior film processing 
and printing will always be 
Number One at Byron. But 
producers need more. They 
need as many first-class 
professional services in one 
facility as is possible. It 
makes sense. It’s easier to 
maintain quality control 
when everything is under 
one roof. 

At Byron Motion Pictures 
you’ll find two top-notch 
narration studios, complete 
with mix and looping 
facilities for film and video 
tape. 

Three screening rooms— 
one being a sophisticated 
mixing theatre and another 

which can handle a 
cinemascope feature for an 
audience of 50. Two elaborate 
conference rooms. Five fully- 
equipped editing rooms. 
Three fabulous music and 
effects libraries. And more. 

Twenty-four-at-a-time 
video cassette duplication 
capabilities. 

Film-to-tape transfers 
from Super 8, 16 or 35mm. 
And, a very unique tape-to- 
film transfer process known 
as Chromascan T.M. . unques¬ 
tionably, a transfer process 
that is light years away 
from those old kinescopic 
methods. 

Today’s producers need 

-999 


